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Summary 

This research focuses on challenges for realizing a ‘culture of prevention’, in post-disaster settings. The 

specific case studied is long-term adoption of seismic resistant techniques (SRTs) in the rural housing sector. It 

is well-acknowledged that to meet such an objective, a comprehensive, multidimensional approach to housing 

reconstruction is required. Housing is more than just a shelter. It encompasses important social and cultural 

factors such as family well-being, privacy and cultural identity. Housing reconstruction programmes which tend 

to ‘deliver’ a house as a product are hence seldom effective in the long run.  

It is nearly three decades since it was advocated that housing reconstruction programmes should adopt a 

‘process approach’. However, it has proven difficult to realize such ‘process approaches’ in practice. The 

realization of housing reconstruction programmes, that take due considerations of technical and social factors, 

suffers from more than just a lack of know-how. Rather, there are other, more practical, factors which impede 

effective implementation of such programmes, such as time pressures that typically govern post-disaster 

reconstruction; expectations and preferences of governments, donors and beneficiaries; risk-aversion in 

programme management. Understanding the complex of factors that hamper implementation of sustainable 

housing reconstruction programmes requires a focus on two sets of factors. First, factors that determine a 

socio-technical balance, and second the more or less institutionalized way in which programme actors deal 

with such factors.  

 

Recent developments in the humanitarian sector have led to the emergence of the Owner-Driven 

Reconstruction (ODR) approach. This innovative approach has proven to be successful in major reconstruction 

efforts, for example in Gujarat and Sri Lanka. An ODR approach has also been embraced in Pakistan after the 

South-Asian earthquake of October 2005. Three years after this earthquake, under the coordination of the 

Earthquake Reconstruction & Rehabilitation Authority (ERRA), around 480,000 houses have been rebuilt 

according to seismic resistant construction principles. This ODR programme is thus considered very successful, 

especially considering the difficult mountainous terrain in the affected areas. The present research is an 

attempt to understand (i) how this success was achieved; and (ii) whether the current situation in the affected 

areas provides an effective foundation for long term use of SRTs. The first question is answered using a 

process-approach based analysis of the reconstruction programme. For answering the second question, an 

analysis is made of the obstacles and opportunities faced by homeowners and local artisans to use SRTs after 

the termination of the official reconstruction programme.  

   

Research approach 

The introduction of SRTs, with the aim of realizing a ‘culture of prevention’ can be regarded as a socio-

technical transition from unsafe (pre-earthquake) to seismic resistant (post-earthquake) construction 

technologies. The Multi Level Perspective (MLP) is used as a theoretical framework to analyze underlying 

processes of this socio-technical transition. It considers three conceptually distinct levels: 1) A regime level 

where technology is used as a ‘mainstream’ practice with corresponding preferences and belief systems; 2) 

Niches as spaces where radical technologies are nurtured through protective policies until they are ‘mature’ 

enough to be adopted (or rejected) by mainstream users in a regime; 3) A landscape comprising of exogenous 

influences which can destabilize a regime and create possibilities for adoption of radical innovations from the 

niche. In case of ODR in Pakistan, the 2005 earthquake can be considered as a sudden landscape influence 

which destabilized the pre-earthquake rural construction regime, largely based on katcha type of housing that 

suffered heavy damage. It created opportunities for the incorporation of new (seismic resistant) construction 

techniques into the housing regime.  

The focus on both the process of change, i.e. the implementation of innovative technologies, and the 

(required) socio-technical balance for sustainable adoption makes MLP an apt conceptual approach for the 

present research. However, two conceptual modifications were made in this research to address MLP’s 

weaknesses in addressing the role of end-users and articulating indicators of socio-technical balance to 

measure the performance of socio-technical systems. For the former, a process approach due to Bond and 

Hulme is used to analyze niche processes and their role in gradually transforming a niche technology into a 

regime technology. For the latter, an analytical framework, to map actors, technologies and institutions in a 

regime and their ‘balanced’ interrelationships, is borrowed from the systems of innovation literature.  
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Data collection 

Within the earthquake affected area of Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK), 141 beneficiary households were 

surveyed for conducting quantitative analysis. Moreover, group discussions were held with Village 

Reconstruction Committees (VRCs), artisans and programme actors. The interviews are used to obtain 

qualitative findings and to analyze non-obvious socio-technical relationships, such as reported ease/difficulty 

to work with certain techniques. Findings from the field are, wherever possible, compared with reports of 

ERRA and other secondary literature. 

 

Findings 

Although at the start of the programme, construction standards were restricted, ERRA has gradually 

introduced a good variety of construction styles. In addition, introduction via principles of seismic construction 

gave homeowners possibilities to individualize their houses. Overall, this has resulted in high levels of 

satisfaction. For future utilization of the SRTs, cost will remain the largest obstacle, followed by the artisans’ 

skills and dissatisfaction with the current thermal performances of the newly constructed houses. Dhajji, a 

local construction style, is the most promising style for long-term utilization as the construction cost were 

lower compared to concrete-block masonry. Likewise, homeowners and artisans feel more confident to 

construct Dhajji houses. Overall, awareness raising and training has laid a good foundation for a safer 

construction culture.  

ERRA’s (growth in) responsiveness has been a key factor for successful implementation of the SRTs.  In 

addition to the widening of construction options, ERRA took a proactive approach in remedial work as a 

reaction to local modifications made by homeowner and artisans. These remedial activities have been vital to 

increase the level of seismic compliance. At the same time, the local modifications have been critical to 

address some socio-cultural needs of homeowners. The iterative character of the ODR made homeowners true 

‘drivers’ of the programme.  

 

Policy implications 

Following the analyses within this research, policy recommendations can be derived at three levels.  

The first focus is on supporting a transition towards a ‘culture of prevention’ in the rural housing sector 

through future utilization of the SRTs. To meet this objective, it is important to continue the trainings in SRT 

principles as well as dissemination of more general information about (remedial) SRTs and risk posed by 

earthquakes. The development of low-cost insulation option has emerged as a priority, and transforming the 

established VRC institutions in to more permanent structures.  

Secondly, for future ODR approaches, it is important to consider the challenges posed by the development 

and implementation of technical trainings, assistance and inspection. Most likely this burden can be decreased 

by applying locally familiar technologies. Nonetheless, unforeseen local technological modifications are likely 

to happen and, if handled effectively they will probably increase chances for long term adoption. 

Thirdly, in order to increase the use of participatory approaches in housing reconstruction, it appears 

important to decrease risk perception, towards such programmes on part of decision makers. Other avenues 

are the development of indicators for the quality of participation and advocacy of accountability for such social 

dimensions in housing reconstruction. Finally, the adoption of a uniform policy across the affected area which 

allows for flexibility at local levels, might give a good head-start for sustainable housing reconstruction.  
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Glossary  

 

Transitional settlement 

“Settlement and shelter resulting from conflict and natural disasters, ranging from emergency response to 

durable solutions.“ Corsellis and Vitale, 2005, p.410 

 

Rehabilitation 

“Rehabilitation refers to the actions taken in the aftermath of a disaster to enable basic services to resume 

functioning, assist victims’ self-help efforts to repair physical damage and community facilities, revive economic 

activities and provide support for the psychological and social well being 

of the survivors.” UNDP/DMTP, 1993, p.9 

 

 Reconstruction 

“Reconstruction refers to the full restoration of all services, and local infrastructure, replacement of damaged 

physical structures, the revitalization of economy and the restoration of social and cultural life.”  UNDP/DMTP, 

1993, p.10 

 

Shelter, adequate 

“Immediate environment for all aspects of family life, providing protection from the elements, secure tenure, 

personal safety, access to clean water and sanitation, proximity to places of employment and educational and 

health care facilities.”  UN/OCHA, 2006, p.6 

 

 Housing 

“Lodging, shelter for human habitation. The immediate physical environment, both within and outside of 

buildings, in which families and households live and which serves as shelter. Also, a government project to 

provide shelter to low-income groups.” UN/OCHA, 2006, p.6 

 

 Sustainability  

Within this research, ssustainability is approached as opportunities for long-term utilization of seismic resistant 

construction techniques. It hence includes factors like availability and cost of construction materials, local 

knowledge and skills to work with the techniques, a functioning problem-solving network for the utilization of 

these techniques. It also comprises social factors like a match between construction styles and cultural 

meanings and practices 

 

 

Inertia forces  

Force due to inertia, or the resistance against acceleration or deceleration 

 

Lateral loads   

Forces which act perpendicular on a wall  

 

Seismic load   

Horizontal forces acting on a structure, resulting from ground motions 

 

Shear walls  

Walls which resist lateral (earthquake) forces in longitudinal directions 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

1 Introduction 

This thesis analyzes challenges in post-disaster housing reconstruction programmes. More specifically, 

it considers challenges to realize permanent housing which contributes to risk-reduction by incorporating 

seismic resistant construction principles. With that, long-term objectives to realize a ‘culture of prevention’ 

among homeowners and artisans in the affected areas are analysed. As part of this culture of prevention, 

reconstruction objectives are that Seismic Resistant Techniques (SRTs) will be utilized and replicated by the 

local population after programme termination. In order to achieve this, a set of interrelated technical and 

social factors need to be dealt with. This chapter will highlight the socio-technical problems in realizing the 

long-term objectives in housing reconstruction. It also presents the research objective and corresponding 

research questions of this study. The social and scientific relevance are discussed as well as the theoretical and 

methodological approach. Finally, a structure of this report is presented.  

 

1.1 Problem definition: challenges in post-disaster reconstruction 

Floods, storms, earthquakes are natural disasters that strike regularly, disrupting social- and economic 

life, destroying infrastructure and rendering people homeless. During the past two decades, an estimated 140 

million people have been made homeless by natural disaster. Almost 98% of these affected people live in 

developing countries (World Bank, 2001).  

Following natural disasters, reconstruction efforts are typically 

taken up by the government of the affected country, supported by a 

national assistance community (such as non-governmental 

organisations) and (a few) experts from international humanitarian 

organizations. National and international resources are allocated to 

support housing reconstruction activities. An important requirement 

of housing reconstruction programmes is that they contribute to 

future risk reduction and be appropriate for the local context 

(culture, knowledge and skills, available materials, climatic 

conditions). In a nutshell, one could say that a fundamental challenge 

in housing reconstruction is not to only realize the physical product 

(i.e. the house) but to have reconstruction programmes that 

contribute to the development of a ‘culture of prevention’. The latter is related to concepts such as  ‘build-

back-better’ which promote future risk reduction and increased resilience of affected communities against 

natural hazards (UN, 2006, p.22). 

 However, effective reconstruction programmes are challenging to realize, with inconsistent quality of 

output and effectiveness (UN/OCHA, 2006, p.25). It is already two and a half decades ago that the United 

Nations advocated the use of a comprehensive, multi-criteria approach in housing reconstruction rather than a 

techno-centric product delivery focus. (UNDRO, 1982). Until recently, the objectives of this process approach 

in housing reconstruction have seldom been met. According to a recent report of the United Nations 

(UN/OCHA, 2006), there is growing understanding that sustainable solutions in housing reconstruction require 

local participation and involvement. At the same time however, there seem to be a limited understanding 

among implementing agencies on how to realize reconstruction programmes with effective participation and 

local ownership (UN/OCHA, 2006, p.19).  

 Thus, there are certain obstacles which impede effective implementation of housing reconstruction 

programmes that lead to context-appropriate and long-term risk reduction against future natural hazards.  

“Reconstruction must be fully 

integrated into long-term 

development plans, taking into 

account future disaster risks and 

possibilities to reduce such risks 

by incorporating appropriate 

measures.” (UNDP/DMTP, 1993, 

p.9-10) 
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1.2 Research objective 

During the last two decades, considerable knowledge has been gained with regard to the 

multidimensional nature of housing reconstruction. A multitude of socio-cultural factors have been identified 

which influence the effectiveness of housing reconstruction (see Chapter 2 for an overview). Among these 

factors, we find a focus on local knowledge and skills and their relation to vulnerability reduction (Jigyasu, 

2002; Gaillard, 2007);  community participation, which may have positive as well as negative effects (ADPC, 

2007; Kennedy et al, 2008); cooperation between state, civil society and I/NGOs (Jalali, 2002; Shaw et al, 2003; 

Shaw et al, 2002); the influence of risk perception among communities (Christoplos et al, 2001; Okazaki et al, 

2008); the role of social capital in reconstruction efforts (Nakagawa and Shaw, 2004); and user preferences 

and (social) impact of reconstruction programmes (Dikmen, 2005; Badri et al, 2006). Such insights have led to 

different propositions for the realization of effective housing programmes. Nevertheless, as discussed in the 

preceding section, obstacles appear to be present which hamper the realization of sustainable housing 

reconstruction.  

One commonly encountered reason for the difficulties in sustainable housing programmes is the lack of 

clarity regarding what participatory reconstruction really means. For example, what role should homeowners 

really have? Should they be involved in the entire construction process? Should they become responsible for 

the planning, be involved in the actual construction work and support monitoring? How important are cultural 

factors like expressions of wealth through the type of housing? How much training should be given? From a 

more general perspective, how important are such social factors in determining programme impact?  

Understanding the interrelatedness of social and technical factors has however shown not to be sufficient. 

How programme actors use and apply such understanding is another question. These actual practices may be 

guided by perceptions and attitudes such as risk aversion towards innovative housing programmes and 

following established organizational routines. Expectations and preferences of national governments and 

donors can also influence the reconstruction approach. It is hence not only knowledge of programme actors, 

or gaps in it, but also the way they use the knowledge. That is, the field practices, which can become obstacles 

for sustainable housing programmes. This has led to a main research objective for the present thesis, which is 

supported by an auxiliary objective:  

 

 

 

As can be expected, some housing reconstruction programmes have received greater approval from 

academics and practitioners alike, than others. One such housing programme is the Owner Driven 

Reconstruction (ODR) approach in Pakistan, initiated after the South-Asian earthquake of October 2005. To 

meet the research objective, this programme is used as a case-study. The specific analyses are guided by two 

research questions. 

 

1.3 Research questions 

The ODR programme in Pakistan achieved comparatively high levels of participation and responsibilities of 

homeowners. On top of that, it has been particularly lauded for its high pace of construction, with high levels 

of compliance to introduced seismic resistant construction principle. Finally, these achievements have received 

Main Research Objective  

Analyze obstacles for sustainable housing reconstruction programmes by observing 

important social and technical factors related to sustainable housing and the way 

programme actors typically deal with these factors.  

Auxiliary Research Objective 

Identify a set of (multi-dimensional) factors which will influence the likeliness of 

long-term adoption and use of risk-reducing technologies, contributing to a ‘culture 

of prevention’ within the rural housing sector in post-disaster areas. 
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special admiration because of the very difficult mountainous terrain with problems of accessibility, hot 

summers and harsh winters (see Chapter 4 for a detailed discussion).  

It has also been said that the programme has created good foundations for long-term utilization of the 

introduced seismic resistant techniques. However, in order to analyze the full strength of this programme, 

more analysis in the field is required. This leads to the first research question. 

 

In order to better understand how sustainable housing reconstruction may be realized, it is valuable to 

analyze the housing reconstruction process as applied in Pakistan in more detail. Such an analysis can provide 

important insights into factors that played a supportive and/or impeding role for the effectiveness of the 

programme. From such insights, valuable lessons and subsequent recommendations can be derived for future 

ODR programmes. Given the importance of local participation and the role of homeowners in particular, the 

second research question is formulated as follows: 

 

 

1.4 Societal relevance 

Housing can considered as a commonly accepted basic need. With that, the social relevance of post-

disaster housing programmes can be considered as rather straightforward: the support of housing 

reconstruction for those rendered homeless by natural disaster. From the seventies to early 2000, the number 

of reported natural disasters has increased from 100 to 400 a year (Guha-Sapir, et al, 2004, p.20). During the 

80’s and 90’s, about 141 million people have been made homeless by natural disaster. Among these, 138 

million lived in developing countries (World Bank, 2001).  

Housing is however much more than just a shelter. Housing affects family well-being, livelihood and 

privacy. Reconstruction is considered essential to restore affected communities, dignity, economy and cultural 

identity (Duyne Barenstein, 2006). With that, it concerns the whole society (Barakat, 2003). 

Given the large and multidimensional impacts of housing reconstruction, it is important to develop a 

better understanding of the different interrelations and obstacles which impede the realization of sustainable 

reconstruction.  
 

1.5 Scientific relevance 

A multitude of studies have delved into the complexities of housing reconstruction programmes. Some of 

these are technical in nature, for example investigating technical specifications or design options for 

reconstruction programmes. On the other side of the spectrum, we can find studies concerning local risk 

perception and the influence of social capital on the effectiveness of housing reconstruction. Within this 

diversity of foci, there seems to be consensus that participation is key element in housing reconstruction. 

However, what this really entails and how this can be realized is not clear (Davidson et al, 2006). Recent 

participatory programmes have also indicated that community control can also lead to adverse effects: a case 

study of the ODR in Gujarat has for example concluded that this approach led to social and physical break-up 

of villages due to partial (voluntary) relocation and existing social segregation (Jigyasu, 2002, p. xxviii). In other 

instances it has been observed that “‘build back better’ was often interpreted by beneficiaries as building 

structures which look modern rather than as designs which reduce vulnerability” (Kennedy et al, 2008, p.32-3). 

Thus, a top-down approach in housing reconstruction is not desirable, however, nor is a purely bottom-up 

approach with full control in the hands of homeowners. A good balance between these two extremes is 

Research Question 1 

What are obstacles and opportunities for homeowners to utilize the introduced 

seismic resistant construction technologies, after termination of the rural housing 

programme?  

 

Research Question 2 

Within the owner-driven reconstruction programme, what are the key factors 

contributing to sustainable introduction of seismic resistant techniques (SRTs) into 

the rural housing sector, and what has been the role of homeowners in these? 
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difficult to determine but it seems to have characteristics of a ‘systems approach’ in which actors act and 

interact and developments follows from cooperation. The ODR approach is Pakistan provides a good 

opportunity to do address this issue of balanced participation, because of its apparent success and its unique 

characteristic of being the first ODR approach at this scale, uniformly applied across the affected areas. A 

detailed analysis of how this programme has evolved can hence provide valuable insights. This study is novel in 

the sense that it is (to the best of my knowledge) the first attempt to disclose the processes underlying the 

ODR in Pakistan, with a specific focus upon the perceptions of homeowners. The extensive focus on the 

homeowners and how they have experienced this evolving reconstruction programme shed lights on their 

motivations to adopt, reject or modify certain technologies. By analyzing how such activities of homeowners 

are dealt with by the ODR-programme management, a better insight is obtained concerning the desired level 

of local ownership and participation, and guidance from programme management.  

A common element of housing reconstruction studies is that most of them are based upon observations 

on the ground. That is, theoretical frameworks have often been developed following from experiences and 

understandings of challenges in post-disaster settings. This research is different. It deviates from most studies 

of post-disaster reconstruction by applying a new research framework to bear on problems stemming from 

various interactions between society and technology in housing reconstruction. The analytical framework of 

this research is based upon the Multi Level Perspective (MLP). MLP is a multidisciplinary theory of socio-

technical transitions, i.e. it analyses how (radical) innovative technologies are adopted or rejected in a society.  

As this theory examines transitions, it allows us to indentify characteristics of an implementation process 

leading to a sustainable transition in the rural housing sector with incorporation of seismic resistant 

techniques. The fact that both the elements of an implementation process approach and the characteristics of 

a new socio-technical balance fit with a single theoretical framework makes it strong and coherent approach. 

This is just what is needed, as management theory clearly indicates that a good process approach can only be 

effective if visions, or end-goals, are well articulated (van Ham and Koppenjan, 2002, p.105).  

Besides the novelty of applying this theory for the analysing housing reconstruction programmes, this 

research hopes to contribute to the theory in two ways. First, local participation in the reconstruction 

programme has been identified as an important factor for sustainable housing programmes. However, the role 

of end-users is only marginally included in the Strategic Niche Management (SNM) approach, i.e. the analytical 

framework within MLP which specifically focuses upon the maturation-process of an innovative technology in 

order to be implemented in the mainstream. For this reason, I will replace the SNM approach for a ‘process 

approach’ as used by Bond and Hulme (1999), developed from insights of project management. Besides the 

large overlap with the SNM approach, it also explicitly considers the role of beneficiaries in the project. Given 

that recent developments within the SNM approach are geared at increasing it usability as management tool, 

the application of this ‘process approach’ might give new insights which are useful in this respect. 

Secondly, the comprehensive multidisciplinary focus of the MLP approach makes it a very valuable 

analytical tool. However, MLP has also been criticised for lacking solidity in the analysis of the performance of 

the socio-technical systems - whereas its strength lies in considering external factors which can induce 

behavioural change of actors, leading to socio-technical transition (Markard and Truffer, 2008). I will attempt 

to fill this gap by devising a set of more specific indicators for the performance of a socio-technical system (this 

is done in chapter 3). The focus upon these (desirable) performance indicators can give new insights of (ex-

ante) objectives for socio-technical transitions within the rural housing sectors. Such insights might be used to 

further develop the MLP as an ex-ante and real-time analysis tool, rather than a (currently predominant) ex-

post tool for understanding socio-technical transitions. 

 

1.6 Research approach 

The research has been delineated in both content as geographical location. These research boundaries are 

briefly discussed below, as well as the methodological approach and data collection process. 

 

1.6.1 Research boundaries 

This focus of this research is on reconstruction programmes for permanent housing. This means that the 

relief phase and efforts for first rehabilitation are not considered. 

Within the different activities of a housing reconstruction programme, the research is limited to the 

process of implementing seismic resistant construction. This includes challenges related to sustainable local 

adoption and diffusion, which typically involve technical as well as social dimensions. The research scope 
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considers only reconstruction of houses at the same, or reasonably nearby, spot as before the earthquake. 

Displacement, resettlement and issues arising from land tenure are hence not considered. Geographically, the 

research is bound to the affected rural area of Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) in Pakistan. So, urban 

reconstruction falls beyond the research scope. Further specifications and research boundaries are discussed 

in Chapters 3 and 4.  

Sustainability is approached as opportunities for long-term utilization of seismic resistant construction 

techniques. It hence includes factors like availability and cost of construction materials, local knowledge and 

skills to work with the techniques, a functioning problem-solving network for the utilization of these 

techniques. It also comprises social factors like a match between construction styles and cultural meanings and 

practices. These issues of a socio-technical balance are elaborated in Chapter 3.  

 

1.6.2 Methodology and data collection 

For understanding general trends and developments in housing reconstruction approaches, a literature 

study is conducted in chapter 2. This includes a context analysis of general strengths and weaknesses of the 

Owner Driven Reconstruction (ODR) approach in post-disaster settings.  

Based upon the theory of MLP, two analytical frameworks are developed to conduct the analyses of (i) 

opportunities and constraints for homeowners to utilize the introduced seismic resistant techniques (SRTs) in 

the future and (ii) the implementation process of the SRTs, or their move out of protected niches into 

mainstream markets.  

Within Pakistan, the most important data source stems from (semi-structured) household interviews 

(N=141). Besides that a multitude of interviews and group discussions are held with artisans, Village 

Reconstruction Committees (VRCs) and programme staff of technical and social disciplines. These data have 

been used for both qualitative as well as quantitative analyses conducted in this research. Chapter 4 provides 

more details of this data collection process.  

 

1.7 Report outline 

This report is roughly divided into three sections, see Figure 1-1. The first is a literature study on housing 

reconstruction programmes (Chapter 2). This provides the context of this research as well as to have an 

understanding of recent approaches and insights in housing reconstruction after disaster. This literature 

review will also explain current obstacles for housing reconstruction programmes, which consider different 

levels of local participations. Important obstacles are related to dominant perceptions in this sector as well as 

expectations and strategies of risk aversion.  

The theoretical discussion on processes of socio-technical transitions is considered in Chapter 3. This 

chapter also discusses two analytical frameworks which will serve the two main analyses of this report. 

The case study of Pakistan is considered next in Chapter 4, with an explanation of the applied ODR 

programme as a response to the South-Asia earthquake of October 2005. This chapter will also discuss the 

data collection process in more detail. Moreover, the case of the ODR programme in Pakistan is 

conceptualized with the conceptual approach of the MLP.  

The two main analyses of the present research constitute the next chapters. The first analysis (Chapter 5) 

considers future opportunities and obstacles for homeowners to utilize the SRTs. Chapter 6 analyses the actual 

implementation process in more detail. This is done from the perspective of an institutional partner of the 

Earthquake Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Authority (ERRA), the coordinating agency for the 

reconstruction efforts, and from the perspective of homeowners and artisans.  

This report ends with a concluding chapter 7 where the results of this research are discussed in the light of 

its overall research objective. Finally, this chapter includes a theoretical reflection and policy 

recommendations.   
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Chapter 2 

Challenges in post-disaster housing 

reconstruction 
 

2 Post-disaster housing reconstruction: the challenges 

This chapter provides an understanding of the complexities and challenges related to sustainable housing 

reconstruction. For this, the relation of permanent housing reconstruction with emergency relief and 

transitional shelter is discussed. Subsequently, I discuss important changes in perception and understanding 

which took place during the last two decennia, related to housing reconstruction. This discussion highlights 

critical challenges for sustainable housing programmes. It also leads to the question whether a common 

definition of a ‘process-approach’ for housing reconstruction can be given. Finally, this chapter ends with an 

introduction of a promising innovative reconstruction approach: Owner Driven Reconstruction (ODR). This 

ODR approach has been applied in Pakistan, after the 2005 earthquake. It is this reconstruction programme in 

Pakistan which will serve as a case study in the following chapters of this research.   

 

2.1 Emergency relief, transitional settlement, and reconstruction 

Post-disaster response has different forms and shapes, among others dependent on the phase or time-

frame after the natural hazard.
1
 Activities in post-disaster settings can be dived into three phase (although in 

reality these phases largely overlap). 

The activities undertaken in the direct aftermath of the disaster can be considered to belong to 

emergency relief activities. This constitutes life saving operations like search and rescue but also realizing basic 

shelter for the affected population. Immediate shelter is needed to shield people from vagaries of the climate 

and protect them from ill health and diseases. In addition, shelter is required to ensure personal safety and 

support human dignity (UN/OCHA, 2008, p.1). Such immediate shelter needs are often dealt with by 

distributing tents and plastic sheeting.  

Between the emergency phase and (durable) reconstruction, one could distinguish a rehabilitation 

phase. Within this phase, activities are geared to restoring basic services (like repair of physical damage such 

as electricity lines, roads, etc.) to support communities to more or less resume pre-disasters patterns of life. 

Transitional shelter programmes might be one of such rehabilitation activities. Transitional shelter can have 

different forms and a great variety of interpretations (see UN/OCHA, 2008 for an elaborate discussion of 

transitional shelter options and strategies). Generally though, the idea is that transitional shelter options fulfil 

immediate shelter needs (just like emergency shelter) after which they will also meet ‘intermediate’ shelter 

needs. This can for example be a (steel) frame which is quickly distributed and erected and subsequently can 

be extended by households to meet their changing needs. Such a structure might either become a (modified) 

permanent dwelling or it might be substituted by a permanent house.  

The reconstruction phase is aimed at reducing future risk by integrating reconstruction programmes 

into long-term development plans (UNDP/DMTP, 1993, p.9-10). For housing reconstruction this means that 

with the construction of permanent houses, it is attempted to increase resilience again potential future 

hazards. The adoption of seismic resistant techniques (SRT) in housing construction is an example of this. An 

overview of the relationship between transitional shelter and durable housing reconstruction programmes is 

provided in Figure 2-1.  

                                                           
1
 Reconstruction after conflict-induced disaster is not considered in this research. 
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Total affected populationPopulation

Housing reconstruction

- rental

- owner-occupier
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Time

Transitional settlement

- on-site shelter

- collective centres

- host families

- urban self-settlement

- rural self-settlement

- self-settled camps

- planned camps

Maximum life of 

plastic sheeting

Maximum life of 

canvas tents
 

Figure 2-1. From transitional settlement to housing reconstruction  

(Shelter Centre, in UN/OCHA, 2006, p.5) 
 

 

2.2 Challenges in housing reconstruction 

The complexities of post-disaster housing 

reconstruction are well-acknowledged in the literature. How 

to deal with this, how to tackle these challenges and come 

up with effective reconstruction programmes, seems 

however a difficult question and even more difficult to 

realize. The first comprehensive study which addressed the 

complexity of post-disaster housing is the 1982 publication, 

Shelter after Disaster: Guidelines for Assistance by the office 

of the United Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator (UNDRO, 

currently the United Nations Office for the Coordination of 

Humanitarian Affairs; UN/OCHA). A large part of the findings 

and principles lead down in this original report is still 

relevant today (UN/OCHA, 2006, p.vii). It is in this report of 

1982 where one of the most fundamental understandings for 

effective work in this sector has been expressed: the need for a ‘process’ rather than a  ‘product’ approach in 

the provision of shelter after disaster and the need for a multidisciplinary approach, incorporating socio-

economic, political, environmental and technical factors (UNDRO, 1982, p.iii).  

Since 1982, a lot of progress has been made: the socio economic benefits of housing are far better 

understood and acknowledged by (international) agencies, there has been an increased emphasis on 

beneficiary involvement and responsibility, relocation has increasingly been avoided and decentralized 

programmes encouraged (UN/OCHA, 2006, p.18-9). Despite these changes in thinking and perceptions, the 

realization of effective, long-term post-disaster interventions has proven to be difficult. Both the quality and 

the effectiveness of shelter and housing delivered through participatory approaches has been very 

inconsistent (UN/OCHA, 2006, p.25). It is still regularly that housing reconstruction programmes turn out to be 

unsustainable because of inappropriate cultural and/or climatic designs, use of construction materials which 

are not locally available, an introduction of incompatible techniques which do not match with local capabilities 

and hence hamper local maintenance and replication. (For examples, see Jigyasu, 2002; Barakat, 2003;  

Schilderman, 2004, Davidson et al, 2006)  

“The least understood of all issues is that 

a house is merely the end-product of a 

long chain of social, economic, 

technological, environmental, political 

and other mechanism. (…)Until it is fully 

and widely understood that shelter is a 

“process” rather than a “product”, many 

housing programmes (…) will fall short of 

expectations – especially in developing 

countries. “ (UNDRO, 1982, p.iii) 
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There seems to be growing consensus within the assistance community that sustainable solutions in 

reconstruction are programmes that are driven by those 

affected.
2
 The role of the assistance community is to 

facilitate a (locally driven) process of reconstruction, which 

is suited to the local context (i.e. socially, culturally and 

technically). This shift from a service- and product delivery 

approach to a facilitating role in which beneficiary 

participation is an important element, seems however 

challenging. (UN/OCHA, 2006, p.19) 

The problem is that it is unclear to the 

(inter)national assistance community what participation 

really entails and how it can be realized (Davidson et al, 

2007, p 101-3; Saunders, 2004; UN/OCHA, 2006, p.19). In 

giving some insight of what participation includes, Table 2-1 provides an overview of important differences in 

traditional and suggested (or envisioned) approaches, according to Rajib Shaw and colleagues (2002). From 

this table, one could say that a common denominator between the differences of ‘traditional’ and ‘suggested’ 

approach is level of community participation, in decision making, needs assessment, resource mobilisation and 

capacity building. (The interested reader can find a more elaborate description of principles of sustainable 

housing reconstruction in 0 – based upon principles of the International Federation of Red Cross and Red 

Crescent Societies - IFRC.) 

 
Table 2-1 Overview of traditional and suggested approaches in reconstruction 

Considering this recurring element of ‘participation’, one can ask himself what the reasons are that 

effective participatory programmes are so difficult to realize: why is it so difficult for the assistance community 

to increase the level of local participation in reconstruction programmes? This question is an important one 

since it touches upon some prevailing attitudes, elementary principles and contextual factors, which are 

present in post-disaster settings and hence need to be kept in mind when analyzing a reconstruction 

programme. Difficulties to realize high levels of (beneficiary) participation in reconstruction programmes are 

related to: 

First of all, housing reconstruction programmes have a definite start and end-date by which the houses 

should be built. In normal circumstances informal low-cost housing is however a gradual process which can 

take years or even generations. This pressure to complete the houses in short time-frames is even increasing in 

post-disaster settings (as compared to ‘normal’ low-cost housing projects) in order to satisfy governments and 

donors with tangible outputs.  

                                                           
2
 In reconstruction efforts, the state, local government and NGOs of the affected country are of key importance as 

they are coordinating and/or implementing the activities. They are hence considered key actors of the assistance 

community, supported by (a few) international experts from international organisations.  

Criteria Traditional approach Suggested approach 

Community need This factor has been ignored being most 

disaster assistance based on the priorities 

of the assisting agencies 

Community needs and priorities are first to be 

considered. 

Community 

ownership and 

participation 

In most cases, houses are reconstructed by 

formal construction sectors, without 

community involvement.  

Community members build their own houses, thus 

they owning the technology. 

Inter-disciplinary 

and multi-

stakeholder 

cooperation 

Programs often are formulated and 

executed by a single group of stakeholders 

and reflect their priorities. 

Tasks are formulated based on multi-stakeholder 

cooperation, and an interdisciplinary approach. 

Livelihood issues Reconstruction often givens attention only 

to the physical reconstruction of houses.  

Livelihood issues are part of the reconstruction 

programs, emphasis being placed on enhancing skills 

in the local communities.  

Sustainability 

issues 

Community provides future efforts. In most 

cases, sustainability issues are neglected. 

Through institutionalization of efforts, and 

community involvement, sustainability issues are 

taken into consideration. 

  Source: Shaw et al, 2002, p.74 

 

“..given adequate financial and 

technical support they [people] have 

the capacity to construct houses 

that are more likely to respond to 

their needs and preferences than 

houses provided by outside 

agencies.” (Duyne Barenstein, 2006, 

p.25) 
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Secondly, reconstruction after a disaster is typically seen as an opportunity to ‘build back better’ by 

increasing the capabilities and technological competence and to make the affected community/nation more 

resilient to any future disasters. For this reason, reconstruction codes and standards need to be met. A 

consequence is however that poor households often can’t afford these construction styles. (Davidson et al, 

2006)  

Thirdly, one of the basic principles of humanitarian practices is to support the national and local 

authorities in reconstruction efforts. Post-disaster realities show however that a local government is 

overburdened due to socio-economic disruptions and a need for simultaneous multi-sector reconstruction. In 

addition, the likeliness of finding an effective local government is even more unrealistic when it was already 

weak in pre-disaster settings. Moreover, the lack of governmental capacities can only limitedly be 

complemented by the assistance community. That is, the human resources fall short in humanitarian sector to 

plan, coordinate and implement shelter and housing programmes. Besides a shortage in quantity, there is also 

a deficiency in required expertise: shelter programmes are typically led by logisticians while housing 

programmes are predominantly managed by civil- or water and sanitation engineers. In addition, the 

humanitarian community is not used to working together with peer-organisations in a large-scale, integrated 

programme (UN/OCHA, 2006, p.28).  

These ground realities in post-disaster housing reconstruction can be summarized as: (i) focus on 

construction speed with emphasis on (ii) construction quality based on well specified standards, and (iii) 

limited capacities and technical expertise in housing reconstruction.  

Altogether, these factors provide serious obstacles for the application of participatory reconstruction 

programmes. Reasons for the latter are that participatory approaches are typically considered as more time 

consuming, compared to contractor driven reconstruction (Alam, 2009). They are also perceived as more 

challenging (Barakat, 2003). For project management, questions can arise as who bears what responsibility in 

participatory reconstruction, what is the role of homeowners and what are they accountable for? Issues of 

monitoring and quality control can hence be more challenging or at least consist of new management styles 

(i.e. compared to contractor driven approaches where contractor are typically responsible for the construction 

quality). In addition, there is ambiguity of what participation really entails, or at least there are no commonly 

accepted indicators to measure quality of participation (Davidson et al, 2006; Alam, 2009). Programme actors 

are hence hardly ever held accountable for the quality of participation, which potentially takes away certain 

incentives for programme actors to devote more efforts to participatory activities in housing reconstruction. 

 

2.3 Defining a ‘process approach’ 

The least we can conclude from the above discussion is that ‘Sustainable housing reconstruction is difficult 

to realize’. Back in 1982, it was stated that “a house is merely the end-product of a long chain of social, 

economic, technological, environmental, political and other mechanism“ (UNDRO, 1982, p. iii). Have current 

insights and understanding of housing reconstruction programmes brought us to a point where a ‘process 

approach’ in housing reconstruction can be defined in a correct and thorough manner?  

Housing, and particular post-disaster housing reconstruction, seems to be too complex and interwoven 

with socio-cultural, political, environmental and technical spheres to give an all-inclusive definition of a 

process-approach in reconstruction. The multi-dimensional importance of housing was already expressed in 

the 1960s by influential scholars like John F.C. Tuner. He approached 'housing as verb', the 'freedom to build’, 

'the possibility of displaying essential human creativity in seeking value of life', and as 'a process of self-

fulfillment' (Pugh, 2001, p. 402). Housing as an important apparatus for livelihood has among others been 

illustrated by concepts like home-based-enterprises (Sheppard and Hill, 2005). The social side of housing, for 

both the family as the society as a whole is clearly stressed by Duyne Barenstein (2006) “Reconstruction is 

essential to restore affected communities, dignity, society, economy and cultural identity” (p.1). Even though a 

proper house is a basic need, it is not per se the first priority of people; livelihood issues might be more 

important (UNDRO, 1982, p.iii). In an effort to better understand needs and priorities of families, studies have 

been conducted towards the (natural hazard) risk perception of people and their ability to invest in safer 

housing (Okazaki et al, 2008; Christoplos et al, 2001) 

Studies on housing reconstruction programmes have stressed different ‘key’ elements for sustainable 

reconstruction. Among these, we find the focus upon community participation (ADPC, 2007; Davidson et al) 

and the need for cooperation between state, civil society and I/NGO’s (Jalali, 2002; Shaw et al, 2003; Shaw et 

al, 2002), the importance of building upon local knowledge and skills (Jigyasu, 2002; Gaillard, 2007; 
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Schilderman, 2004), a focus on user preferences and needs (Dikmen, 2005; Badri et al, 2006) and ‘social 

capital’ as missing link in reconstruction (Nakagawa and Shaw, 2004). 

 

Therefore, given the complexities (in breadth and depth) of housing reconstruction programmes, I feel it is 

not possible to provide a thorough, all-inclusive definition of a ‘process approach in housing reconstruction’. 

This is especially the case when housing reconstruction aims to realize more disaster-resilient communities – 

which is linked to a wide array of socio-cultural and political factors.  

However, since this specific research is delineated towards the adoption and diffusion of risk reducing 

construction techniques in the rural housing sector, a more specific definition can be formulated:  

 

 

Such a process-approach can be made more explicit by defining important elements of such an approach, 

like ‘participation’, ‘building upon local knowledge and techniques’ and ‘continuously assessing needs and 

priorities’. This fine-tuning of what a process approach looks like is elaborated in Chapter 3, § 3.6.  

It is clear that some housing reconstruction programmes are more in line with such a process approach 

than others. One such promising reconstruction approach is believed to be the ‘Owner Driven Reconstruction’ 

(ODR) approach. 

 

2.4 Owner-driven reconstruction: an innovative housing programme 

During the last decade, in particular one housing reconstruction approach has gained increasing 

interest in the humanitarian world; the owner-driven reconstruction approach. This approach has recently 

been applied, with promising results, in the aftermath of some major natural disasters (e.g. the earthquake in 

Gujarat, India, in 2001; the 2004 South-(East)-Asia tsunami; the 2005 South-Asia earthquake in Pakistan). The 

name ‘owner-driven’ reconstruction already implies substantial involvement of the local community. Although 

there isn’t a clear definition (yet) of what this owner-driven participation really entails, a basic element seems 

however to be that the homeowners are responsible for the construction process of their own house. This 

does not imply that they per se have to construct it themselves, rather it means they have the choice to build 

themselves or to (partly) delegate it to a local contractor. The success of such an approach lies very much in a 

good balance between delegating responsibilities and choices to homeowners on the one hand and developing 

a set of effective enabling mechanisms on the other hand (like financial support, training, advice services, and 

monitoring and guidance systems). An appropriate set of mechanisms is very much context- and programme 

specific. However, case studies have indicated that the absence of such enabling mechanisms (or 

ineffectiveness) can severely limited the (long-term) impact of the programme (for examples see the 

Schilderman, 2004; Barakat, 2003, p.24; the Marathwada, case study as discussed by Jigyasu, 2002). These and 

other studies (e.g. Davidson et al, 2006, p.101-2; IFRC, 2002, p.114) illustrate the importance of use of 

appropriate (i.e. locally familiar and available) construction techniques.  

The post-tsunami owner-driven reconstruction programme in Sri Lanka provided beneficiaries with a 

phased financial compensation, and different levels of compensation for ‘fully’ and ‘partially’ damaged houses. 

If not involved in the actual design and village layout, the beneficiaries were at least consulted for approval of 

these aspects (within the boundaries of minimum standards). Beneficiaries were participating in the process 

and NGOs (among others) were involved in site supervision (Lyons, 2008, p.6). A parallel ‘donor-assisted’ 

reconstruction programme was characterized by a more traditional ‘top-down’ approach with much less local 

participation and a stronger influence of local contractors. A comparative study showed that the own-driven 

Definition of a process-approach for this research 

 

A process-approach for the sustainable introduction of risk-reducing construction 

techniques in housing reconstruction is approached as: 

 

An iterative process in the selection and implementation for appropriate risk-reducing 

techniques for housing reconstruction: meaning, selecting techniques based on what is 

already present in the affected areas (i.e. examining pre-disaster construction styles and -

standards and -knowledge), developing the techniques in an adaptive manner to match 

local needs and resources, and implementing the techniques through participation of 

beneficiaries. 
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reconstruction: i) got a faster start with ii) more houses of iii) better construction quality against iv) less cost, 

while it v) contributed to better individual- and institutional development through the development and 

involvement of local committees (Lyons, 2008, p.10-12).  

In an elaborate study of five different permanent housing programmes following the 2001 Gujarat 

earthquake, Duyne Barenstein (2006) compared the quality of houses and levels of satisfaction as expressed 

by homeowners. The analysis clearly indicated that the participatory approaches scored much higher on 

homeowners satisfaction with i) the house location, ii) the size of the house, iii) quality of materials and iv) 

construction quality. She concluded that, within a context where people are used to constructing their own 

houses, and with the provision of adequate financial and technical support, a leading role of the homeowners 

in the construction process is more likely to lead to houses which are a good match with local needs and 

preferences - as compared to houses provided by outside agencies. 

 
Table 2-2. Strengths and weaknesses of reconstruction approaches 

 

In sum, recent developments and experiences within the ‘owner-driven’ reconstruction approach seems 

promising with the potential for socially, financially and technically viable outcomes. At the same time, it 

should be acknowledge that the potential of an owner-driven housing reconstruction approach is very much 

dependent on the effective enabling mechanisms, which are very case- and context specific. An overview of 

these strength and weaknesses (or potential risks) of owner-driven reconstruction is presented in Table 2-2, 

along with the strength and weaknesses of the more traditional contractor-driven approach.  

  

The owner-driven housing reconstruction approach has also been embraced in response to the 2005 

South-Asian earthquake in Pakistan. Already 2 years after the earthquake the housing reconstruction 

programme has been lauded for its achievements. This research will analyze this reconstruction approach in 

more detail by focussing upon opportunities and constraints for future utilization of the introduced 

construction techniques. Moreover, the process by which the construction techniques are introduced will be 

analyzed in detail. Specifics of this case-study are further discussed in Chapter 4. Before turning to this case 

study, Chapter 3 discusses theoretical and methodological issues related to long-term introduction of new 

technologies, or in more specific terminology, the issues concerning socio-technical transitions.  
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• Use of existing skilled labour force 

• Quality control easier due to accountability of 

contractor 

• Speed of construction can be higher (i.e. if pre-

fabrication is used) 

• Typically a more familiar, traditional project 

management style (i.e. programme actors can 

be reluctant to embrace innovative, 

approaches, especially under the pressure of 

post-disaster settings) 

• Employed labourers often not from local 

communities (therefore compromising on local 

capacity building and putting money in the local 

economy) 

• Use standardized designs, insensitive to local 

cultural and climatic requirements (especially with 

prefabricated designs) 

• Insensitive to micro-level social and environmental 

conditions  
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• Strengthening of local construction capabilities 

• Cost may be lower 

• Culturally sensitive construction is more likely 

to be achieved 

• Individual requirements and needs more likely 

to be met 

• Restoring a sense of pride and well-being of 

beneficiaries 

 

• Unable to meet desired standards due to 

deficiencies in support systems  

• Reconstruction fails due to inadequate 

disbursement mechanisms of financial aid 

• Beneficiaries use financial support for other 

purposes than housing construction 

• Additional loans (by beneficiaries) may be difficult 

to repay 

• The new construction techniques need to be fairly 

familiar in order to use existing skills and local 

materials 

• Vulnerable households at risk of socio-economic 

decline (if not provided with extra support) 

Sources: Duyne Barenstein, 2006; Barakat, 2003; UN-OCHA, 2006; TCGI, 2008 
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Chapter 3 

Theory & Methodology 

 

3 Theory and Methodology 

This chapter will discuss the ‘multi-level perspective’ (MLP) as a multi-disciplinary theory of socio-

technological transitions. This discussion starts with the basic analytical ideas and conceptual elements of this 

framework. The evolutionary concepts of ‘variation and selection’ and (in)stability of socio-technical 

configurations are a common denominator in this discussion. The three most important levels, i.e. regime, 

niche, and landscape, will subsequently be explained in more detail. In addition, a process-approach, as 

defined by Bond and Hulme (1999), is introduced as a valuable tool to analyze the process of introducing new 

technologies. The most important reason to use this process approach instead of the SNM approach, is the 

explicit focus on the participatory role of end-users. The latter is of key importance for sustainable housing 

reconstruction. At the end of each section (i.e. regime, niche, landscape), the relevance for post-disaster 

reconstruction programmes is briefly highlighted. In this way, this chapter works towards building a theoretical 

framework for the present thesis.  

 

3.1 Multi-Level Perspective (MLP) as a theory for socio-technical transitions 

Technical change and its interrelation with other societal developments has received increasing 

attention in the last decades. Many current theories and insights about technological change have their 

foundations in evolutionary theories, which emphasize the importance of knowledge, learning and 

competence with a focus on dynamic changes (Malerba, 

2004, p.10).  Evolutionary economics  has provided insights in 

the existence of imperfect knowledge and heterogeneity of 

actors who make decisions based on bounded rationality and 

differences in capabilities. (Szirmai, 2005; Verspagen, 2005). 

Subsequent innovation studies have added insights about the 

role of networks and relationships in analyzing technological 

change. The contributions of networks and actor groups, like 

scientists, policy makers, users and special interest groups, 

have later been extended using insights from sociology 

(Bijker, 1995 in Schot and Geels, 2008, p.13).   

The ‘Multi-Level Perspective’ (MLP) is a theory of 

technological transitions which is built on these early multi-

disciplinary theories (e.g. Geels, 2002, 2005). Two evolutionary processes can be considered as the 

cornerstones of this theoretical approach. The first is evolution through variation and selection, the second is 

evolution as a process of ‘unfolding’ and reconfiguration (Geels, 2002, p.1272). These processes will be 

explained later. The basic idea of MLP is that technological variety is created and developed at micro level (i.e. 

in niches). The process of selection, as a key element of transformation, takes places at a meso level (i.e. 

regime). The selection environment which is present at the regime level is however influenced by a macro 

level (i.e. the landscape). These landscape pressures (like overall economic growth rates, pollution, etc.) are 

out of the influence of regime actors, hence act as ‘exogenous’ factors which can trigger change because they 

destabilize the regime. Because a regime is embedded in the landscape and niches are embedded within a 

regime, technological transitions can only be understood by analyzing the three different levels and their 

interplay with each other. These three distinct levels, and their dynamic relations which can trigger activities 

which can lead to socio-technological transitions (see figure 3-1), will be discussed below.  

 

Societal configurations and technology 

are deeply intertwined and co-evolve; 

 

“Technological transitions do not only 

involve technological changes, but also 

changes in elements such as user 

practices, regulation, industrial networks, 

infrastructure, and symbolic meaning.” 

(Geels, 2002, p.1257) 
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Figure 3-1. Multi-level perspective on transitions  

(source: Geels and Schot, 2007, p.401) 

 

 

3.2 Regime (meso level) 

This section discusses the concept of regime in more detail: what should be considered a regime and 

what are common elements found across different regimes? How does technological selection take place 

within a regime? The notion of path dependence is also briefly explained along with the effects on (the 

likeliness of) development- and adoption of radical innovations. 

 

3.2.1 Regime: elements and rules 

Regimes are a key concept within the MLP theory, which makes understanding this concept  essential. 

Given the breadth of this concept, it is useful to start from a general, often used, definition of a regime. Rip 

and Kemp (1998, in Geels, 2002, p.1259), as one of the pioneers within this field, defined the technological 

regime as:  

   

“A technological regime is the rule-set or grammar embedded in a complex of engineering practices, 

production process technologies, product characteristics, skills and procedures, ways of handling relevant 

artifacts and persons, ways of defining problems; all of them embedded in institutions and infrastructure.”  

 

 Within this definition, the notion of rules is very important as this has been used to broaden the 

concept of regimes (Raven, 2005, p.27). That is to say, rules, as a concept used in sociology, refers to shared 

structures that guide local behavior (Raven, 2005, p.27). Examples of rules are routines, protocols, norms and 

cultural habits, but also laws, contracts and regulations. Since rules structure and regulate social transactions 
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(Geels, 2004, p.904), they influence regime elements like, policy, industry, technology, science, culture, 

markets and users preferences (see Figure 3-1).  

Regimes are hence stable when the actors follow a set of well-articulated and accepted rules. When 

rules are not commonly accepted, the regime is considered unstable and radical socio-technical change is likely 

to happen. Any kind of change (i.e. small or large) is an interwoven process: dominant rules always guide 

behavior of actors and can influence technological development. The technical possibilities and material 

infrastructure in turn shape regulations and standards, just like they shape the (enabling and constraining) 

social context in which actors act and interact. At the same time, human actors and organizations shape the 

physical environment. Finally, human actors also carry and (re) produce the rules. (Geels, 2004, p.903) These 

interwoven processes are represented in Figure 3-2.
3
 

The stability and alignment of these rules (or institutions)
4
 largely determine the nature of 

technological change. The reasoning for this is that technological selection is considered to take place within 

the regime. The more stable and aligned these rules are within a regime, the more the regime is ‘closed’ 

toward radical innovations. This is not to say the regime, and utilized technology within it, is static. In a stable 

regime socio-technical changes are small and 

technological development is incremental 

(section 3.2.2 discusses this in more detail) (Geels, 

2002, p.1272). It is only when large changes in 

regime occur that the different elements have to 

find a new balance, which leads to a new 

configurations of technologies, user needs and 

preferences, scientific knowledge and cultural 

meaning. These new configurations are seen as 

socio-technological transitions. The rules and 

elements within a regime are hence largely linked 

and interwoven. It is virtually impossible to 

change one rule without affecting another, they 

co-evolve. In other words, societal configurations 

and technology are deeply interlinked and co-

evolve.  

  
Figure 3-2. Interrelated dimensions of a socio-technical regime 

 

Turning back to the challenges in reconstruction programmes, these processes of co-evolution 

between technology and societal dimensions align well with the observation that participation, ownership and 

capacity building are important for sustainable reconstruction progammes. That is to say, a product-delivery 

approach in reconstruction (as opposed to participatory programmes) is likely to be insensitive to iterative 

processes of ‘technology adjusting to societal context’ and ‘society adjusting to new technological dynamism’. 

An understanding of the interwoven nature of technological change with social processes is however not 

sufficient by itself, it is interesting to understand how technological change ‘typically’ takes place – according 

to the theory of MLP.  

3.2.2 Regimes: technological evolution and path-dependence  

Technological development does happen within stable regimes but only in incremental and 

predictable manner. The established rules within regimes guide perceptions and actions. One could also say 

that the established rules result in a sort of ‘tunnel vision’ through which actors think and behave. For the 

engineering community, scholars (e.g. Dosi, 1982; Nelson and Winter, 1982) have called this phenomena 

search heuristics. These search heuristics stem from cognitive routines within the engineering community, 

which largely influence the way and direction in which engineers look for technological solutions. As a result, 

                                                           
3
 Geels (2004) uses ‘socio-technical system’ instead of ‘technology’ to describe the interrelatedness of analytical 

dimensions which create and change socio-technical regimes. My approach of explaining this concept of systems in which 

innovations are produced and utilized is more in line with Malerba’s (2004) approach. 
4
 Following the approach of Geels (2004, p.904) I use the terminology ‘rules’ instead of ‘institutions’ to avoid 

confusion between the (public) organizations and the rule of engagement for interactions. Although ‘rules’ and 

‘institutions’ can be defined slightly differently in this respect, the objective of both terminologies are to describe the 

influences related to the coordination and structuring of activities.  

Technology

Rules

Actors
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engineers can become very much focused towards specific areas and developments, which can make them 

‘blind’ to technological opportunities ‘out of the box’. The consequences are the shaping of (moral or regular) 

technological trajectories (Dosi, 1982). Combined with a set of other influences in a society, these 

technological trajectories can lead to a societal development that follows a certain path, which leads to path 

dependence. Path dependence implies that societies can become ‘trapped’ on a development trajectory. Even 

if actors want to change their (technological) development direction, they face obstacles to do so because they 

are locked in a societal configuration.  

Path-dependence has different causes. I will discuss some of these sources to explain this concept 

(and its implications) in more detail. It has already been mentioned that cognitive routines are likely to emerge 

within an engineering community. These routines are linked to learning processes, which are typically 

cumulative in nature since they continuously build upon existing knowledge and skills. If routines do not 

change, radically new learning processes are unlikely to happen. At the same time, new insights are sometimes 

required to change routines. Learning is therefore an important source of path dependence (Geels, 2004, 

p.910).
5
 Common belief systems and expectation are important regime stabilizers. For example, as long as 

firms feel user preferences can be met along the development trajectory of the regime, they will be reluctant 

to invest in radical innovations. Regulative rules can reinforce existing regime practices, e.g. through 

production standards or long-term contracts. Path dependence also stems from more tangible sources like 

governmental investments in infrastructure (e.g. nuclear plants and railways), or private investments in 

production lines and skills. Firms have a tendency to stick to incremental technological improvements because 

of these investments and/or economies of scale. Powerful firms can therefore try to hamper the emergence of 

(radical) innovation via market control or political lobbying (Geels, 2004, p.911). 

In sum, the sources of path dependence and regime stability largely overlap. They explain why stable 

socio-technical regimes are reluctant to embrace radical innovations and why incremental technological 

change predominates. Radical innovations are hence likely to develop, mature and emerge somewhere in the 

sidelines of mainstream socio-technical regimes. Indeed, according to the theory of MLP, radical innovations 

typically emerge in niches. 

 

The notion of path-dependence provides an understanding why radical (construction) technologies in 

reconstruction programmes are not easily adopted by a community: radically new construction techniques do 

not only require a new mindset and way of thinking by the stakeholders, they are also likely to be misaligned 

with existing infrastructures such as availability of construction materials. From this perspective, it seems more 

feasible to introduce incremental risk-reducing construction techniques (e.g. seismic resistant techniques) in a 

sustainable manner, compared to radically different techniques. Nonetheless, radical technologies are 

sometimes adopted within existing regimes; how does this happen and where do these radical technologies 

come from?  

 

3.3 Niche (micro level) 

Technological niches are the breeding grounds of (radically) new technologies. According to the multi 

level perspective (MLP) and the strategic niche management (SNM) literature, they are of key importance for 

the creation of technological variety within a society. This section will go into more detail of these niches and 

discuss internal niche processes.  

 

3.3.1 Niches as sources of technological variety 

The concept of niche stems from the notion that introduction of (promising) radical innovations are 

likely to fail because they are not aligned with the broader socio-technical systems in which they have to be 

absorbed (Van Eijck and Romijn, 2006, p.4). This is a problem if technologies are likely to contribute to 

sustainable energy, transport, agriculture, etc. (In the case of post-disaster housing reconstruction, such 

innovations are for example seismic resistant techniques and the required social and physical infrastructure.) 

Such radical technologies need time to develop, increase price/performance ratio, align with dominant 

perceptions, needs, infrastructure, etc. These improvements are virtually impossible if the innovation is 

immediately exposed to the selection environment of mainstream markets. Radical innovations hence need to 

                                                           
5
 This sounds convincing but one could ask himself whether learning (in niches?) provides a way out of this path-

dependence as well. 
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‘grow’ in an environment which sheds them from the mainstream markets. This is exactly what technological 

niches are about: they provide protected spaces where innovations can mature and get aligned with common 

rules. Within niches it is possible to deviate from dominant regime rules, and to have uncertainty about the 

direction of design and search heuristics. The more the niches deviate from the regime rules, the more radical 

the niche-technologies are. At the same time, niches will typically have some common ground with the regime, 

such as user practices and behavior. These commonalities between niches and regimes bind them together 

and make it possible that convergence between the two levels may occur. With increasing convergence of 

rules in the regime and niche, the niche-technology stands more chance of being adopted in mainstream 

markets. The niches are hence crucial for (understanding) large-scale socio-technological transitions: they are 

breeding grounds for change (Geels, 2005, p.684).  

 

3.3.2 From niche to market 

Radical innovations can emerge in niches but where do they come from and what do niches look like? 

How does the maturation process work and when are the technologies ready to face the unprotected 

mainstream markets?  

Strategic Niche Management (SNM) literature (e.g. Schot et al, 1994; Kemp et al, 1998) is very much 

related to the multi-level literature but takes a closer look towards the processes within the niches. It is 

concerned with the processes of niche formation, enabling an protected environment in which technologies 

have the opportunity to develop and mature, after which the protected spaces have to be withdrawn (Caniëls 

and Romijn, 2006, p.4-5). SNM hence deals with (radical) innovations which have to struggle with existing 

regimes and socially desirable innovations which might not be addressed via normal market mechanisms 

(Schot and Geels, 2008, p.2).    

Protected spaces of technological niches can be created in three ways, according to SNM authors. The 

first is via classical steering, central planning, command and control. Regulations, rules and laws are 

implemented in a top-down manner. The second is the contrasting ‘bottom-up market model’ by which the 

interventions are geared towards influencing the behavior of actors through (distortions of) market prices. 

Subsidies and tax-exemptions are examples of related policy instruments. The third approach can be 

characterized by its focus on networking: the idea is that a heterogeneous set of actors, with a common 

interest in creating innovations, should be brought together to collaborate, share experience and expertise, 

engage in collective learning. Tools to facilitate this process are the organization of seminars, workshops and 

experiments (Caniëls and Romijn, 2006, p.5). 

In all three approaches, the technological niches are, according to the SNM authors (e.g. Schot and 

Geels, 2008), strengthened by virtue of (i) expectation formation, (ii) network formation and (iii) learning. The 

articulation of expectations and visions are needed to provide direction and legitimization of continued 

protection. The building of social networks facilitate interaction and bring resources together (i.e. people, 

expertise, money). Learning processes are important to facilitate the alignment of technological variation and 

selection. Learning processes are hence needed along different dimensions such as technical aspects, user 

preferences, cultural and symbolic meaning, production networks, regulations and societal- and environmental 

impacts. (Schot and Geels, 2008, p.7) It is believed that these three internal niche processes will combine the 

experiences of local niche projects to a more aggregate level, also called the market niche (Schot and Geels, 

2008, p.5). The concept of market niche rest on the idea that there is heterogeneity of demand within a 

regime. Particular technologies which have emerged from a (commercially non-viable) technological niche, can 

be profitable in such a market niche. These niches can for example serve specialized market segments where 

specific functional requirement (e.g. high-performance) dominate as selection criteria (Geels, 2004, p.912). 

Another example are niches for special interest groups like the army. These market niches can be seen as 

‘proto markets’ which have a chance to be absorbed into mainstream markets and hence realize a regime 

shift.  

SNM literature has hence provided understanding how niches are created and the internal niche 

processes which facilitate the growth and strengthening of technical niches into market niches. Niches can 

provide opportunities to create internal momentum through learning processes, support from powerful 

groups and improvements in price/performance ratios. These are all factors which make a niche more stable, 

make it more aligned with the regime and hence increase the chances of a breakthrough in the regime.  
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3.4 Landscape (macro level) 

The developments in socio-technical regimes and technical niches are influenced by landscape 

influences, which the actors have no control over. Such landscape developments are for example macro-

political and economic developments, deep cultural values, global pollution, etc. These developments can 

create pressure on the regime (e.g. high oil prices might lead actors to re-evaluate the value of the existing 

energy sector).  Such landscape influences can de-align existing values and rules within a regime and hence 

destabilize the regime configurations. As a result, a ‘window of opportunity’ is created in which radical 

innovations have an opportunity to be accepted in the regime. Whether or not a new socio-technical 

configuration will establish does very much depend on the alignment of the landscape pressure, the regime 

dynamics and the extent of which (radical) technologies have gained internal momentum at the niche level. 

Technological transitions are formed by the interaction between these three levels. Incremental change 

typically happens through dynamics within the regime. Radical socio-technical transitions may follow from 

substantive landscape pressure and the way the regime and niche (technologies) can deal with these 

pressures. The interested reader can find more information about (four) different types of socio-technical 

transition pathways in Appendix B.  

  

For the case of post-disaster reconstruction programmes, the most important landscape influence is 

the (natural) disaster like an earthquake. In case of massive (housing) destruction due to such a disaster, it 

seems likely that the perception of technological appropriateness can change, hence resulting in a opportunity 

for change. That is an opportunity to introduce risk-reducing (niche) technologies in the regime in a 

sustainable manner. Such landscape influence and their consequences are discussed in more detail in Chapter 

4, where I discuss the case study of the housing reconstruction in post-earthquake (2005) Pakistan. 

 

3.5 Introducing new technologies: a conceptual model of a process approach 

The multi-level approach has provided insights on the why and how post-disaster settings provide an 

opportunity for change towards more disaster-resilient societies. The question of how such a socio-technical 

change can be realized is however still pending. This section will discuss the value of a process-approach for 

the introduction of risk reduction technologies in housing reconstruction programmes. 

 

3.5.1 Limitations of the SNM approach 

Scholars of MLP and SNM theories have acknowledged the need for practical managerial guidelines to 

(attempt to) more effectively influence processes of socio-technical change (Caniëls and Romijn, 2006; Schot 

and Geels, 2008). In fact, these same authors readily acknowledge that process of socio-technical change are 

very complex and very difficult to influence. In other words, the SNM approach is not per se a full-grown 

managerial approach which has proven to be indisputably the best approach to analyze and structure such 

transition processes. Rather, it is my opinion that the SNM approach is not the best method to analyze the 

introduction of risk-reducing techniques in post-disaster housing programmes because of reasons mentioned 

below (for more details in the SNM approach and the related internal niche processes see § 3.3). 

To begin with, the process approach of Bond and Hulme (1999) provides a greater level of detail at 

processes at project level compared the niche processes. That is, Bond and Hulme identified five different 

elements of a process approach while SNM focuses upon three elements, namely (i) expectation formation, (ii) 

network formation and (iii) learning. Moreover, without ignoring the common grounds of these two 

approaches, the focus within SNM approaches fall short in the following aspects: 

1) The role of end-users are under-represented in the process of (niche) technology development 

and diffusion. That is to say, the SNM approach considers end-users important as actors in the 

‘selection environment’. However, the role of end-users in the creation, production and 

adaptation of technologies have hardly been included in analyses. In contrast, end-users (i.e. 

homeowners) play a pivotal role in sustainable reconstruction programmes.  

2) The SNM literature has a strong focus upon the creation of ‘protected spaces’ for technological 

development (which has much to do with the creation of an environment in which actors stay 

committed to develop a technology up to a point that it can be absorbed by mainstream 

markets). In contrast, in the aftermath of natural disaster, stakeholders are typically motivated to 

find and develop new, risk-reducing technologies. The problem is hence not so much to realize an 
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environment where actors stay committed with technological development, a main challenges is 

rather to facilitate a process in which a socio-technical alignment develops at high pace (this 

alignment will be discussed in more detail in § 3.5.2 and § 3.6).  

 

3.5.2 A process approach for introducing new technologies 

If the SNM approach does not sufficiently capture the dynamics of introducing new technologies in  

reconstruction programmes, what does? As I see it, one clear denominator can be derived from above analysis 

of reconstruction programmes through the framework of a ‘ multi-level perspective’: the best chance to realize 

long-term socio-technical transitions within reconstruction programmes is through applying a ‘process 

approach’, rather than a product-delivery approach. This can be illustrated by discussing the introduction of a 

radical- and (secondly) an incremental innovation.  

First however, let’s be clear on what are considered radical- and incremental innovations. Within this 

research, the distinction between radical and incremental innovations is related to the social and technical 

distance of the new technology compared to existing construction techniques. Therefore, the different seismic 

resistant techniques (STRs), as introduced within the housing reconstruction programme in Pakistan, can be 

considered niche technologies. After all, they all substantially deviate from the pre-earthquake construction 

styles as they all contribute to safer construction - compared to the construction before the earthquake. 

Among such different SRTs, the familiarity at local level can however be very different. For example, 

construction techniques which are more common in urban areas might be fairly unfamiliar to villagers in 

remote areas: the required knowledge and skills might not be present and the required construction materials 

might need to come from urban areas rather than being locally available. In such a case, the socio-technical 

distance is large and the technology considered radical. The more it is in line with pre-existing construction 

practices, the smaller the socio-technical distance, hence the more incremental the innovation. 

Radical innovations are for example reinforced cement-concrete construction. These technologies are 

often very common in western countries, and in many urban regions of developing countries, but generally not 

widespread in the rural areas of developing countries. The introduction of such technologies tend to have the 

character of ‘technology push’ approaches. Socio-economic influences for sustainable adoption can easily be 

overlooked, or at least underestimated. Introduction of radical innovations puts a lot of pressure on the 

society to come to a good alignment with the technology. While some socio-economic dimensions might be 

amenable for change, others might be much more difficult to change (because the underlying causes of the 

socio-economic dimensions are often very complex and difficult to change). Factors which might be relatively 

open for change are for example increases in the local production capacities and level of skills. Factors which 

are unlikely to substantially change are for example, the cultural values, sources of income, or the average 

wealth of the population. Without a proper alignment of the ‘socio’ and the ‘technical’, long-term transitions 

are doomed to fail. In other words, a product-focused approach is likely to fail in the end. A process-approach 

could still be fruitful in this respect (although challenging). The introduction of a radical technology will require 

substantial local (technical) modifications, in order to stand any chance for long-term adoption. These 

technical modifications can require a focus upon iterative programme advancements, emphasis on learning 

from feedback, inputs and participation from local technology actors, etc.  Indeed, such an approach would 

soon look like a process rather than a product approach (Bond and Hulme, 1999). 

The introduction of incremental innovations would have much more commonalities with existing 

practices. The introduction would probably still require some adjustments in the socio-economic dimensions 

but the adjustments are more incremental and probably less demanding to achieve in the short time span of 

post-disaster reconstruction. For example, the introduction of construction techniques which have much in 

common with pre-existing construction styles are likely to require less training, compared to radically different 

construction techniques. In both cases, social change is still required, for example the value of the new, risk-

reducing technologies should be well understood. Awareness raising can be an important activity to stimulate 

such a change in social perception. Introduction of incremental innovations can hence more easily be 

characterized by socio-technical co-evolution (Geels, 2007). Although such an approach can be promising, local 

technologies that would be suited can only be found when programme actors have no pre-determined 

technological style and design in mind. In other words, for the introduction of incremental innovations, 

programme actors need to actively search for appropriate (i.e. risk-reducing) technologies in the 

locality/region of the affected area. This search, and learning along the way, can hence again be regarded as 

important elements of a process-approach.  
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 Embracing work of Richard Bond and David Hulme (1999) I have chosen to use a conceptual model of 

a process approach as a tool to analyze the implementation of new technologies in reconstruction 

programmes. Bond and Hulme’s (1999) process approach stems from a extensive review of knowledge and 

practices concerning the implementation of innovative (development) projects. Their conceptual model 

consists of five main elements of a process approach. These concepts will briefly be discussed below. A 

common, underlying factor is however the belief in iterative processes based upon learning along the way. 

This is in sharp contrast to traditional development approaches with blue-prints for projects, i.e. a text-book 

example of what development projects should look like with strong emphasis on strong pre-planned activities 

and predictable outcomes (Korten, 1980, p.496-7).  

 The five elements within the conceptual model of Bond and Hulme (1999) are; (1) Flexible and phased 

implementation, (2) Learning from experience, (3) Beneficiary participation, (4) Institutional support, and (5) 

Programme management. An overview of these elements, in relation to the SNM approach with internal niche 

processes and their relevance for reconstruction programmes is given in Table 3-1. The focus of these five 

elements are summarized below.  

 
Table 3-1. Conceptual model of a process approach 

Elements  of 

process 

approaches 

(based on Bond 

and Hulme, 1999) 

Overlap with 

Strategic Niche 

Management 

(SNM) Relevance for reconstruction programmes 

Flexible and 

phased 

implementation 

Learning � “With time, agencies should provide assistance in increasingly flexible 

ways to match the growing diversity of needs as households pursue their 

individual recovery strategies.” ALNAP, 2008, p.14 

� “Projects never proceed according to plan. Indeed one could argue that if 

projects actually succeed in following the linear design of the project 

logical framework something is clearly amiss.” Clark et al., 2003, p.1851 

�  “Flexibility and innovation are essential to success with a natural disaster 

response” World Bank, 2006, p.29, in ALNAP, 2008, p.14. 

Learning from 

experience 

Learning � “..local recovery can succeed best when national programs are flexible, 

with a capacity for embracing error, learning with people, and building 

new knowledge and institutional capacity with action” Berke et al, 1993, 

p. 97 in Olshansky, 2005, p.5 

� “They [the programmes] were not designed and implemented. They, and 

the organizations that sustained them, evolved and grew.”  Bond and 

Hulme, 1999, p.501 

Beneficiary 

participation 

-  -  - � “The key to success ultimately lies in the participation of the local 

community – the survivors – in reconstruction.” UNDRO, 1982, p.55 

� “In the case of reconstruction, this [i.e. achieving gains of sustainable 

development] means participation of beneficiaries and beneficiary 

communities in needs assessment, prioritization, planning, and 

implementation.” Lyons, 2008, p.2  

Institutional 

support 

Network 

formation 

� “Training programmes should be devised and implemented by the 

secondary and primary levels (regional and local), but the allocation of 

resources requires a policy decision at the tertiary (national) level.” 

UNDRO, 1982, p.45 

Programme 

management 

Expectation - &  

Network 

formation  

� “Post-disaster recovery is not a rational process that can proceed from a 

checklist. (…) Instead, planning evolved from weekly staff meetings, prior 

plans and practices, and key policy decisions made along the way.” 

Olshansky, 2005, p.3 

� “Local professionals have the potential to fulfill an important technical 

assistance role  in the post-disaster phases.” UNDRO, 1982, p.12 

� [for planning for recovery..]“It is important to have a coordinating body, 

including representatives of all relevant agencies and organizations.” 

Topping, 1998 in Olshansky, 2005, p.10 

 

1) Flexible and phased implementation: Given clear visions and objectives of a project, the project 

(or programme) needs to have deliberately phased and flexible planning. With this, it is important to minimize 

inevitable mistakes by starting small and subsequently expand. In a similar way, focus needs to be on 

experimentation, for example in methods, finance and human resources. Long time frames need be embraced, 
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both to allow for gradual expansion as to achieve objective like poverty reduction.
6
 Activities also need to (or 

automatically will) follow from learning cycles. Such lessons, and subsequent redirection of activities, cannot 

be planned in detail at programme initiation. This stresses once again the need for a phased flexible 

implementation.   

2) Learning from experience: Development should be seen as an outcome of learning. Systemized and 

institutionalized learning processes are hence required to manage the ‘unknown’. This means that 

organizations need to have a culture that embraces errors. Iterative improvements based on lessons learned 

are desirable as well as step-wise approach like ‘become effective, become efficient and then expand’. The 

focus upon learning from experience also applies for the selection and use of technologies; it is recommended 

to learn from indigenous knowledge to ensure a proper technological development that is appropriate to the 

local context. 

  3) Beneficiary participation: Participation of beneficiaries is key to understand the local conditions, 

complexities and needs. Beneficiaries should be involved in the problem analysis, planning and decision-

making, resource mobilization and implementation, and monitoring and evaluation. Throughout such activities, 

local capabilities can be built. The latter can increase the empowerment of beneficiaries and contribute to self-

initiated development activities.  

4) Institutional support: Institutional capacity building is a vital activity for long-term institutional 

strengthening. For such an objective, authority needs to be decentralized and as much as possible delegated to 

the local levels. Building upon existing institutional systems can be very important for the permanence and 

continuation of institutional development. At the same time, this can require an organizational change to re-

orient activities. At all levels, bypassing established institutions should be avoided. Political support for the 

programmes and different (sub) activities need to be present, both at national, regional and local level.  

5) Programme management: The learning based approaches (among others) add to need of effective 

management within process approaches. This is related to having professional staff, with strong leadership 

and a flexible working approach, and challenges related to retention of staff. In addition, programme 

management includes having variety of short-term technical assistance, e.g. to reach remote project locations. 

Long-term technical assistance should be given in facilitating role, with a focus upon local capacity building. 

The latter is to avoid creating a situation of dependency. Compared to more traditional executive roles of 

programme actors, this facilitation role of experts is however also challenging at individual level, as they (can) 

require new approaches and new professionalism of experts.  

 
 With the aid of this conceptual model of a process approach, we can analyze the implementation 

process of the rural housing reconstruction programme in Pakistan in more detail. In MLP-terminology, the 

analytical focus is upon the process how the niche technologies (in this case the seismic resistant construction 

techniques) have developed during the reconstruction programme. Moreover, how these technologies have 

grown from the niche level to the regime. This analysis is conducted in Chapter 6.  

For the objective of this research to analyze future obstacles and opportunities for homeowners to 

utilize the introduced techniques in the long run, the overall factors leading to a stable socio-technical change 

need to be better articulated. In other words, it is needed to specify what needs to be achieved in order to 

realize a stable regime shift.   

The identification of this second conceptual model will be preceded by setting boundaries within the 

regime of the rural housing sector. 

 

3.6 Conceptualizing socio-technical change in housing reconstruction 

One of the strengths of the multi-level perspective is its comprehensive approach as an analytical tool, 

this can however also become its weakness as a functional tool. Identifying the boundaries of regimes and 

niches within this approach is challenging. Just like conceptual counterparts, ‘systems of innovation’, there are 

no clear-cut ways to define the boundaries. Some scholar define system boundaries by national territories 

(Lundvall, 1992, 2007), by sector (Malarba,2004, 2005; Edquist, 2003), by region (Cooke, 1996; Cooke et al, 

1997) or by technology (Carlsson and Stankiewicz 1991; Carlsson et al, 2002). These conceptual approaches 

                                                           
6
 For housing reconstruction programmes, such long time frames might be problematic (because households need to 

have a permanent house rather quick). This is however not to say important foundations for a sustainable socio-technical 

transition towards a culture of prevention (i.e. inclusion of safer construction techniques) cannot be realized during the 

reconstruction period of about 3 to 5 years.  
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have in common that they all look at ‘systems’ which produce, diffuse and utilize innovations (Markard and 

Truffer, 2008). Clearly however, there is no single best way to define the boundaries of a system. Different 

scholars have indicated that system delineation is much dependent on the analytical purpose and research 

objective (Markard and Truffer, 2008, p.600; Geels and Schot, 2007, p.402). The required level of analysis 

should be determined and further fine-tuning can be done by selecting a sub-sector or sub-network within the 

whole system (Malerba, 2004, p.25; Geels, 2004, p.901; Carlsson et al, 2002, p.237). 

Geels (2004) has for example made a distinction between the (technological) production domain the 

and application domain where the technology is used. In this distinction, the  production domain consist of 

elements like natural resources, machines, labour, technological designs, scientific knowledge, transfer of 

knowledge, etc. In the application domain predominant element are facilities for repair and maintenance, 

cultural and symbolic meaning, links to distribution networks, etc. I argue that the production- and application 

domain are very much interwoven within a (typical) rural housing sector in developing countries but 

particularly in participatory owner-driven reconstruction programmes. Indeed, I argue that both the 

production, diffusion and utilization of residential construction technologies are highly influenced by the actual 

homeowners. With the research objective of sustainability in mind, it seems appropriate to determine 

conceptual boundaries based upon end-users (i.e. homeowners) and other key actors in this sector. For self-

governing construction activities, the most important key actors on the ground are artisans and homeowners:  

 

Homeowners 

 Elementary to understanding construction practices in rural housing sectors is understanding its 

users, i.e. the homeowners. Construction efforts in these sectors are often of an incremental nature. It is not 

uncommon that dwellers gradually improve their houses by adding better materials and additional room. Such 

a process can take years, up to as much as 15, to ‘complete’ a house (Pugh, 2001, p.402). The homeowners 

themselves are often well-engaged in these gradual construction processes – making them users as well as 

producers. As discussed in Chapter 2, sholars have argued that ‘self-help’ construction is also likely to add to 

improved mental well-being, besides the purely physical output.  

 

Artisans 

Houses in the rural sector are often non-engineered buildings, i.e. a construction activity in which engineers or 

architects provide no input of knowledge and expertise (Ali and Muhammed, 2007; Ali, 2006; Okazaki et al, 

2008). The artisans which are typically involved in construction work are (most often) skilled and their 

knowledge is often obtained via informal master-apprentice systems. Vocational learning by official 

institutions have typically not trickled down to rural areas. This means that construction efforts are very much 

determined by the interaction of homeowners and artisans. They can hence be regarded as key actors in the 

rural housing sector (for developing countries).  

 

If change towards a more disaster resilient community is the overall objective in post-disaster 

reconstruction, a set of sub-goals need to be articulated. As we have discussed in the preceding sections, long-

term transitions requires a good alignment between the technology and the societal configurations. However, 

what does such an alignment really entail? 

Given a research focus upon the sustainability of housing reconstruction, it seems appropriate to take 

the ‘key actors’ as defined in preceding sections as starting point for this analysis. In addition, the technological 

boundaries are relatively easily defined (i.e. a focus upon pre- and post-disaster construction technologies). 

With the addition of a focus upon rules (or institutions) vital factors like ‘cultural practices’ and ‘symbolic 

meaning’ can be included in the analysis as well. The result is hence set of three interrelated dimensions which 

provide insight into whether or not a technology and societal configuration are well-aligned: (i) Technology, (ii) 

Actors, Capabilities and Networks, and (iii) Rules.
7
 These dimensions are discussed in the following sections 

and visually represented in Figure 3-3.   

Based on characteristics within these three dimensions, we can analyze the reconstruction 

programme in Pakistan with the aim to identify opportunities and obstacles for future utilization of the 

introduced technologies. This analysis is conducted in Chapter 5. 

                                                           
7
  These three dimensions are very much in line with the approach of Franco Malerba (2005; 2004) to analyze to 

performance of Sectoral Systems of Innovations (SSI) to generate, diffuse and utilize innovations.  Building upon insights 

from MLP and SSI research approaches is useful since they have a large common ground,  with more emphasis on 

performance of systems within SSI, and the transition of socio-technical systems within the multi-level perspective (e.g. 

Markard and Truffer, 2008; Geels, 2004). 
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Figure 3-3. Conceptual framework - balance between technologies, actors and rules 

 

3.6.1 Technology  

A crucial element for housing programmes in developing countries are the costs. If homeowners 

cannot afford the introduced technologies future replication seems unlikely. Reconstruction (and ‘normal’ low-

cost housing) programmes are often combined with some sort of financial assistance to overcome this (initial) 

barrier (e.g. Pugh, 2001; Ferguson and Navarrete, 2003). For replication after programme termination, the 

price of housing hence need to go down, at least to the point where the costs are compatible with local 

construction techniques. Prices are however also important for future maintenance, repair or extensions of 

the ‘project houses’. Such affordability is much more likely to be achieved in the long run when the 

construction materials are locally available. If the introduced technologies are not local, but radically different, 

the structural integrity of the houses might also be jeopardized (due to local adaptations). Too radical changes 

in the built environment can lead to incorrect use of the techniques and/or a mixture of ‘new’ and ‘old’ 

construction techniques which can lead to increase of local vulnerability (Jigyasu, 2002). Such local 

technological adaptations are likely to happen since this can be seen as a process  of fine-tuning the 

technology with the needs, available resources and local knowledge and skills. Within innovation studies this 

local adaptation process is also identified as important factor for successful adoption of technologies (Gamers 

et al, 1990). The introduction of a rigid technological package or product (i.e. house) is hence less likely to be 

sustainable than a more flexible approach with a wide range of low-cost solutions (Ferguson and Navarrete, 

2003, p.309). At the same time however, the possibilities of local technological adaptations need to be 

anticipated and local adaptations should be guided via technical support and advice. This is likely to be 

beneficial for both the structural quality of the houses and for the appropriateness to local conditions 

(following from the adaptations). 

The introduced technologies also need to match with existing social practices and cultural values, 

these factors are discussed in more detail under the dimension ‘rules’.  

In short, from a purely technological viewpoint, it is more likely that long-term adoption of 

construction technologies are realized when the new technologies are  (i) familiar among local stakeholders 

with locally available construction materials, (ii) the introduction of a variety of construction options instead of 

a rigid package, and (iii) local modifications (under guidance) are possible.  
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3.6.2 Actors, Capabilities and Networks 

With homeowners and artisans identified as key actors in the rural construction sector, participation 

of these actors in the reconstruction programme has the potential to significantly contribute towards a  

culture of prevention. Participation by itself is however no guarantee for long-term utilization of the advocated 

technologies. If homeowners and artisans aren’t able to work with these (seismic resistant) techniques without 

technical support from programme actors, or if they don’t understand or trust them, the likeliness of long-

term utilization is strongly diminished. In addition, innovation studies have indicated the importance of local 

technological modifications through interaction between users and suppliers (e.g. Gamser, 1990). Such 

adaptations can however only occur when the homeowners and artisans have the capabilities to work with the 

advocated (seismic resistant) techniques – either through pre-existing skills and knowledge or through 

provided training. A requirement for long-term utilization of the introduced techniques is hence that the 

homeowners and artisans have the capabilities to work with them.  

Another requirement is the long-term presence of such knowledge and skills at local levels: if most of 

the work is done by migrant artisans or by programme actors, the obtained capabilities will not remain at local 

levels. A well-functioning (local) problem solving network is likely to contribute to proper maintenance and 

repair activities – something which is an important factor for the introduction of new technologies (Caniëls and 

Romijn, 2006, p.2; Carlsson et al, 2002). Such a network can also facilitate continuous learning and add to a 

culture of prevention because it can help to convince homeowners of the need for preventive measures (e.g. 

adoption of seismic resistant construction technologies). This bottom-up approach of sensitization and 

increased risk perception is more likely to be successful in the adoption of risk-reducing technologies than via 

top-down regulation such as introducing building codes and standards (Schilderman, 2004, p.417). 

In sum, requirements for a sustainable transition towards a culture of prevention, seems to be that (i) 

homeowners and artisans have the capabilities to work with the introduced techniques and (ii) that a well-

functioning local problem-solving network is present among homeowners which provides them access to 

experts, if needed.  

 

3.6.3 Rules 

Introduction and sustainable adoption of new technologies can be hampered and/or facilitated by 

different type of rules; e.g. formal regulative rules and cognitive rules (Geels, 2004). Construction standards 

and codes are typical regulative rules. They are however very difficult to implement and enforce in the 

informal rural housing sector in developing countries and are therefore unlikely to contribute substantially to a 

‘culture of prevention’, but they can still lead to some adherence to standards in the short run (UNDRO, 1982, 

p.40; Schilderman, 2004, p.417). A financial system which supports homeowners to save or gradually purchase 

new construction materials can be very supportive for technology adoption in the long-run (Sharma et al, 

2003; Ferguson and Navarette, 2003).  

Cognitive and normative rules are very important in this informal construction sector. Cultural 

perceptions can largely determine the extent of long-term adoption. For example, lack of knowledge or limited 

risk-awareness can make people sceptical about the technologies (Caniëls and Romijn, 2006, p.2). In virtually 

all societies, housing is one of the most valuable assets of a household. The possibility to express status and 

wealth through housing-style and –design is hence an important example of cultural and symbolic meaning 

which can influence the adoption. The perception of influential community members, like the village chief or 

religious leader, can also spur or hamper diffusion.  

Altogether it is clear that a set of rules can influence technology adoption, among these we find (i) 

regulative rules related to construction standards and financial systems, (ii) technological preferences and -

interpretation of users and influential community members, and (iii) cultural and symbolic meaning to express 

wealth and status.  
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Chapter 4 

Case study Pakistan 
 

4 Case-study Pakistan 

In October 2005 Pakistan has witnessed one of its worst natural disasters in recent history. The recovery 

efforts which followed have however already been lauded for their success, especially for the rural housing 

reconstruction.  

 This chapter discusses the 2005 earthquake and the response for rural housing reconstruction; the 

policy strategy is discussed along with the (emerged niche) actors which promoted safer housing construction. 

Achievements are highlighted as well as questions for long-term success. A (conceptually) important question 

related to long-term utilization of the SRTs is raised: ‘Are challenges for future utilization of SRTs currently at 

niche- or regime level?’ Finally, the chapter discusses the research boundaries and the data collection process. 

 

4.1 Landscape influences: South-Asia earthquake 2005 

On the 8
th

 of October 2005, northern Pakistan was hit by an earthquake with a magnitude of 7.6 on the 

Richter scale. Impacts were huge with 73,000 deaths, 65,000 injured and about 3 million people made 

homeless (Oxfam, 2006; Özerdem, 2006). In the months after October, over 1,000 aftershocks were recorded 

with magnitudes between 5.0 and 6.0 (ERRA, 2006).  

 The earthquake has affected four districts in Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) and five districts in North 

West Frontier Provinces (NWFP). Within these areas, the housing sector has been hit the hardest, followed by 

transport, education, agriculture and livestock sectors. It has been estimated that within the affected areas 

34% of the housing stock has been damaged or destroyed. 90% of these damaged or destroyed houses were 

located in rural areas. (ERRA, 2006, p.12) Reasons for the apparent vulnerability of the rural housing sector has 

been the (almost completely) absence of use of seismic resistant construction principle in the buildings, 

combined with low quality of construction materials. In addition, communities were totally unprepared for 

such an event since the region had not been affected by an earthquake for several decades. (Özerdem, 2006) 

 In terminology of the multi level perspective (MLP), the earthquake of October 2005 has clearly been 

a ‘large and sudden’ landscape influence which has affected multiple sectors. For the case of the rural housing 

sector, it seems this specific shock has destabilized the regime; stemming from social losses of family and/or 

friends, the loss of physical assets and the mental impact of the experience. It seems reasonable to expect that 

the earthquake has resulted in a loss in faith in pre-earthquake (rural) residential construction technologies 

and hence increased receptiveness of homeowner to reconstruction with other, safer construction styles. Thus 

the 2005 earthquake can indeed be regarded as specific shock which created a window of opportunity for 

large scale change, possibilities to introduce and diffuse residential construction techniques which contribute 

to better earthquake resistant structures.  

The post-earthquake reconstruction efforts were a herculean task with large demand on human-, 

financial- and material resources. Following an international appeal, the international assistance community 

joined the Pakistani government in relief, recovery and rehabilitation activities. The coordination of rescue and 

relief work was tasked to the newly founded Federal Relief Commission (FRC). The reconstruction and 

rehabilitation work was mandated to the Earthquake Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Authority (ERRA). 

(HPN, 2006, p.2) The latter organisation has been responsible for the reconstruction strategy for the rural 

housing sector.   
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4.2 Owner-Driven Reconstruction (ODR) 

The scale of the disaster, combined with the difficult mountainous terrain and scattered settlements, 

has led to enormous challenges for the rural housing reconstruction. In the direct aftermath, some have 

argued the scale of the disaster was far too large to apply a contractor-driven reconstruction approach, to 

build model villages, or prefabricated houses (ACHR, 2005). The government of Pakistan seemed to have 

agreed with such a vision, as they have embraced an Owner Driven Reconstruction (ODR) strategy. Within this 

strategy, the homeowners became responsible for the reconstruction process of their own house, with 

technical and financial support from ERRA.  

The overall objective has been to rebuild between 400,000 and 600,000 houses, incorporating 

earthquake resistant construction techniques, via grant assistance by the government to the households. The 

strategy for disbursement of financial assistance has been a stage wise approach, conditional to incorporation 

of seismic principles (ERRA, 2006):  

• All eligible homeowners (i.e. category 1 and 2) have received an installment of Rs 25,000 (approx. 250 

euro) to cover immediate shelter needs. 

• Category 1 has been homeowners of houses with damage beyond economic repair.  They were 

eligible for a full grant of Rs 150,000 (approx. 1,500 euro). The first installment of Rs 75,000 would be 

provided for mobilization, followed by Rs 25.000 upon completion of plinth level and a final Rs 50,000 

after completion of the walls.  

• Category 2 homeowners were those whose house has been damaged within economic reparability. 

These beneficiaries have received a grant of Rs 50,000 for the restoration or retrofitting of their 

house.  

 

ERRA’s approach has been to promote locally-known construction techniques, with pragmatic 

improvements for seismic resistance. It has been stated that the utilization of “easily accessible materials” are 

favored with a focus upon “sustainability and cultural preferences in design” (ERRA, 2006, p.4). This required 

the development of technological standards, guidelines and design options. In order to realize ERRAs vision of 

a “full spatial coverage” via a “uniform assistance package” (ERRA, 2006, p.5), technical trainings, awareness 

raising and inspection activities needed to be set-up and carried out in an effective manner. ERRAs strategic 

approach to realize this, is elaborately discussed in their ‘Strategy Document for Rural Housing Reconstruction’ 

(ERRA, 2006). A summary of this policy approach is provided in the following section. (Chapter 5 and 6 will 

analyze whether and if so how this strategy approach is realized.) 

 

4.2.1 Niche technology and -actors 

In line with the MLP theory on socio-technical transitions, the advocacy of seismic resistant 

construction techniques can be regarded as a niche technology which is promoted to be adopted at the regime 

level. From this perspective, ERRA’s institutional framework can conceptually be classified as ‘global-‘, 

‘intermediate- ’and ‘local- niche actors’ (see Figure 4-1). The purpose of this distinction is however to increase 

the easy of indentifying the different (predominant) roles and of the actors. 

The most important global niche actors consist (in this case) of ERRA, the Central Review & Approval 

Unit, the State reconstruction agency (SERRA) and the Provincial reconstruction agency (PERRA) as well as the 

District Reconstruction Units (DRUs). The coordinating- and strategy formulating nature of these actors 

classifies them as global niche actors, as they should learn from (individual) local construction projects.  

There is a set of programme actors whose official function is not to formulate the policies but to 

support the implementation activities. These actors can be considered as ‘intermediate niche actors’ in the 

sense that they are much more involved with the actual local construction projects and less assigned to review 

and redirect policy. Among these actors we find the Housing Reconstruction Centers (HRCs), the Partner 

Organizations (POs) and the Assistance and Inspection teams (AI-teams).  

Local niche actors can be found at the individual reconstruction sites; i.e. the actors which are actually 

involved in the construction process. In this case these actors are the homeowners and artisans and the Village 

Reconstruction Committees (VRCs) – also called the ‘Community Housing Reconstruction Committees’ by ERRA 

(2006).  
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Figure 4-1. Institutional framework for the rural housing reconstruction strategy  

(Source: based on ERRA, 2006. Both the three-fold classification between type of actors are added by the author.) 

 

 

The roles of these different actors will be briefly discussed. (Note that the following description of actors is 

based upon the envisioned roles at the start of the reconstruction programme based on the strategy 

document of ERRA (2006). Some of the roles of these actors have changed considerably during the 

programme, e.g. the HRCs have received a more coordinating role over time.) 

 

Global niche actors 

The Earthquake Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Authority (ERRA) has been mandated by the 

government of Pakistan to coordinate and plan the reconstruction activities. Within the rural reconstruction 

programme, they have been responsible for the standard setting, provision of design options, development of 

construction guidelines and the monitoring of overall housing reconstruction progress. Supervision and 

coordination of reconstruction activities in AJK is delegated to the State-ERRA (SERRA) and for the N.W.F.P. 

province to the Provincial-ERRA (PERRA).  Supported by the steering and advisory committees, they are tasked 

to support the district reconstruction units.  

The Central Review and Approval Unit (CRAU) is a technical advisory and design body for the design 

of construction guidelines, the development of seismic resistant techniques (SRTs) for rural housing and the 

establishment of standards and principles. The Institutional Partners (IPs) of ERRA have had an important role 

in the support of these activities – the (initially three) IPs were, UN-Habitat, the Swiss Development 

Cooperation (SDC) and the German Technical Assistance (GTZ). The selection of technical design and 

development of principles has been done in cooperation with research institutes like the National Engineering 

Services Pakistan (NESPAK), the Nepal Society for Earthquake Technology (NSET) and Pakistan- and United 

Kingdom-based universities (UN-Habitat progress report,2007a, p.6).  

District Reconstruction Unit (DRUs), their main task can be summarized as being the leading agency 

(within a district) with respect to the coordination, needs identification, annual planning, financial 

management, and monitoring of all 'owner-driven' housing reconstruction activities within the district. DRUs 

are manned by ERRA staff members.  

 

Intermediate niche actors 

The Housing Reconstruction Centres (HRCs) are tasked with the training and capacity building of 

implementing partners, e.g. Partner Organisations. They are also to support the coordinating role of the DRUs 

and the information management.  

Partner Organisations (PO) are the main implementing partners who provide training to those who 

will actually build (e.g. artisans, engineers, etc.) and provide guidance and supervision to the affected 
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communities. POs are expected to train Assistance and Inspection-teams, oversee construction activities for 

quality control, inform community about (developments of) the reconstruction programme, and provide 

awareness and sensitization trainings. In order to carry out this work, POs are expected to have field offices or 

establish them. POs are both national and international NGOs (e.g. PPAF, AKDN, NRSP, Sungi, ACTED, Red 

Cross societies, BEST, IBC-Turkey, Shelter for Life, Premier Urgence, Mercy Corps, Care International, etc. (UN-

Habitat progress report,2007c). 

Assistance and Inspection teams (AI teams) are (ideally) composed of (i) an engineer, as provided by 

the PO, (ii) a social mobilizer, also provided by the PO, and (iii) a government official. Their tasks are primarily 

related to damage assessments and building inspection. The AI-teams are to certify the compliance of 

construction work with the seismic resistant principles. Over time, an important part of the AI-teams were 

manned by the Pakistani army – to cover the absence of a civilian PO at certain Union Councils (UN-Habitat 

progress report, 2006b). 

 

Local niche actors  

The Village Reconstruction Committees (VRCs) play a central role in ensuring that the owner driven 

reconstruction efforts are in line with local traditions and social needs. Together with the POs, they form the 

interface between the home owners (and builders) and the reconstruction programme. The role of VRC is to 

inform the community about the housing reconstruction policies, including any changes in these, assisting POs 

and AI-teams in organizing assessments contribute to data collection of the community, contribute to 

compliance through advising the community members and support in grievance issues and land disputes.  

 Artisans play a pivotal role in the reconstruction programme. In order to build according to seismic 

resistant principles as advocated by ERRA, they need additional training. Based on the immense increase in 

construction activities, it was estimated that about 20% of the construction work could be done by pre-

earthquake skilled construction workers. The remaining 80% need to come from newly trained, unskilled 

workers. The latter hence need much more training. 

 Homeowners are responsible for the construction of their own house. This does not necessarily mean 

they to build themselves, they are free to delegate work to artisans and/or hire petty contractors. 

Homeowners received technical orientations to promote the use of SRTs and to make them aware of the 

construction standards and design options within ERRA’s programme. The tranche wise disbursement of 

financial funds contributes to the incentives of homeowners to adhere to the construction principles. 

Sensitization and awareness raising is geared to motivate and empower households.    

 

4.2.2 Achievements in rural reconstruction 

Two years after the earthquake, the first appraisals of the ODR approach have been expressed. 

Already two years after the earthquake, the owner-driven approach is considered very successful: in October 

2007, The Times cited consensus among the international humanitarian community that recovery from the 

earthquake in Pakistan is both surprising and exemplary (The Times, 2007). In an evaluation study of the World 

Bank, the owner-driven reconstruction programme was rated as ‘highly satisfactory’ which is the highest 

ranking the World Bank can give for a project (IRIN, 2008). Moreover the Pakistani led Earthquake 

Reconstruction & Rehabilitation Authority (ERRA) has received the 2007 UN-HABITAT Scroll of Honour Award 

(news article UN-Habitat, 10 October 2007).  

These positive evaluations are based upon achievements two years after the earthquake, which 

included the completed reconstruction of about 100.000 houses (up to lintel level) with another 250.000 

under construction of the total of 400.000 to 600.000 targeted houses (UN-Habitat, RME 2007). More recent 

figure’s, i.e. three years after the earthquake indicate that over 400.000 houses are constructed, of which 

280,000 up to lintel level (UN-Habitat, RME 2008). All the reconstructed houses have incorporated seismic 

resistant construction techniques. These achievements have also been praised due to the very difficult and 

remote terrain of the affected area with harsh winters which isolate numerous localities for several months a 

year due to heavy snow fall. Another striking feature of this response was that it was universally applied 

throughout the whole affected area (ERRA, 2006). This is in contrast to other major reconstruction efforts, 

where efforts are often carried out via a many different housing programmes (as was the case for Gujarat 

earthquake response and the 2004 tsunami response – Duyne Barenstein, 2006; Lyons, 2008). 

 

The overall progress made up to now hence seems clearly positive in terms of realized rural housing 

reconstruction with incorporation of seismic resistant techniques. At the same time, this doesn’t mean the 
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post-disaster window of opportunity for ‘building back better’ has been utilized an optimum. As discussed in 

Chapter 2, successful reconstruction goes beyond the physical output, rather, it should contribute to a culture 

of prevention and situation in which the risk reducing construction technologies will be utilized in the long run. 

An important question therefore is whether the owner-driven programme in Pakistan contributes 

towards such a long-term objective. The long-term utilization of SRTs will directly depend on the (financial and 

material) resources of homeowners to use these techniques, the capabilities to apply them and the socio-

cultural perception of the techniques. In the following chapter I analyze homeowners’ opportunities and 

obstacles for future utilization of seismic resistant construction techniques.  

Chapter 6 will analyze the implementation process in more detail; what processes and mechanisms 

have been important for the realization such an owner driven reconstruction programme? 

Before turning to the specifics of the data collection process and the analyses, a conceptual-relevant 

question remains: when do niche processes turn into regime processes? In other words, is the analysis of 

homeowners’ opportunities and constraints a niche or regime analysis? This is shortly discussed in the 

following section. 

 

4.2.3 Niche or regime analysis? 

At the start of the reconstruction programme of the rural housing sector, the introduction of the SRTs 

could clearly be considered as niche developments:  

Initially, the advocated SRTs have clearly been a niche technology within the regime of rural housing. 

This is obvious from the fact that massive failure of rural housing occurred because the predominant 

construction style (i.e. katcha) did not incorporated seismic resistant principles. In other words, if SRTs were 

already abundantly adopted in the rural housing sector, such massive destruction would not have happened. 

 Secondly, at the time of the 2005 earthquake, the ERRA’s programme actors were not present in 

their role as discussed in section 4.2.1. Rather, these institutions were established to promote and facilitate 

the diffusion of SRTs in the rural housing sector. From this perspective the actors were clearly niche actors.  

With the growth of the (impact of the) programme, the adoption of the SRTs became wide spread. 

The wider the diffusion of the SRTs, the vaguer the conceptual difference between niche and regime becomes. 

It is my opinion that at the time of the research, i.e. nearly 3 years after the earthquake, it is impossible to 

consider those homeowners who adopted the SRTs as niche actors. This belief is based upon the (research) 

observation that within the affected area the majority of the homeowners have adopted SRTs – at least some 

of its elements. This is in line with observations of UN-Habitat who reported that “In every village, almost every 

house is under construction.” (UN-Habitat progress report, 2007a, p.4). Another measure of this massive 

adoption is the reconstruction of more than 400,000 houses within ERRAs programme (UN-Habitat, RME, 

2008), which is close to the assessed number of damaged or destroyed houses (ERRA, 2006, p.3). Finally, even 

the local-level institutions within ERRAs reconstruction programme, i.e. the Village Reconstruction Committees 

(VRCs,) cannot be considered as incidental institutions anymore; more than 5,000 VRCs have been established 

three years after the earthquake (UN-Habitat, TMIS progress report, 2008), while damage assessments initially 

indicated that over 4,000 villages were affected by the earthquake (Fritz Institute, 2006, p.2).8  

Therefore, when niche technologies (and actors) are considered as the (development of) novelty 

which deviates from the predominant technology a
nd related activities, 

the introduced SRTs cannot be considered 

niche technologies anymore. Rather, the majority of the affected homeowners have adopted (some elements 

of) seismic resistant construction principles. Likewise, it appears that in virtually every affected village, 

institutions have been established to promote the adoption of SRTs. The conclusion can hence be drawn that 

about three years after the 2005 earthquake, the analysis of obstacles and opportunities for future utilization 

of SRTs is a regime rather than a niche analysis.  

 

4.3 Data collection 

For the analyses of the future utilization of the SRTs and the related implementation process, the 

viewpoints of homeowners and artisans are of main interest in this research. To capture and analyze these 

viewpoints, both qualitative and quantitative research methods are applied. Among these, an elaborate 

household questionnaire has been developed. This development has however been preceded by numerous 
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 The fact that the number of established VRCs supersedes the number of affected villages can be explained by the 

observation that VRCs have sometimes been established by sub-village rather than by revenue village. 
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field visits at different localities within the earthquake affected area of AJK. The subsequently developed 

household questionnaire covered topics as discussed below.
9
  

Following insights from a study on hazard risk-perception and adoption of construction techniques 

(Okazaki et al, 2008), the questionnaire has a section which covers ‘risk-perception of households’. The 

questionnaire also covers the ‘technological needs’ of households with question concerning their current and 

previous type of house, in-house services like the type of kitchen and latrine, the size and costs of the house. 

The questionnaire also included question about the construction process such as who were involved in the 

actual construction work, households’ satisfaction with the house, their experience and confidence of working 

with the SRTs, assessments of future obstacles, etc. Questions regarding empowerment and participation are 

also posed, like their perceived freedom in taking decisions within the reconstruction process and actors of key 

importance for advice in seismic resistant construction. Finally, there are some questions regarding trust and 

solidarity. For the full questionnaire see (Appendix C)
10

. Overall objectives to use such a questionnaire is to 

strengthen quantitative-based insight by quantitative-indicators, mitigate possible issues of subjectivity and 

representativeness of narrative-information, analyze certain multidimensional relationships in more detail (for 

example, analyzing homeowners ability to work with certain techniques, while correcting for previous 

experience and skills in construction).   

In order to have representative research sample, the households for the interviews are selected via 

stratified sampling. The diversity of research locations were selected  based on (i) the belief that risk 

perception towards earthquake can be larger in ‘heavily’ affected areas compared to ‘medium’ affected areas, 

which can have consequence on household’s motivation to adopt innovative SRTs. Moreover (ii), high altitude 

areas typically showed other patterns of technology adoption, compared to more accessible areas. That is, the 

popularity of the indigenous Dhajji construction was especially popular in the higher-altitude/more remote 

areas. As a consequence, villages were randomly selected from a pool of villages with one of the following four 

characteristics:  

(i) an easily accessibly village in an heavily affected area 

(ii) a remote village in an heavily affected area  

(iii) an easily accessibly village in less (i.e. medium) affected area 

(iv) a remote village in less (i.e. medium) affected area 

Within the four different villages, households were randomly selected (e.g. by interviewing every 10
th

  

house in the village). Table 4-1 provides an overview of the resulting sample of homeowners for this research, 

Figure 4-2 shows the geographical position of the research locations, including their position within the 

earthquake affected area and their proximity towards the epicenter (other research boundaries are discussed 

in Chapter 1, §1.6). In total, 141 households were interviewed. This was done by (3) men who where 

experienced in interviewing techniques and familiar with the locality.  

 
Table 4-1. Research sample, household interviews AJK 

Union Council (U.C.) 

name 

Village 

name 

# homeowners 

interviewed 

Bheri  

(≈ heavily affected area) 

Lower Bheri 31 

Dobrial 30 

Dhikot  

(≈ less heavily affected 

area) 

Nella Butt 30 

Kallas 29 

Mallot 21 

  Total (N) = 141 

 

Open-ended interviews have amply been conducted – as qualitative insights are the backbone of this 

research. Within the visited villages, group discussions were held with VRC members, local artisans and 

migrant artisans. In addition, interviews were held with social- and technical programme staff from HRCs, POs 

and Islamabad-based offices of UN-Habitat. These research activities where geared to gain insights of the 

difficulties faced by homeowners to adopt SRTs (e.g. financial, technical, cultural). Given the focus on the 

                                                           
9
 Eventually, not all of these topics are explicitly mentioned in the analyses, this is however the result of a selection of 

‘the most interesting’ points to address during the analyses.  
10

 It is attempted to include as much as possible general ‘surveying principles’ like the use of short and clear sentences, 

no use of double-barreled questions, implicit meaning, avoid double negatives, attempt to increases recall,  and the like 

(Converse and Presser, 1986).  
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process of implementation, the second analysis emphasizes on the interaction of (higher) programme 

management and actors on the ground, such as homeowners and artisans. For this, progress reports are used 

to retrace and substantiate programme changes. Discrepancies between realities ‘on paper’ and ‘on the 

ground’ are addressed via insights from the field, e.g. the official establishment of VRCs versus the (in)effective 

functioning of VRCs on the ground, and the reasons for the latter. Thus, for the second analysis, insights from 

personal interviews are well-complimented by reports of ERRA and UN-Habitat, as an institutional partner of 

ERRA, as well as by other secondary literature. 

  

  

 
Figure 4-2. Research locations, U.C. Bheri and U.C. Dhirkot  

NB: P.A.K. = Pakistan Administered Kashmir ≈ Azad Jammu and Kashmir = AJK (as interpreted by the author) 

 

Drawbacks of the data collection process 

With the applied data collection process, it is attempted to obtain high levels of quality, reliability and 

validity. Nevertheless, some drawbacks of the above approach can be distinguished.  

First, it is good to note that the interviewing team consisted solely of males. Given the cultural habits, 

this led to an underrepresentation of female respondents. Although it has been attempted to fill this possible 

gap by conducting elaborate case studies with women, it might well be the case that their voices are 

underrepresented in the quantitative analyses. 

The second experience relates to the representation of viewpoint of the different stakeholders, within 

the analysis of introducing the SRTs. Given the scale of the programme and the number of stakeholders and 

different programme actors, research was delineated by mainly focusing on perceptions from an institutional 

partner of ERRA (i.e. UN-Habitat) complemented by on-ground experiences and viewpoints of stakeholders, 

such as homeowners and artisans. The scope and time available for this research, did not allow an increase in 

the diversity of sources and viewpoints for the process analysis. Moreover, this selection has emerged from a 

research set-up which initial focus was to identify obstacles and opportunities for utilization of the SRTs, the 

focus upon the process of implementation come along the way. Despite this, I am confident that the applied 

approach correctly captures the essence of the most influential programme developments. Thus, the research 

objectives are well-met.  
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Chapter 5 

Regime analysis 

 

5 Regime analysis: homeowners’ opportunities and constraints for socio-

technical transition 

Based upon the conceptual model of socio-technical regimes, the chapter analyses prospects of 

future utilization of the introduced seismic resistant techniques (SRTs). More specifically, this chapter will 

answer the first research question of this thesis: “What are obstacles and opportunities for homeowners to 

utilize the introduced seismic resistant construction technologies, after termination of the rural housing 

programme?” The main data sources for this analysis stem from household interviews, interviews with 

artisans, programme staff and members of Village Reconstruction Committees (VRCs), see Chapter 4. 

The analysis is structured following the dimensions (desirable) characteristics of a socio-technical 

regime: (1) Technology, (2) Actors, Capabilities and Networks, and (3) Rules.  

 

5.1 Technology 

Homeowners’ opportunities to utilize the introduced SRTs in the future depends for an important part 

on key characteristics of the technology itself, such as how familiar the construction techniques are among 

homeowners and local artisans, the design options homeowners can choose from, the use of local materials, 

etc. This section explores these and other characteristics of the introduced technologies and analyses future 

obstacles for use of these techniques for homeowners.  

 

5.1.1 Pre-earthquake housing: old rural construction regime 

Before the earthquake, the building stock in rural Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) consisted of 75% 

‘Katcha’ houses, or unreinforced stone masonry construction (Naeem et al, 2007). In a joint assessment of the 

Asian Development Bank and the World Bank, it is reported that 84% of the housing stock in AJK was damaged 

or destroyed after the earthquake. Of these damaged or destroyed houses, 90% could be found in the rural 

areas (ERRA, March 2006, p.12).  The katcha type of houses resulted in massive destruction, complete 

collapses and hence injuries and deaths. The concrete block masonry however performed badly as well, with a 

collapse rate of about 60% (Naeem et al, 2007).  

Important reasons for damaged and collapsed katcha houses during the earthquake were: i) the loose 

bonds between stones caused by round and smooth stones, improperly laid often with low quality mortar 

(when used), ii) the absence of horizontal continuous bands or beams which ‘tie’ the structure together, and 

iii) the absence of vertical RC columns or timber posts. Due to the latter, collapse of a certain part of walls 

could continue uninterrupted, leading to collapses of much bigger parts of walls and hence to high number of 

total failures of the structures.  

The most likely reasons for the low earthquake resistance of unreinforced concrete block masonry 

were related to: i) poor quality of the concrete used for the block, ii) poor quality of mortar, iii) no integrity in 

transverse direction of the walls, iv) weak corner connections and finally v) inadequate thickness of the walls 

(i.e. 6 inch). (Naeem, et al, 2007) Box 5-1 provides more information about the katcha type of construction. 

The concrete block masonry construction will be discussed in more detail in upcoming sections. 
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5.1.2 Introducing seismic resistant techniques 

The embraced owner-driven reconstruction approach is based upon principles of introducing seismic 

resistant techniques (SRTs) which are locally familiar with use of (relatively) easily accessible construction 

materials (ERRA, 2006). This implies that the introduction of SRTs should be based on a thorough assessment 

of pre-earthquake construction styles and techniques. Consequently, different construction techniques were 

identified, tested, fine-tuned and introduced at different moments in time. A general observation is that the 

more familiar (i.e. through the eyes of the international actors) construction techniques were more easily 

identified, tested and approved by the ERRA.  As can be seen in Figure 5-1, indigenous technologies like Dhajji, 

Bhatar and Leepa construction were approved and introduced rather late in the programme.  

 

 

The (eventually) five types of SRT construction, as approved by ERRA, are displayed in Figure 5-1. Out 

of these five construction types, three are really local/regional construction styles, i.e. they originate from 

NWFP and/or AJK. The three local construction styles are timber frame construction (i.e. Dhajji), timber 

reinforced masonry (i.e. Bhatar), and timber post-and-beam construction (i.e. Leepa).  Reinforced masonry and 

confined masonry can be considered as techniques that are relatively well-known internationally and hence 

more prevalent outside rural Pakistan. The recently approved Bhatar and Leepa construction styles have, up to 

now, only been scarcely adopted in AJK. In the region where this research was conducted (i.e. Patika U.C. and 

Dhirkot U.C. in AJK) these two construction types have hence not been adopted at all. Reasons for the latter 

are the fact that Bhatar construction originates from NWFP, where it is adopted much more. Leepa 

construction requires a lot of wood: diffusion of this technology is hence more common in areas where timber 

is abundantly available. Given that these types of construction are not adopted in the area where this research 

was conducted, these two techniques are not discussed in this report.  

The introduced SRTs have one element in common which has been very important in the adoption 

and diffusion process. This common element is that the introduction of the different types of SRTs are all 

based upon principles of seismic resistant construction rather than a fixed housing design or package of SRTs 

(those readers who like to know more about such principles and guidelines are referred to Appendix D, § 11.5). 

Especially for the reinforced and confined masonry construction techniques, the principle-based approach 

allows homeowners to choose the most appropriate construction material among four types (i.e. bricks, 

stones, blocks or situ concrete). With the introduction of Dhajji (and later Leepa), wooden construction was 

added to the options homeowners faced. Especially in high-altitude areas (i.e. very remote and inaccessible) 

the option for primarily wooden structures with SRTs allowed homeowners to utilize their limited resources in 

an effective manner
11

.  
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 That is not to say wood is freely available for homeowners in such high-altitude areas; governmental policies were 

sometimes in place to protect the natural environment and hence put restrictions on the quantity of timber households 

were allowed to cut from the woods (i.e. sometime individual wood-cutting was totally prohibited) 

Figure 5-1. Timeline of approved construction styles by ERRA   

(based on progress reports from UN-Habitat) 
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Box 5-1. Katcha construction 

Mortise tenon 

joint 
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Table 5-1. The introduced earthquake resistant construction techniques as approved by ERRA 
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5.1.3 Changing construction styles: shifting regime 

Three years after the 2005 earthquake, the predominant construction style in the affected areas of 

AJK is radically different compared to the pre-earthquake era (see Figure 5-2). Due to high failure rates among 

katcha type of house, the post-earthquake construction has shifted away from this former predominant 

construction style to mainly concrete block masonry (47%) and timber frame construction, i.e. Dhajji (26%).  

The overview of changed construction styles, as presented in Figure 5-2, yields several interesting 

insights.  

 

 

Figure 5-2. Changed construction styles in AJK, Pakistan 3 years after the 2005 earthquake 

(source: household interviews) 

 

To begin with, it is very clear that the katcha type of construction was by far the predominant 

construction before the earthquake. At the same time, a range of different construction styles were already 

applied before the earthquake - although in small numbers. The reconstruction efforts after the earthquake 

have led to a large diversity of adopted (seismic resistant) construction styles. Interestingly enough, virtually all 

(newly) adopted construction styles were already present in the same region. In terminology of the multi-level 

transition theory, one could say the introduced construction technologies can be considered as former ‘niche’ 

technologies. The new predominant construction styles were niche technologies within the pre-earthquake 

housing construction regime characterized by katcha construction as the dominant technology. From the set of 

advocated seismic resistant technologies, two construction styles have emerged as dominant: block masonry 

and dhajji construction (i.e. timber-frame).  

The data of Figure 5-2 is based upon a sample of 141 households in AJK, Pakistan. The validity of the 

trend which emerges from this sample is however clear when looking at the ERRA-wide figure of adopted 

construction styles: Figure 5-3 indicates the number of houses which are completed up to lintel level, both in 

AJK and in NWFP.
12

 These numbers clearly indicate a similar trend in AJK, with concrete block masonry as the 

most popular newly adopted construction style, followed by timber-frame construction (i.e. Dhajji). (For 

NWFP, the trend is different, with more adoption of stone construction. It seems very likely that this has to do 

with the fact that stone-construction was already much more common in NWFP.)  
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  The number of houses completed at plinth level are much higher. However, the advantage of looking at data of 

houses completed at lintel-level is that trends in non-compliance are likely to be more unequivocal since problems of non-

compliance will be more apparent when the level of construction has increased. 
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Table 5-2.  Level of non-compliant 

construction at lintel level, September 2008 

 

Figure 5-3. Number of compliant houses reconstructed up to lintel level 

(source: UN-Habitat, RME, September 2008) 

 

Based on the high adoption rate of concrete block masonry and Dhajji-construction in AJK, we can say 

that these construction types have favorable characteristics compared to construction styles which are less 

adopted. Such characteristics can be of technical, social, cultural and/or financial. An interesting point to 

notice is that, according to the ERRA figures, the Dhajji construction has had lower levels of non-compliance 

(see Table 5-2). In other words, these figures give a first hint that the locally know Dhajji construction has had 

beneficial characteristics with respect to present knowledge and skills of construction and/or availability of 

good quality construction materials. 

  However, once the technical and financial support during the reconstruction programme is 

withdrawn, it is not certain that homeowners will choose these seismic resistant construction techniques 

again. It is therefore important to analyze future obstacles for the utilization of these ‘new’ technologies.  

Before turning to more specific technical and socio-economic challenges of seismic resistant 

construction styles, one remark needs to be made: it would be incorrect to conclude from Figure 5-2 that 

stone-mud masonry (katcha housing) has now been abandoned in AJK. The figures indicate the choice of 

construction for beneficiaries within the rural housing reconstruction programme only. The current situation is 

that katcha-type of houses are typically found as annexes to the (small) new seismic resistant house and or as 

a shed for livestock. Based on field observations and interviews (such as interviews with artisans in Behri, 

August, 2008), the reality seems to be that the majority of poor households in AJK, if not financially supported 

by ERRA, still opt for katcha-style housing (sometimes combined with SRTs, at other times not). Due to the 

high penetration rate of the ERRA’s reconstruction programme, it is however very rare to find households who 

have only a katcha type of house.  

 

5.1.4 Post-earthquake housing: construction styles emerging from the niches 

The post-earthquake area has clearly witnessed a change in predominant construction style for rural 

residential buildings. The preceding section has indicated that block masonry construction has become the 

most dominant new construction style. Dhajji construction has also emerged as a favorite new (earthquake 

resistant) construction style. This section provides some more specific information about these construction 

styles which have emerged from the (pre-earthquake) technological niches.  

Block masonry is a construction style which has emerged from the categories ‘reinforced masonry’ 

and ‘confined masonry’ within the reconstruction programme. The homeowners had the choice to use certain 

construction materials when applying either reinforced or confined masonry. The choices of construction 

materials were (i) concrete blocks, (ii) bricks, (iii) stones or (iv) situ concrete. From this diversity of possibilities, 

the concrete blocks have clearly shown to be the most preferred choice among homeowners in AJK. Based  on 

several interviews during the field visits, the preference of concrete blocks seem to be attributed to: (i) a 

Province/State Proportion (in %) of non-

compliant construction 

 Stone Block Brick Timber 

AJK lintel-level  

non-compliant 

7% 16% 7% 4% 

source: UN-Habitat, RME, September 2008 
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general perception of safer construction (i.e. this is not the case for stone masonry), (ii) less expensive 

compared to brick masonry, (iii) relatively fast construction, (iv) this construction style is positively associated 

with the social status, wealth and modernity. Box 5-2 and Box 5-3 provide more specific information about 

these construction styles. A technical discussion about the structural behavior of building during earthquakes, 

and the principles of seismic resistance which follow from that, can be found for the interested reader in 

Appendix D.  

Dhajji (timber-frame) construction is a traditional construction style which has a long history in AJK, 

Pakistan. The adoption of this construction style can hence be explained by: (i) familiarity of the construction 

style, (ii) good cultural match, (iii) fairly well-suited to local environmental conditions like harsh winters and 

hot summers, (iv) locally available construction materials. Dhajji construction has been introduced rather late 

in the reconstruction programme (see Figure 5-1). If this wasn’t the case, it seems rather likely that the 

adoption of this construction style would have been even higher. Households’ choice of construction style is 

fairly influenced or ‘guided’ by compliance with ERRA’s standards which determines whether or not they 

receive financial support from ERRA. In other words, the fact that dhajji construction has only been approved 

rather late by ERRA has possibly hampered the diffusion of this promising construction style because 

homeowners initially did not receive financial- and technical support for this construction. The potential of 

dhajji construction is well-illustrated by the experience in union council Malot (revenue village Chanaat). Dhajji 

construction was already present in U.C. Malot before the earthquake. During the earthquake, none these 

(circa 15) houses suffered heavy damage or collapsed, while the surrounding katcha-type of houses were 

heavily affected. Based on this observation, households had already decided that they wanted to rebuild their 

houses with dhajji construction, before the actual reconstruction efforts started (interview Malot, 

homeowners, 2008). Nevertheless, Dhajji has also (perceived) disadvantages which can lead households to 

modify the construction style. Typically, these modifications are undesirable from an engineering perspective 

(such as the mixing of timber frames with RC columns). Technological modifications are elaborately discusses 

in Chapter 6 (§ 6.3.2). Box 5-4 provides an overview of the characteristics and (dis)advantages of Dhajji 

construction. 
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Box 5-2. Reinforced masonry construction 

Details of T- and L-stiches

Reinforced 

masonry

(bricks, 

stones, 

concrete 

blocks or situ 

concrete)

The first construction style as introduced by ERRA (circa May 2006)Introduction

Characteristics Stone, brick or block masonry with vertical and horizontal reinforcements

Minimum wall thickness

O Stone = 15 inch

O Brick = 9 inch

O Concrete blocks = 8 inch

O In Situ concrete = 8 inch

Vertical reinforcement (i.e. a rebar) at every 4 feet, at all wall junctions and openings

Vertical reinforcements should start from the foundation, placed at the centre of the wall thickness

Horizontal reinforcement of RC (with 2 longitudinal rebars) at plinth, sill, lintel and roof level

Additional stitches to reinforce corners

For stone masonry: through stones at every 4 ft spacing vertically and 2 ft spacing horizontally

Advantages Possibility of using stone masonry allows the use of locally available materials and familiarity with 

construction style (i.e. mud-stone construction was the most common construction style in rural AJK 

before the earthquake)

Reinforced masonry requires less reinforcement steel, cement and concrete compared to confined 

masonry

This construction style allows household to select the most appropriate construction material according 

to their specific situation (see section ‘Confined masonry)

Ventilation is typically good

Maintenance overall low with long life-time of the house

Disadvantages Insulative capacity overall lower than Katcha-type of housing

Substantial transportation of construction materials is still required, whichs difficult in large parts of 

AJK and hence expensive

This construction style requires substantial amounts of water, i.e. for the sand-cement mortar, concrete, 

curing concrete or masonry work

Common 

defects

Wrong placement of vertical reinforcement bars (i.e. offset from the centre line of the wall thickness)

Use of 6 inch block, instead of 8 inch, insufficient thickness of walls made of in situ concrete (i.e. < 8

inch)

Timber posts in masonry

The wrong placement (i.e. off-centered) of the vertical reinforcement bars can be regarded as mistakes 

since it doesn’t effect the total costs are materials used

Case-study 

experiences

In large parts of AJK, people try to avoid stone masonry construction since they have become afraid of 

stone construction due to the enormous high percentage of collapsed katcha (mud-stone construction) 

houses. Homeowners were hence much less open for the cement-stone construction as one of the seismic 

resistance construction techniques. On top of that cement-stone masonry requires well-shaped stones. 

Although proper stone masonry (i.e. well laid stones, use of through stones, etc. ) is very much a local 

construction style, the shaping of the stones is relative time consuming. The related labour costs are hence 

so high that (in parts of AJK) block construction became an economically favorable option for many 

households. 

Technical 

explanations

One of the most common failures of masonry buildings is diagonal shear cracking (these cracks often 

occur at the corners of openings in the wall) due to seismic forces. These cracks occur when (longitudinal) 

seismic forces exceed the tensile strength of the masonry, e.g. resulting from bending of masonry piers. 

Vertical reinforcement can increase the shear strength of walls. Inclusion of horizontal RC bands and 

corner- and T-stitches, will increase the strength of walls in transverse direction.
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Box 5-3. Confined masonry construction 

Confined 

masonry; 

(bricks, 

concrete 

blocks or situ 

concrete)

Confined masonry has been approved by ERRA around August 2007, following from application of similar techniques by 

artisans.
Introduction

Characteristics Load bearing masonry of bricks, concrete blocks or situ concrete

Mininum wall thickness

O Brick = 9 inch

O Concrete blocks = 8 inch

O In Situ concrete = 8 inch

Horizontal and vertical confining elements made of reinforced concrete (i.e. RC columns and beams)

Reinforced concrete beams (with 4 longitudinal rebars) at plinth, lintel and roof level

O Additional reinforcement: RC beam at sill level and RC corner stitches

RC columns (with 4 longitudinal re-bars) at wall junctions (corners), with maximum 15 feet spacing

RC frames (with 2 rebars) around windows and door openings

Advantages Confined masonry is a construction technique which is relative easy to understand and apply 

This construction style allows household to select the most appropriate construction material according to their specific 

situation:

O Brick masonry is typically seen as the construction with the highest life-time and quality but relative more expensive 

due to scarce availability of brick in local markets

O Block masonry is a relative easy and fast construction style with relative good availability of blocks due to local/

regional factories (large parts of AJK are however too remote to be accessed by trucks)

O Stones for masonry are widely available but need to be properly shaped

Ventilation is typically good

Maintenance overall low with long life-time of the house

Disadvantages Insulative capacity overall lower than Katcha-type of housing

Substantial transportation of construction materials is still required, which is difficult in large parts of AJK and hence 

expensive

This construction style requires substantial amounts of water, i.e. for the sand-cement mortar, concrete, curing concrete 

or masonry work 

Common 

defects

Use of 6 inch block, instead of 8 inch, 

insufficient thickness of walls made of 

in situ concrete (i.e. < 8'’)

Timber posts in masonry

Column cast first; no proper 

connection to wall

Insufficient tooting of walls at place 

where they will connect to the column

Bands missing

Incorrect steel detailing for 

reinforcements

O Non-seismic rings

O No connections at corners

O Insufficient overlap for horizontal 

and/or vertical reinforcement bars

Case-study 

experiences

The economic incentive for the use of 6 rather than 8 inch blocks has also become clear through the observation that some 

households flip the 8 inch blocks during the construction of their wall. Indeed, it decreases the required amount of block 

but it simultaneously decreases the wall thickness and hence the strength of the structure. 

Technical 

explanations

Confined masonry can be regarded as an construction techniques which has evolved from the better known RC-frame 

construction. With the latter the columns are cast first, than the walls. With confined masonry the walls are erected first 

after which the RC columns are cast. Confined masonry is technical less sophisticated, yet performs well under seismic 

forces. This construction technique leads to a more even load distribution across the walls, while the infill walls of RC-

frame hardly distribute forces across the structure. Although proper detailing still remains vital, confined masonry can be 

regarded as less demanding in the required levels of craftsmanship.   

YES

 

NO
 

 

 

2 feet overlap of 

bars needed (source: 

SDC, 2007)
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Box 5-4. Dhajji construction 

Dhajji; 

timber-frame 

construction

Dhajji, as a construction style which originates from AJK Pakistan, was approaved as by ERRA 

as one of the seismic resitant construction styles (circa Oct-Nov. 2006)
Introduction

Characteristics Small timber size (min. required size for main-frame are 4x2 inch, when heart-to-heart 

distances of posts do not exceed 16 inch)

Bracings in small sections (different bracing systems allowed)

Timber frame from ground to roof

Small stones and mud for infill thin wall (straw, sand, cement, lime can be added)

Lightweight roofing system with CGI-sheeting

Advantages A light-weight highly earthquake resistant structure

Locally available materials hence relatively low costs

Familiarity of this construction style in some areas of AJK: it is a local, pre-earthquake 

construction style

Disadvantages Typically lower insulative values compared to Katcha style of construction

Relative low life-time of wood if the quality is low and/or the structure is not adequately 

protected from rain and moisture (e.g. improper overhangs, base plate too low to the ground)

(In areas of the Pakistani-Indian line of control: walls are too thin to protect against cross-fire, 

in case of a revival of the conflict)

Common 

defects

Missing continuous base-plate and/or wall plate

Improper wooden jointing, e.g. incorrectly applied 

Kashmiri-joint (the picture shows the correct version)

Insufficient quality or height of plinth  

Too big stones used for infill of walls
Kashimiri Joint

Case-study 

experiences

Dhajji has become a popular construction style in rural AJK, especially in remote and high-

altitude areas. An important advantage is the availability of timber, mud and stones. Relative 

short live-span of timber, as an important drawback of this construction styles, seems to be 

especially voiced at less remote areas, where timber is less available and RC construction more 

common. From such areas, homeowners have voiced that they would like to see a combination 

of RC (corner) columns with timber-frame walls with mud-stone infill. This perception should 

be well considered as such a combination can lead to incompatibility in structural behaviour of 

the timber and RC columns, hence decreasing seismic resistance. 

Technical 

explanations

The cross-bracings give strength and rigidity to the structure, resisting lateral loads from both 

directions. Adequate bracings are hence necessary to stiffen the structure. The base- and wall 

plates are essential to form a complete timber frame. With the use of proper joints (e.g. 

Kashmire joints, mortise tenon joints for post-beam connections, proper corner joints, anchoring 

of base-plate to foundation), the frame becomes both rigid as well as ductile enough to resist 

and partly absorb high lateral forces. Improper joints will hence decrease the strength of the 

structure. 

Proper infill is done with small, preferably flat stones and mud (50%). Use of big and round 

stones should be avoided since they can fall out of the wall even in case of small earthquakes/

vibrations. Increasing number of large stones will also decrease the insulative value of the house 

since the thermal coefficient of stones is much higher than that of wood and mud/clay/sand.
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Figure 5-4. Obstacles for future use of SRTs 

5.1.5 Construction styles and obstacles for long-term transition 

During the field visits, households were asked to indicate the three most important obstacles they 

would face for applying the introduced SRTs again in the future, without technical or financial support. Figure 

5-4 reports data for the single most important obstacle to SRTs and the sum of percentages of people who 

consider an obstacle as one of three most important ones they are likely to face in the future. Together, these 

figures give a good overview of barriers faced by homeowners for future utilization of the SRTs. 

 The cost of materials is by 

far the most important obstacle for 

future application of these 

technologies. This is followed by the 

availability of safe land and 

construction materials.
13

 The data 

also indicate that availability of 

skilled artisans can hamper future 

application of SRTs. This is obviously 

related to the issue of local 

capabilities and the local knowledge 

network. The same goes for other 

obstacles like the lack of specialized 

designers, skills of artisans and 

homeowners. These topics will be 

discussed in more detail in 

subsequent sections (§ 5.2).  

 Apart from these data, 

household interviews have 

indicated that there are also 

functional barriers: it was 

repeatedly been reported that 

thermal (dis)comfort is a serious 

barrier. That is, the thick mud-stone 

walls of the pre-earthquake katcha 

type of housing provided a very 

good thermal buffer which was 

suitable to the hot summers and cold winters in AJK. The performance of thermal-insulation is however much 

lower for these new construction styles, especially the concrete-block construction.  

 

Difference in construction styles 

Construction cost is clearly one of the most important obstacles for future application of the SRTs. 

Given this importance of cost, it would be interesting to see whether different styles require entail 

construction costs. More specifically, it would be interesting to see whether a difference in costs exists 

between the two main construction styles: block-masonry and Dhajji.  

The best way to check whether these two construction styles differ (statistically significantly) in actual 

costs would be to check their respective cost per square meter (or square feet). These data are however not 

available.
14

 Instead, data are available about households’ estimated expenses for construction (within a range 

                                                           
13

 The difference between costs and availability of construction materials can be understood by considering 

reinforcement steel and cement versus dressed stones. Properly dressed stones can be expensive during a boom of 

construction activities, because they require substantial labour. They are however widely available in rural AJK. It seems 

hence likely that the prices of such dressed stones will go down as soon as the construction activities settle to normality. 

Reinforcement steel and cement are however more likely to remain relatively scarce in remote areas. Their prices are 

hence more likely to remain high as well.  
14

 That is, the interviewed households were asked to indicate their construction cost by selecting 1 out of 6 

predetermined categories of costs in the survey. This categorical approach is used in this research because it was expected 

that households would be unable to exactly know their costs, hence asking for exact costs would have led to substantial 

recall-bias in the data. 
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of circa 1200 USD, i.e. 100,000 PKR) and characteristics of the building such as size of house and the number of 

rooms. It is therefore possible to analyze whether there is a statistically significant difference between the 

costs of block masonry and Dhajji, while controlling for interfering factors like the number of rooms and size of 

the house. Before conducting this analysis, it is good to check whether the size of the houses differ per 

construction style.  

 

Construction style versus size of the house 

Living space is often one of the most important elements of a house. The size of a (reconstructed) 

house can depend on a lot of factors, like available land, amount of recycled construction materials, size of the 

pre-earthquake house, number of household members, etc. These, and other, influences apply equally for all 

different types of post-earthquake adopted construction styles. With the exception of the possibility to recycle 

construction materials. The extensive use of local materials (like timber, stones, mud) in dhajji construction 

might result in more possibilities to recycle construction materials from the salvages. This in turn might lead to 

large size houses.  

Whether or not a relationship exists between the size (i.e. square feet/per person) of the house and 

the type of construction, can analyzed with a T-test
15

. This test indicates that there is no statistically significant 

difference between the size (i.e. square feet/per person) of houses based on dhajji construction and the size 

(i.e. square feet/per person) of houses from concrete block masonry (t = 1.90; df = 89; df = p > 0.05). The 

average size of the reconstructed houses within ERRA’s programme is 90.8 square feet per head (i.e. 8.4 

m2/head). Thus there is no systematic difference in living spaces for household members of dhajji or block 

masonry constructions. 

 

Construction styles versus construction costs 

For the analysis of the comparative costs of the different construction styles, we work from the 

hypothesis that dhajji construction is less expensive compared to block masonry construction. This is due to 

the fact that the bulk of construction materials for dhajji buildings are locally available materials like timber, 

stones and mud. This is fairly different for block masonry, which requires concrete blocks, reinforcement steel, 

cement and sand.  

With analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) we can analyze differences between groups or conditions. In 

this case the objective is to analyze whether the average construction costs differ per construction style (i.e. 

condition): block masonry versus dhajji construction. It is however likely that costs are influenced by other 

variables like the size of the house and the number of rooms. An analysis of cost should hence correct for 

possible influences from these variables (called covariates). Before conducting ANCOVA, the variables need to 

be checked for certain conditions. In general, the dependent variable (i.e. the variable we want to test, 

construction costs) should be quantitative. The same goes for the covariates (i.e. the variables we want to 

control for). The fixed factors which are included in the analysis should be categorical (e.g.  type of 

construction).  Since ANCOVA is a parametric test, the dependent variable and the covariates need to have (i) 

normally distributed data and (ii) homogeneity of variance. The assumption of normally distributed data is 

checked via values of skewness and kurtosis (both need to be fairly close to 0). For this case, the homogeneity 

of variance will be analyzed with the ANCOVA test, i.e. by considering Levene’s test of equality of error 

variance (i.e. requirement for equality is p>0.05) (Field, 2005). 

The following descriptive shows that our data satisfy the conditions of normally distributed data: 

• Construction costs (i.e. contribution of the homeowners): N=136; average cost 3785 to 5050 USD 

( i.e. 300,000 - 400,000 Pakistani Rupees); Skewness = -0.13; Kurtosis= -0.81  

• Size of the house: N=125; mean = 52.8 square meter (568 square feet)
16

; Skewness = 0.99; 

Kurtosis= 1.18 

• Number of rooms: N=137; mean= 2.8 rooms; Skewness = 0.92; Kurtosis= 0.19 

 

The analysis of covariance is conducted with the fixed factors block masonry (N=61) and dhajji 

construction (N=31). The dependent variable (i.e. construction costs) has sufficiently homogenous error 
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 The test variable ‘square feet/head’ satisfies to the assumptions of normal distributions: skewness = 0.81; kurtosis = 

0.02 
16

 The average cost, irrespective of the different construction styles, hence range from 72 to 96 USD/m2. In 

comparison, the katcha-type of housing have construction costs which range from approximately 40 to 90 USD/m2 (Ali and 

Muhammed, 2007, p.10) 
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variance across these two groups (i.e. p=0.80 for Levene’s test, see Appendix E, Table  II.) In other words, the 

selected variables are appropriate to be used for the ANCOVA test.  

The test outcomes are somewhat surprising: the covariate (i.e. size of the house) appears to have no 

significant influence on cost of the house, F(1, 88)=0.002, p>0.05. The same goes for the covariate ‘number of 

rooms’, F(1, 88)=1.24, p>0.05
17

. This is surprising since common sense would tell us that the size of a building 

influences the price. The fact that this relationship does not emerge from the analysis as statistically 

significant, does not however mean the relationship does not exist. Rather, the relationship appears to be 

more complex. For this case study there are a lot of factors (other than size) which are likely to influence the 

cost: the remoteness of the house (construction materials can be more expensive in more remote area’s), the 

type of laborers used (the wage of migrant artisans was typically lower compared to local artisans), the 

amount of recycled construction materials from the damaged/destroyed houses, the time of construction (due 

to increasing demand, the prices for materials had a upward tendency after the earthquake). In other words, 

the relationship between cost and size of the house is pretty complex which needs substantial analysis to 

correctly understand and interpret. This is however not the objective of this study. The (current) objective is 

rather to analyze whether different construction styles yield different benefits. For that purpose, it satisfies to 

thoroughly analyze whether structural difference exist between different types of construction and certain 

characteristics (like cost, size, required knowledge, etc.).   

Whilst controlling for the size of the house and the number of rooms, the type of construction (i.e. 

block masonry versus dhajji) appears to have a statistically significant effect on the cost of the house, F(1, 88) = 

15.39, p < 0.05. (See Appendix E, Table  III for details) 

So the type of construction has a significant effect on the cost of the house, but what is the 

magnitude of this effect? Since this analysis has only included two fixed conditions (block masonry versus 

dhajji), the calculation of the effect size is fairly easy; r can be calculated by taking the square root of the 

partial eta squared (in case of three or more conditions, some additional calculations have to be made to 

distinguish between the total effect and the partial effect between conditions, see Field, 2005, p.384-5 for 

more info). The effect size of construction style on the cost is (see Appendix, Table  IV): 

rblock masonry vs dhajji = √ eta squared = √1.49 = 0.386 

This is considered a medium size effect, with almost 15% of the total variance explained by the 

condition (Field, 2005, p.30). In other words, close to 15% of the observed variance of the construction costs 

can be explained by the difference between block masonry and dhajji construction. Households’ expenses on 

dhajji construction are statistically significantly lower compared to block masonry. This is clearly illustrated by 

the average construction cost for these two styles: for dhajji the average lies around 300,000 PKR, while this is 

about 400,000 PKR for block masonry (see Appendix E, Table  I).  

The analysis has hence clearly indicated that dhajji construction has yielded more benefits for the 

homeowners in the sense that they have put less financial resources in the reconstruction their house, while 

obtaining similar living space compared to those who have constructed a house of block masonry.  

 

5.1.6 Summary: Technology 

With the owner driven reconstruction (ODR) programme in Pakistan, the diversity of approved 

construction standards and design options came in relatively late, i.e. indigenous construction technologies 

were approved rather late in the programme. This has undoubtedly slowed down adoption process (of some 

promising technologies). Notwithstanding these delays, eventually the set of construction standards and 

design options was quit diverse. Another important element of ERRA’s strategy has been to introduce 

principles of seismic resistant construction, rather than (semi) standardized designs. The responsible role of 

homeowners in the construction process, combined with the approach based on advocating safer construction 
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A statistical recap:  F(1, 88)=1.24 indicates the F-ratio of the variable, based on the related degrees of freedom (df); 

the F-ratio is a measure of the ratio between the variation which is explained by the model and the variation due to 

unsystematic factors. The ratio is calculated by dividing the model mean square (MSM) by the residual mean square (MSR); 

F= (MSM)/(MSR). The larger this ratio, the more of the variance of the model can be explained by the variable under 

consideration. The mean square of the model and the residuals are dependent on their respective degrees of freedom, in 

this case 1 for the experimental effect and 88 for the residuals (df ≈number of observations which are free to vary). Large 

values for the F-ratio hence indicate that the variable does influence the experiment/the independent variable.  Whether 

this influence is statistically significant is indicated by the p-value, which should be lower than 0.05 for a 95% confidence 

interval.  
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principles and the (eventually) wide diversity of technologies give the homeowners a lot of freedom for 

housing construction. In this way, personal preferences, needs and resources could be embraced and 

materialized in the construction process.   

From the variety of reconstruction options, concrete block masonry and Dhajji have emerged as the 

new predominant construction styles in AJK. The (indigenous) Dhajji construction appear to demand less 

financial input from homeowners, while obtaining similar levels of living space (as indicated by statistical 

analysis). It seems likely that lower cost for Dhajji construction can be attributed to the extensive use of local 

construction materials, which might have been salvaged after the earthquake.  

Serious obstacles for future application and use of the SRTs as identified by homeowners are (i) the 

construction costs and availability of construction materials, (ii) the availability of skilled artisans and 

professional designers and (iii) the lack of thermal comfort.  

 

 

5.2 Actors, capabilities and networks 

Given the key position of homeowners and artisans in the rural construction sector, the roles of these 

actor groups are discussed in more detail in the following sections. For the introduction of SRTs in ERRAs 

housing reconstruction programme, the homeowners were part of a wide actor network. Figure 5-5 provides 

an overview of the most important actors, for the implementation process of the SRTs.
18

 As indicated in this 

figure, many of these institutions, or actors, are temporary, as they were specifically established for the 

reconstruction activities.  Of among those actors who will remain after programme termination, the VRCs are 

of vital importance to from a bridge between the micro-level (i.e. the villagers) and the regional/national level 

(i.e. the knowledge institutes and government agencies).  

The following discussions will hence consider the homeowners and the artisans: their (self-assessed) 

capabilities for the replication of SRTs. Special attention is also given to the potential of VRCs as bridging 

institutions between the homeowners and regional/national actors.  

The actors at national- and/or regional level, like ERRA, SERRA, NSET, NESPAK, DRUs and POs have 

already been briefly discussed in Chapter 4. Given that the focus of this research is on homeowners and 

artisans, a discussion of these actors/organizations not attempted here. For SRTs, the relevant questions are 

whether homeowners and artisans need be have contact with those national/regional actors and if so whether 

they how can they get into contact with them. 
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 This figure is not meant to meant to be comprehensive as to include each and every institution/actor group who 

was involved with the introduction of the SRTs. Rather, it is meant to give a good impression of the situation based upon 

the main actors involved.  
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Figure 5-5. Actor network for the introduction of SRTs within ERRA’s ODR 

  (source: based upon (field) research and interviews) 

 

5.2.1 Construction by local actors 

An important objective of the owner-driven reconstruction programmes was to build local capacities: 

to raise awareness about options for seismic resistant construction and to increase local knowledge and skills 

in applying seismic resistant techniques (SRTs). For long-term adoption of SRTs, it seems favorable if a high 

proportion of local people have been trained in the use of these techniques. If the bulk of construction work 

would be done by migrant workers, the gained capacities (through trainings etc.) would (partly) disappear in 

case the migrant artisans move along. From the perspective of local long-term use of the SRTs, it is hence 

favorable that a substantial part of the actual construction work is done by local artisans rather than migrant 

artisans. A crude measure of long-term local capacities is hence whether the reconstruction work is 

(predominantly) done by local artisans.  

Based on the household interviews it has become clear that only 27% of the houses (N=121) have 

been constructed with contribution from migrant workers. When measuring the number of houses 

constructed without any contribution of local artisans, this comes downs to 13% of the houses (N=121). Local 

artisans have hence been very much involved with the housing reconstruction and application of SRTs.  

A bit more case-specific analysis indicates an interesting difference between the locations of U.C. 

Bheri and U.C. Dhirkot. Whereas in U.C. Bheri only 3% of the houses (N=62) have been constructed with 

support of migrant worker, in U.C. Dhirkot more than 52% of the houses (N=59) have been constructed with 

support of migrant artisans. This difference in involvement of migrant artisans can mainly be explained by the 

accessibility of the respective localities. Interviews with migrant artisans, householders and programme staff 

have indeed indicated that migrant workers preferred to work in rather easily accessible areas. The advantage 
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of such locations, apart from easy accessibility, is that it is easier to find accommodations which they can share 

with fellow migrant workers. Such shared accommodations lower living costs. In addition, their mobility is 

higher in such locations, making it easier to move around to shift from- and find new work. Statistical analysis 

supports this hypothesis of accessibility to explain higher involvement of migrant workers: U.C. Bheri and U.C. 

Dhirkot significantly differ in accessibility (Chi
2
 = 24.2; df = 2; p < 0.001).

19
  

The actual reconstruction work, and hence the application of SRTs, are indeed mainly done by local 

actors. These people will remain in the area after the post-earthquake construction boom has decreased to 

normality. Especially for remote areas, the reconstruction efforts are really carried out by local people, with 

marginal involvement of migrant workers. Participation in construction work is however a very crude measure 

of capacity building. The actually levels of knowledge and skills for (seismic resistant) construction work are 

more important to assess.  

 

5.2.2 Capabilities of homeowners and artisans 

A key element for long-term application of SRT is that homeowners feel confident about using these 

techniques. Given the self-help nature of the rural construction sector, long-term adoption of construction 

techniques is likely to fail if they are perceived (by homeowners as well as artisans) as being too complicated. 

Capabilities to use the SRTs hence need to be present along with the confidence of homeowners to use these 

techniques.  

Table 5-3 provides an overview of a rough measure whether households have any knowledge about 

the available SRTs and whether they have any household member who is skilled in construction work. These 

data clearly indicate that more than three quarters of the interviewed have (some) knowledge about the 

available seismic resistant construction techniques. Moreover, about 1/3 of the households have pre-

earthquake (skilled) construction experience, about 1/4 of the households have gained construction skills after 

the earthquake and more than half of the interviewed households have indicated they have skilled 

construction workers in their households.  
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 The measure of accessibility is based on households’ assessments, indicating how often their house can be accessed 

by road, measured on a three-point scale (see questionnaire in the appendix). With this analysis, it has been checked 

whether other factor than remoteness could explain the difference in involvement of migrant artisans. Two important 

factors that could possibly explain the (lack of) involvement of migrant artisans are: (1) the construction skills of the 

homeowner himself and (2) the level of communal support in construction work.  However, these factors appeared not to 

differ substantially between remote- and easily accessible areas, i.e. the pre- and post-earthquake construction experience 

of homeowners is not significantly different (Chi
2
 = 0.75; df = 2; p > 0.05) and there is no significant difference in the level 

of received and provided free-of-cost labor support (respectively Chi
2
= 1.10; df = 1; p > 0.05 and Chi

2
= 0.41; df = 1; p > 

0.05). 

Question Households’ answers 

Do you have any knowledge of the available techniques 

to strengthen your house against earthquakes? (N=141) 

53% 32% 15% 

Yes A little bit No 

Is anyone in the household skilled in housing construction 

work? (N=141) 

28% 26% 46% 

Yes, before 

the EQ 

Yes, after the 

EQ 

No 

Table 5-3. Household's skills and knowledge 
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Turning to the experience of households with the application of SRTs in the reconstruction 

programme, they were asked how difficult/easy it was for them to work with the introduced techniques and 

whether they feel confident 

about using these techniques 

again (see Figure 5-6).  

Homeowners have experienced 

the ease of working with these 

techniques in a diverse manner: 

33% are found it (rather) easy, 

27% were neutral, and a total of 

40% found it (rather) difficult. 

With respect to the confidence 

of homeowners to use the SRTs 

again in the future, the answers 

are more homogeneous: 60% 

feel (rather) confident to use 

these techniques again, 35% are 

neutral in this respect and 5% 

feel (rather) unsure about this. A 

third, related question, 

considered the faith of 

homeowners in the knowledge 

and skills of artisans to apply these techniques again – without support from programmes actors/engineers. 

This question revealed that the homeowners have fairly high levels of trust in the capabilities of the artisans: 

56 % felt the capabilities were more than enough, 35% assessed the artisan’s capabilities were just good 

enough and only 9% of the interviewed households felt the capabilities were (a bit) too low (see Figure 5-6 and 

Question 4.6 from the household questionnaire).  

Homeowner’s assessment of the local construction capabilities (i.e. their own and those of the 

artisans) are hence fairly positive. As can be seen in Figure 5-6, households’ assessment of their own 

experience of working with the SRTs leaves us with an indefinite interpretation: 1/3 of the households are 

positive, 1/3 is neutral, 1/3 is negative about the experience. Building upon the hypothesis that a more 

traditional, existing construction style is likely to better match with local capabilities, it is interesting to analyze 

whether households’ construction experience differs between block masonry and dhajji construction. This 

experience of homeowners is likely to be influenced by their previous construction experience. For that 

reason, the between-group comparison (i.e. block masonry versus dhajji construction) is done while excluding 

those households who were already skilled in construction work before the 2005 earthquake (i.e. the 28% of 

the households out of the sample of 141, see Table 5-3).  After discarding this group of households who had 

previous construction skills, it appears that the average experience (and the ease) of working with the 

introduced SRTs is statistically significantly different for owners of block masonry houses and dhajji 

construction (t = -2.78; df = 72; p < 0.05, two tailed). For dhajji homeowners, the average experience of 

working the SRTs was between ‘rather easy’ and ‘neutral’. For those who constructed a block masonry house, 

the average experience was between ‘neutral’ and ‘a bit difficult’
20

. (A similar between-group analysis revealed 

no statistically significant difference for the assessment of homeowners with regard to the confidence of using 

the SRTs in the future and the construction capabilities of the artisans).  

Homeowners are hence fairly positive about the use of SRTs and the local knowledge and skills (of 

themselves and artisans) to apply these techniques. It appeared to be easier for homeowners to work with the 

seismic resistant construction techniques for dhajji construction compared to block masonry work. What is 

however the opinion of artisans with respect to their construction capabilities, and what is the corresponding 

assessment of engineers who contributed to the implementation of the reconstruction programma? 

Interviews with artisans (interview Patika, 2008; interview Dhirkot, 2008) have voiced similar levels of 

confidence of using these techniques again in the future. The main reported reason is the fact that the 
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 Inclusion of those households who were skilled in construction work since before the 2005 earthquake yields similar 

outcomes; house holders of dhajji construction are more positive about their experience of using SRTs than house holders 

of block masonry (t = -3.62; df = 101; p < 0.001, 2-tailed) 

Figure 5-6. Homeowners' assessment of construction 
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techniques themselves do very much build upon construction skills which were needed for pre-earthquake 

construction practices. The novelty is mainly the application of earthquake engineering (design) principles and 

detailing (e.g. seismic bands, corner connections, proper steel detailing, vertical reinforcements, etc). 

Especially non-local contractors (i.e. migrant workers) have indicated that their biggest challenges for the 

application of the SRTs are related to initial design/layout of the house, sometimes specific detailing (e.g. the 

trusses of the roof) and accurate  estimates for the costs and required construction materials (interview 

Dhirkot, migrant artisans, 2008). Field-based technical staff of UN-Habitat (i.e. engineers and sub-engineers 

whose main objective was to work together with local communes, homeowners and artisans) assessed that 

just more than half of the artisans have enough knowledge to use the SRT’s again in the future while a 

minority of the artisans still require extra training and or support. A main problem with respect to realization 

of quality construction is the proper execution of detailing, especially steel detailing is often done improperly. 

In their experience, it is especially local artisans (rather than migrant) who possess more skills and knowledge 

(interview Dhirkot, technical staff, 2008). In general, artisans who have more construction experience, and 

hence skills, are typically better able to apply the SRTs in a proper manner.  

Remedial measures are another issue. It has been voiced by the artisans as well as the technical staff 

members of UN-Habitat that the development of remedial measures for residential construction typically 

exceeds the capabilities of local artisans. Once instructed with technical (design) suggestions, the artisans are 

however rather easily capable of realizing such remedial construction work. (interview Dhirkot, technical staff, 

2008; interview Patika, technical staff, 2008; interview Dhirkot, migrant artisans, 2008; interview Dhirkot, 

artisans, 2008)  

In sum, it appears that the (basic) capabilities for the use of SRTs are present among the majority of 

the local artisans. Proper use and application of seismic resistant techniques in the future will however be 

much more feasible if additional training and learning opportunities will remain available. This especially 

applies to understanding and designing remedial measures. This is in line with opinions of households and 

artisans who have reported that additional training in seismic resistant construction is very welcome and 

beneficial indeed (interview Dhirkot, migrant artisans, 2008). 

 

5.2.3 Problem-solving network of homeowners 

A strong problem-solving network for users of the technology can be considered a key element of 

(proper) long-term use and application of seismic resistant construction. Future application of SRTs, as well as 

proper maintenance and repair, will be more realistic if homeowners can reach persons for advice in case they 

need it. Typically such a network grows (gradually) over time, depending on the amount and type of advice 

and support households might need.  

In post-disaster situations, the problem solving network does however not grow and develop in a 

gradual manner as it normally would. What makes it different from ‘normal situations’ is: (i) during the 

reconstruction period the persons who are able to provide advice are very often programme actors which are 

likely to leave the area after programme termination and (ii) the large number of beneficiaries make the need 

for a comprehensive problem-solving network even larger. Given the focus upon the homeowners as key-

actors in the use and application of SRTs, they were asked to identify actors they approach for advice for the 

construction of their new (seismic resistant) house.  

Figure 5-7 provides an overview of both the first person the homeowners would turn to with a 

question, as well as two more people/actors the homeowner would go to for advice (i.e. the  latter is indicated 

as the ‘one of 3 most likely persons the homeowners would turn to for advice’). Of the 121 respondents, more 

than half would first go to artisans for advice. When the second and third choices of homeowners are also 

considered, a total of 86% of the respondents would approach artisans for advice. This is followed by 

ERRA/UN-Habitat staff (they are the first choice for 25% of the respondents, 73% has mentioned ERRA/UN-

Habitat among their first 3 choices). These data show that ‘friends and relatives’ are an important actor group 

to which homeowners approach with questions. This actor group is mainly considered as second- or third-

most-important source of information. The same goes for AI-teams of the army. 
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These figures indicate that 

a very substantial amount of 

homeowners do look for advice at a 

local level, from local sources. Two 

of the above sources can be 

considered non-local, in the sense 

that their presence and support of 

homeowners is directly connected 

with the rural housing programme 

and hence will cease to exist in this 

form with the termination of the 

reconstruction programme. Those 

two sources are ‘ERRA/UN-Habitat 

staff members’ and the ‘Assistance 

and Inspection teams from the 

army’. For the long-run, artisans are 

(by far) the most important source 

of advice. The preceding section has 

already discussed the capabilities of 

artisans. The current level of 

knowledge and skills of artisans 

appeared be a good basis for future 

utilization of the SRTs. However, at 

the same time it has been voiced by 

artisans and homeowners that 

additional (continues) training of 

artisans would be very favorable. In 

other words, the basic construction 

skills to apply SRTs seem to be 

present among artisans but in the 

long-run they will need additional 

training, or at least some additional on-the-job guidance, to maintain proper level of knowledge and skills to 

properly apply these techniques.  

The question is hence how, from whom, artisans can receive additional training and/or advice from 

more knowledgeable actors. Contractors can typically be expected to have more knowledge in construction 

work, hence (possibly) be able to advise artisans in proper application of SRTs. However, in this informal 

sector, a large variety of contractors (who typically do construction work themselves as well) can be 

distinguished, ranging from very well-experienced workers, to newbies who seized (economic) opportunities of 

the post-earthquake construction boom and decided to lead several individual construction projects. Based on 

interviews with artisans and contractors, it has become clear that contractors face difficulties if they are asked 

to design a house according to earthquake resistant principles. Likewise, it is not uncommon that they require 

additional advice for specific detailing. Some of these contractors have indicated that they (sometimes) can get 

in advice from engineers in official engineering firms, based in urban settings. (Interview Dhirkot, migrant 

artisans, 2008) However, these types of advice-services seem to be more an exception than the rule. In short, 

the contractors do not seem to be able to satisfy the demand towards future training and advice-services. Can 

the Village Reconstruction Committees (VRCs) form a hub by which homeowners and artisans are connected 

to experts in seismic resistant construction? After all, one of the main objectives of the VRCs was to form a 

‘bridge’ between programme actors and community members.  

 

Villager Reconstruction Committees (VRCs) 

Village Reconstruction Committees (VRCs) reach on average no more than moderate levels of 

functionality, which is based on the interviews and observations during the field visits, as well as from 

(external) evaluations. For example, an external evaluation reports included an analysis of 61 VRCs. This report 

concluded that only about 30% of the established VRCs are strong and mature committees (RSPN, 2008). A 

more quantitative based survey of UN-Habitat concluded that out of 830 interviewed VRCs, 26% were strong, 

Figure 5-7. Homeowners’ problem-solving network 
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48% medium and 27% should be considered weak
21

. These reports show that only about one-third of the 

established VRCs are strong. Reasons for variable effectiveness of VRCs include a) previous organizational 

experience, b) selection of appropriate community activists to stimulate other members, c) stability of political 

environment at village level, and d) regular meetings and external support from the HRCs/PO’s. These reasons 

will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6 (§ 6.4.1).  

For now, it is clear that no more than 1/3 of the established VRCs have the potential to function as an 

effective bridging institution to connect homeowners and artisans with experts on seismic resistant 

construction. In order to realize such a bridging institution, initiatives need to be organized at provincial or 

national level to realize new learning and training opportunities. At the micro-level, the established VRCs need 

to find a new purpose of existence in order to survive as a grass-roots institution. Initiatives of UN-Habitat to 

transform the VRCs into Community Based Organizations (CBO’s) which can be involved in multi-sector 

programmes of AJK-based NGOs seem to be a fruitful initiative. Once involved with (continuous) development 

programmes, such CBO’s have the potential to become a network-actor for dissemination of SRTs as well. 

Another possibility would be to transform VRCs into profit-making organizations with services related to 

construction work (e.g. services for joint procurement, access to qualified engineers, services for saving 

schemes, advice for retrofitting to increase the seismic resistance, advice for proper extension of the house, 

quality control for construction materials, etc.). Without efforts to give a purpose of existence to these current 

VRC’s, the realized increase in individual- and institutional capacities are likely to be lost. With additional 

efforts, the connection between micro-level and meso/macro level are likely to be lost (again) in the future. 

With such gap between communities and provincial/national institutions, future learning and training in SRTs 

seems very unlikely to happen. 

 

5.2.4 Summary: Actors, capabilities and network 

The key role of homeowners within this research has led to a focus on their (problem-solving) 

network and their capabilities to utilize the SRTs. The responsible role of homeowners in the ODR programme 

seem to have led to a broad base of awareness of SRTs: 85% of the homeowners have indicated to have 

awareness and/or understanding of the SRTs. 60% of the homeowners feel (very) confident in using the SRTs 

again in the future, while 35% are neutral in this respect and 5% feel (very) unconfident. About 1/3 of the 

respondents indicated that it was (very) easy to work with the techniques, while another third feel neutral 

about this and the final third found it (very) difficult to work with these techniques. There was a statistically 

significant difference in how householders experienced the ease of working with concrete block masonry and 

Dhajji construction. Among these two construction styles, homeowners found it easier to work with Dhajji 

construction.    

Considering the capabilities of the artisans, it appears that the (basic) capabilities for the use of SRTs 

are present among the majority of local artisans. Proper use and application of seismic resistant techniques in 

the future will however be much more realistic if additional training and learning opportunities will remain 

available. This especially applies to understanding and designing remedial measures. This is very much in line 

with opinions of households and artisans who have indicated that additional training in seismic resistant 

construction is very welcome and beneficial indeed. 

Artisans are (by far) the most important knowledge source for homeowners regarding SRTs, i.e. they 

constitute an important role within the problem-solving network of homeowners. A future obstacle seems to 

be the continuous, or at least follow-up activities, for training in SRT knowledge and skills. That is, the VRCs 

form the best opportunity to link (and voice) the needs of homeowners to actors higher up the knowledge 

hierarchy. However, only about 1/3 of the VRCs have (currently) enough institutional capabilities to be 

classified as an ‘effectively functioning institution’ (meaning they have regular meetings, keep financial- and 

progress records). This means that for long-term application of SRTs, the possibilities for continuous learning 

about SRTs may not be available to homeowners and artisans.  

 

  

5.3 Rules 

                                                           
21

 These classifications were based on seven questions (with 2 or 3-point answer scales); VRCs with 5 or more 

reported answers which corresponded with the most positive answer category were classified as ‘strong’, VRCs with 3 or 4 

positive answers as ‘medium’ and those with less than 3 most positive answers as being ‘weak’. 
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As indicated by innovation literature, for the realization of long-term socio-technical transitions, it is 

important to meet normative rules of end-users of a technology such as preferences and needs. Such rules can 

however take a multitude of shapes (e.g. economical, cultural, habitual, etc.). An important question is hence 

how to identify the (most) important rules which will influence the long-term adoption or rejection of a 

technology. A rather straightforward way to approach this problem is to simply start asking the users about 

their needs and preferences. The result of such data collection is displayed in Table 5-4. Three fundamental 

questions have been asked to the homeowners: (1) Did they feel the need for a different type of construction 

after the earthquake? (2) Are they satisfied with the end-product - the new house? (3) Would they choose a 

similar or different construction style, if they where to build a new house in the future? Irrespective of what 

the specific functionality might be, if a household feels unsatisfied with housing performance, it seems likely 

that long-term adoption of the technologies are doomed to fail. 

The data (Table 5-4) indicate that about two third of the households (N=141) felt the need for another 

type of housing after the 2005 earthquake. 25% percent of the households had still (some) faith in the former 

construction style (i.e. katcha-construction). With 80% of the households positive (and 7% negative) about the 

end-result of their newly constructed house, the satisfaction levels can be considered high. Two thirds of the 

households have indicated that they would choose the same construction style (as they did now) for the 

construction of a future house. 7% indicated that they did not know this yet and 26% made clear they would 

choose another construction style.  

 

 

 

Some interesting questions follow from the above data. For those households who indicated to prefer 

other type of construction in the future, what kind of construction styles would they choose and why? Based 

on the answer given by the 36 households (i.e. 26% out of the sample of 141) who indicated to prefer another 

type of housing, a few trends can be distinguished. The relatively low number of households makes this 

analysis of their answers qualitative, rather than quantitative (the interested reader can find a detailed 

overview of the answers in Appendix E, Table  V). A substantial number of homeowners indicated they would 

look for alternate construction styles which are more affordable than they current house and (if possible) are 

even better seismic resistant. This search for more affordable techniques is especially voiced by owners of 

houses of block masonry (which is consistent with previous findings that concrete block construction is 

comparatively expensive)  

The desire to build houses of block masonry is often expressed by homeowners of mixed- and in-situ-

construction. Motivation to build with concrete blocks seems to stem from dissatisfaction of the patchy use of 

materials (in case of mixed-construction) and the perception of limited seismic resistance of in-situ 

construction. Considering Dhajji construction, it is important to notice homeowners’ concerns for the 

durability of timber.  

Table 5-4. Homeowners needs and preferences with regard to their house 

Question Households’ answer 

After the earthquake, did you feel 

you needed another type of 

housing? (N=141) 

63% 1% 11% 14% 11% 

Yes, most 
definitely 

Yes, quite a bit Neutral No, not so 
much 

No, not at all 

How satisfied are you with the end-

result of your new house? (N=141) 

50% 30% 13% 4% 3% 

Very satisfied Somewhat 
satisfied 

Neither 
satisfied nor 

unsatisfied 

Somewhat 
unsatisfied 

Very 
unsatisfied 

In case you would build a new house 

in the future, would you choose the 

same or another type of construction 

compared to the one you choose this 

time? (N=138) 

 

67% 

 

26% 

 

7% 

Same construction type Other construction type I don’t know 
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When addressing the question 

of why people choose another type of 

construction in the first place (and not 

katcha), the fear for stone construction 

seems to be important driving force. 

Having seen the immense number of 

collapsed stone-mud houses, 

homeowners typically prefer to discard 

stone-masonry as a valid option for 

earthquake resistant construction. This 

perception is however not per se 

correct: stone masonry houses can be 

built with high resistance against 

earthquakes. The ERRA have allowed 

the use of stone masonry – if it is 

compliant with relevant construction 

standards and principles. The 

potentially huge advantage of stone-

masonry based SRT was the abundance 

of stones (they could easily be reused 

after the earthquake). Fear for stone 

construction however remains 

influential in homeowners’ selection of 

construction style (see Box 5-5 for an 

example).  

   

The above analysis of homeowners’ needs and preferences is complemented with four (additional) 

focus areas which are identified during the field work as well as from the literature, as important factors which 

influence socio-technical alignment. These four areas of interest are: (1) risk perception among homeowners, 

(2) expression of wealth through housing, (3) joint versus core family systems, and (4) the influence of religion.  

  

5.3.1 Risk perception  

Preceding analyses have 

indicated that a vast majority of 

the homeowners clearly felt the 

need for another type of 

construction after the devastating 

impact of the earthquake. Such a 

need analysis is however very 

narrow, as it doesn’t place the 

need for earthquake resistant 

housing in a context of other 

needs and concerns of 

homeowners. Although this can 

be a study on its own, it is 

important to consider this aspect 

of wider needs and concerns of 

homeowners since this will be of 

substantial influence in the future 

(for example if homeowners feel 

earthquakes are an immense 

threat in their lives, they are more likely to devote resources to this problem). Previous studies on this topic 

have indicated that disasters are regarded as a distant threat in the light of daily survival – especially among 

poor (rural) households (Schilderman, 2004). Following an approach of an academic study on risk perception 

Figure 5-8. Risk perception of homeowners 

A homeowner of a ‘model house’ in U.C. Hattian (AJK, 

Pakistan) talked about the fear for stone masonry 

construction is his community. The homeowner, a fairly 

wealthy middle aged man, has constructed a stone masonry 

house with (more than average) technical support from 

engineers of UN-Habitat. In return he has agreed to take the 

position of a change-agent: he has allowed his house to be 

used as a model within his community. By getting exposed to 

the incorporated seismic resistant techniques, fellow 

community members can learn how to use reinforced stone 

masonry in a proper, safe manner.  

Although, according to the proud homeowner, visits by 

community members made them enthusiastic about the use 

of reinforced stone masonry, the actual adoption of this 

construction style has been fairly low in this commune. An 

important reason for this is, in his eyes, the apparent fear for 

stone construction, clearly resulting from the massive failures 

of the mud-stone (katcha) houses during the earthquake.  

 

A local artisan in U.C. Dhirkot (AJK, Pakistan) was very 

clear about construction with stone:  

”Stones are the enemies of human beings.” 

Box 5-5. Examples of fear for construction with stones 
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and housing needs (Okazaki et al, 2008), the interviewed homeowners in AJK Pakistan were asked which 

events they feel are the most threatening in their lives (see Figure 5-8). The events which form the highest 

threat for the homeowners are ‘unemployment’ (36% of the homeowners), ‘disasters’ (31% of the 

homeowners) and ‘disease’ (24% of the homeowners). The category ‘disasters’ (31%) can be sub-divided into 

specific types of natural disasters. Having done so, earthquakes appears to pose the highest threat in this sub-

category (i.e. 21% out of 31%), followed by the fear for famine, floods or landslides, and storms or cyclones. 

These data clearly indicate that earthquakes are considered as a serious and realistic threat. However, the 

negative effects of unemployment and/or disease are a more direct concern of the average household. Taking 

in consideration that the 2005 earthquake happened ‘only’ three years after this data has been collected, it is 

not unlikely that the perceived risk of earthquakes will further decrease over time. It seems likely that 

communities which are more affected by an earthquake are more likely to devote resources to mitigate 

possible disastrous impacts of this event. It is therefore interesting to see whether a difference exist between 

the (earthquake) risk perception in highly affected areas and less affected areas.  

Within this case-study, the Union Council (UC) Bheri is a region which has been highly affected by the 

earthquake. UC Dhirkot on the other hand is situated further away from the epicenter of the 2005 earthquake 

and has therefore suffered less damage and failure of structures. A cross-comparison of these two regions (i.e. 

highly versus medium affected areas) indicate that there is no statistically significant difference in risk 

perception between those two areas (Chi
2
 = 0.50; df = 2; p > 0.05 for the perception of influential events and 

Chi
2
 = 1.13; df = 2; p > 0.05 for the perception of type of disaster).  

These data suggest that within the earthquake-affected region the risk perception of earthquakes is 

not very different for highly- versus medium affected areas. In both cases, earthquakes are considered as a 

substantial threat. Other (even larger) concerns for the daily existence are however unemployment and 

diseases. 

  

5.3.2 Expression of wealth through housing  

Housing is clearly more than a simple artifact which provides functional shelter and protection for the 

dwellers. In the words of Turner (Pugh, 2001, p.402), “housing is a verb, an expression of self” (see Chapter 2 

for a more elaborate discussion). This effectively means that households need to have the possibility to 

express their identity and wealth through their housing style. Turning the argument around, it will be very hard 

to achieve long-term adoption of SRTs when reconstructed dwellings have little diversity or, even worse, are 

considered as ‘project houses’. The (flexible) approach of introducing earthquake-engineering principles made 

it possible for homeowners to indeed personalize their houses. Given personal needs and available resources, 

homeowners have been able to express their economic wealth by opting for a bigger house or a more 

sophisticated finish (examples shown in Picture 1). The houses on the picture are all compliant with ERRA’s 

constructions standards (the reinforced stone masonry house is even used as a model house, see the house in 

the middle).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This does not imply that that all relatively wealthy households in the affected areas have adopted the 

entire set of advocated seismic resistant principles (see ERRA’s compliance catalogue for these different 

principles, ERRA 2008). Based on the field visits and interviews, the reality seems more that more wealthy 

households (including non-beneficiaries) tend to adopt some of the advocated SRTs. Strong columns and 

Picture 1. Examples homeowners who have been able to express their personal wealth through their 

(re)constructed houses within ERRA’s programme: Dhajji construction with a finished of timber planks (left), reinforced 

stone masonry (middle), confined block masonry finished with plastering (right) 
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beams (especially roof-beams) are among the most frequently adopted seismic resistant techniques. For one 

thing, the awareness of available SRTs has clearly increased, among poor and wealthier households, among 

beneficiaries and non-beneficiaries. The approach of introducing seismic resistant principles rather than pre-

determined designs have led to the possibility of incorporating these SRTs in different type of housing – 

allowing people to express their wealth.  

 

5.3.3 Joint versus core family systems  

Basic earthquake principles advocate small-sized rooms in order to have limited unrestrained wall-

length and hence obtain rigidity in both the longitudinal as well as transactional direction of the wall. For this 

reason, the maximum approved room size within the ERRA’s construction standards was (initially) 15 feet x 15 

feet. Although most people followed these standards for room size, the small size of the houses is a commonly 

heard complaint. These complaints stem from the local culture of having joint-families. Within a joint family 

system, households can easily reach up to 18 members (e.g. grandparents, brothers, unmarried-sisters, 

children, nephews and cousins). This large number of family members requires large houses and preferable 

one big room were (community) ceremonies and events can be held. The fact that the ERRA initially 

overlooked the importance of joint-family systems (and hence advocated small-sized rooms), combined with a 

policy to financially support the reconstruction of one single house per collapsed house (which typically were 

much larger), catalyzed the change from joint to core family systems.  This was reported by members of VRCs 

in Bheri and Chanotai, social mobilizers of UN-Habitat and some homeowners (interview Bheri VRC, 2008; 

interview Chanotai VRC, 2008; interview social staff UN-Habitat, Patika, 2008). This can be explained (with 

reasonable certainty) as follows: ERRA’s policy was clearly to support (as opposed to fully fund) the affected 

households to reconstruct their houses through technical assistance and tranche-wise financial support. The 

tranche-wise distribution was hence conditional upon compliance with construction standards. Due to the high 

cost of housing construction, most household choose to opt for the ERRA’s minimum requirements for 

receiving financial assistance: they choose to built no more than 2 rooms (with maximum size of 15 x 15 feet). 

By constructing only two rooms, the inspection for construction compliance was only relevant for these two 

rooms. This in turn made it easier (i.e. financially more feasible) to indeed meet the construction standards 

and hence receive another tranche of support. Two rooms of such a size are however insufficient to host a 

joint family. A subsequent effect was hence that former joint families split up into multiple core families which 

matched better with the new size of the house. This thesis does not discuss whether this is a good or bad 

social change. Based on several interviews, it appears that even among the families no clear-cut consensus 

exists, concerning this issue. Based on interviews (e.g. HRC Patika, 2008; HRC Dhrikot, 2008)  it seems that as a 

general tendency,  men seem to share the opinion that this is a pitiful change which induced more 

individualistic behavior and led to more conflicts within families (e.g. brothers fighting over who will became 

an ERRA beneficiary). Women on the other hand seem to enjoy certain gained freedoms, especially related to 

having more freedom over choices concerning the households - now that they have become the oldest female 

of the family (instead of sharing a house with sisters- and mother-in-law) (interview female VRC members 

Chanoti, Dhirkot, 2008). All in all it is important to realize that this process of social change seems to have been 

catalyzed by the reconstruction process, not initiated by it. Village members have indicated that before the 

earthquake about 20 to 40% of the families were already living in core-family systems. After the 2005 

earthquake, their estimations are that these core families have increased to about 60 to 70% (interview 

Chanoti, VRC, 2008; interview HRC Dhirkot, social 2008).  

For those households who constructed larger sized rooms (> 15x15 ft), there are however solutions 

available (and accepted by the ERRA) to still make their house compliant with the SRT’s. These solutions 

consist of providing buttress or partitioning walls. The late introduction of these solutions has led to limited 

adoption of these techniques at the time of writing. In the long-term, these solutions can however be very 

promising since they support local cultural practices. 

 

5.3.4 Influence of religion   

Strong religious belief has, in some cases, been a hampering factor in adopting SRTs. That is to say, 

some people had the perception that the adoption of SRTs was not in line with sincere and utter belief in God: 

His protection and care for people and His ability to take and give life whenever he wants. These religious 
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people saw the adoption of SRTs as an attempt to secure their own lives, and therefore as an activity which 

expressed a lack of faith in God. This perception however does need to be viewed in perspective. Although it 

was a (moderately) important factor in the sensitization and mobilization process of adopting SRTs, this 

perception was fairly effectively altered through the efforts of social mobilizers. These efforts included door-

to-door visits but also discussions with religious leaders. A nice example of approval and support from religious 

leaders is the advocacy of ERRA’s rural housing programme by a religious leader during a meeting in a Mosque 

- this happened in Patika district around June 2006 (Interview social staff HRC Patika, July 2008). Another 

example can be found in Dhirkot district where the religious leaders’ approval of adoption SRT was clearly 

expressed through the application of SRTs in the construction of a new Mosque. Finally, it has been observed 

that the ‘argument’ of faith in God for the rejection of SRTs was also more used by poor and vulnerable people 

for whom the adoption of these principles was economically more demanding. This argument does therefore 

also seem to complement, and in a way justify their economic constraints. This ‘justification’ of rejection of 

SRTs can also be used by households as part of a physiological process of being at ease with their (new) living 

conditions and their (new) mental state of awareness of earthquakes.  

 

5.3.5 Summary: Rules 

After the earthquake, the felt need for a new, safer type of construction was very high among the 

interviewed households. Overall, the ODR programme did well in meeting those needs for safer housing:  with 

80% of the household reported to be (very) satisfied with the end-result of their new house, the overall levels 

of satisfaction with the newly adopted SRTs can be considered high (only 13% were neutral, while 7% reported 

to be (very) unsatisfied with the end result of their house). The fact that about 2/3 of the homeowners have 

indicated to opt for the same construction style as this time, for the construction of a new house in the future 

seems very promising as well. In general, people have the belief that the construction culture has changed for 

good and will not go back to the pre-earthquake situation of unsafe katcha construction. 

The ODR approach, with the diversity of construction standards and responsible role of homeowners 

in housing construction, has also allowed people to express personal preference and needs, including the 

possibility to ‘beautify’ a house in such a way that it matches/expresses personal wealth. 

At the same time however, the construction standards advocated the use of a maximum room size of 

15x15 feet (i.e. 4.8x4.8 meter). This appeared not to match with some traditional practices. The (pre-

earthquake) tradition was to live in joint family systems. The advocacy by ERRA to construct rooms of 

maximum 15x15 feet (i.e. circa 5x5 meter) has however spurred a social change toward core family systems. 

Even though ERRA has realized this cultural practice and subsequently included possibilities to construction 

larger size rooms, this initial policy strategy might turn out to be an obstacle for future application of the SRTs. 

The reason is that these modifications were introduced rather late in the programme. Many homeowners 

hence already constructed smaller sized rooms (i.e. 15x15 feet) and may not be aware of these other 

possibilities to safely apply seismic resistant construction principles. 

The perception of risk for future earthquake is substantially present among the affected communities 

(i.e. 3 years after the 2005 quake). At the same time, it should be realized that the homeowners face other, 

more prominent threats for their daily existence as well. The presence of such other threats, like 

unemployment and disease, might led to an accelerated decrease of perceived risk of earthquakes. Analysis 

has indicated that the risk perception in heavily affected area is not substantially different from medium 

affected areas. The implication is that it is advisable to maintain awareness raising campaigns for both 

earthquake-risks as spurs for safer construction, irrespective of location.    

 

 

5.4 Conclusions: opportunities and obstacles of future utilization of SRTs 

Considering impeding and facilitating factors for future utilization of the SRTs, it can be said that, 

eventually, ERRA has approved a good diversity of construction styles. Because the seismic resistant 

techniques (SRTs) were introduced via construction principles rather than standardized designs, the 

homeowners had more possibilities to use the techniques according to their personal needs and resources. 

This included the possibility to ‘beautify’ houses and thereby expressing wealth and status. Overall, the ODR 

programme seems to have well-addressed the need of homeowners for safer housing: 80% of the 
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homeowners have reported to be (very) satisfied with the end-result of their house, 13% were neutral and 7% 

(very) unsatisfied. 

Concrete block masonry and Dhajji construction have emerged as the dominant post-earthquake 

construction styles within AJK, Pakistan.  

Serious obstacles for future utilization of these techniques are construction cost and availability of 

construction materials. In addition, the availability of skilled artisans and professional (house) designers were 

voiced as (subsequent) future obstacles. Dhajji construction looks more promising for the future than block 

masonry as homeowners have spent less money in constructing equally sized houses (based on statistical 

analysis). Moreover, the homeowners were (statically significantly) more confident about the use of SRTs 

within Dhajji construction as compared to concrete block masonry. In general, the responsible and central role 

of homeowners in the ODR programme seems to have led to a broad base of awareness of SRT, which is 

important for the development of a new building culture. 

The construction skills of artisans to apply the SRTs seem to be sufficient. However, it was almost 

universally voiced that future training in SRTs are very welcome. For developing and designing (remedial 

techniques for) seismic resistant housing, additional training is a must. In general there seems, however to be 

lack of a social network which connects homeowners and artisans to actors higher up the knowledge 

hierarchy. VRCs (or CBOs) might be able to fulfill such a bridging function. However, only 1/3 of the established 

VRCs appear to have sufficient institutional capacity to be considered well-functioning institutions. Efforts to 

link these VRCs to local, more permanent, NGOs seem to be a promising approach. The question remains 

however how many VRCs, and hence villages, can be reached by this initiative.  

In terms of functionality, or user comfort, the thermal characteristics of the old katcha-type of housing 

seem to be superior to all the different introduced SRTs. Improvements of the thermal insulation of the newly 

constructed houses hence seems highly desirable. 

 

5.4.1 Housing reconstruction and theory of socio-technical transitions 

The indicators of ‘opportunities and constraints for homeowners’ were based upon (desirable) 

characteristics of a socio-technical regime – based on the theory of multi level perspective (MLP). In the light 

of this theory, we could ask whether a long-term regime transition has been realized. 

From the above analyses, it can be concluded that there is no solid socio-technical balance in the most 

important fields yet. The most important elements which are (still) out of balance are the construction costs, 

insufficient thermal comfort, (future) need for additional training and understanding of the SRTs, and cultural 

desires to have large rooms. Dependent on how these factors are dealt with, the SRTs can remain in the 

regime of rural housing sector, or they might drop out of the regime. Out of the different adopted seismic 

resistant construction styles in AJK, Dhajji construction seems to be the most promising for the future. 

Important advantages of this (indigenous) construction are the extensive use of local materials and relative 

ease of construction (largely because the SRTs were relative small adjustments to pre-existing construction 

skills, knowledge and practices). Indeed, compared to concrete block masonry, the Dhajji construction seems 

to be a better fit with social factors like the construction capabilities and material- and financial resources of 

homeowners.  

These lessons of socio-technical (im)balance of introduced construction technologies yield more general 

insights for both post-disaster housing reconstruction and for the theory of MLP.  

For post-disaster housing reconstruction, the theory of socio-technical transitions explains why objectives 

to change the post-disaster housing sector need to be moderate. That is to say, post-disaster settings do 

provide a window of opportunity for change. However, technical change requires a similar change in the social 

dimensions (like construction capabilities, material and financial resources and cultural dimensions). The 

(inter)national support in the form of construction aid, including social and technical services, can clearly boost 

the developments toward a ‘culture of prevention’ in the (rural) housing sector. This, governmental-led, 

support removes financial- and technical barriers for the adoption of seismic resistant techniques. However, 

this breakdown of barriers is only temporarily, i.e. typically 3 to 5 years. When government and I/NGO 

terminate their reconstruction programmes, these barriers might emerge again hence preventing long-term 

adoption of such safer techniques. Indeed, when the aims to realize a new culture of construction are too 

ambitious it is likely that at the end of the reconstruction programme, the socio-economic barriers might be 

too much of an obstacle. A long-term transition towards a new culture of construction is hence more likely to 

be achieved when the technologies match better with ‘everyday’ socio-economic constraints, preferences and 

needs of households. For the engineering community, this means that a thorough understanding is required 
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that ‘building back better’ does not automatically imply the use well-known construction styles like RCC. Such 

construction styles might indeed be overrated by many engineers.   

With respect to the theory on MLP, an interesting question is whether these introduced SRTs should be 

considered niche- or regime technologies. Without repeating the discussion in Chapter 4 (§ 4.2.3), it can clearly 

be concluded that the SRTs have grown from niche to regime technologies. That is to say, the adoption SRTs 

has been so wide spread in the earthquake affected areas that almost all affected households have 

incorporated (some elements of) the SRTs in newly constructed houses. With this, the SRTs have become a 

mainstream technology and the construction practices to apply the SRTs a common activity. Thus, the SRTs 

simply do not fit in a definition of niche-technologies based upon characterizations like technologies and 

activities which deviate from the standards and routines.  

With such a conclusion, a new scenario of socio-technical transition can be added to Geels and Shot’s (2007) 

pathways of transition: a sudden external shock which leads to regime destabilization and absorption of 

innovative (niche) technologies in the regime with the support of ‘external’ resources. By the end of the 

programme, i.e. with the termination of these resources, the (niche) technologies have been absorbed by the 

regime. Although there is a high likelihood that the technologies haven’t fully aligned yet with the societal 

configurations. This can lead to a re-emergence of the ‘normal’ social-technical barriers for adoption and 

utilization of the techniques. As a consequence, (some) techniques might get rejected in the long run and drop 

out of the regime. Perhaps other might stay in the regime a bit longer. It can reasonably assumed that some 

‘old’ technologies might return into the regime and combinations of old and new techniques can lead to novel 

hybrid constructions. Such a scenario is illustrated in Figure 5-9.   

 

Pre-disaster situation; stable 
regime (rural housing sector)

Destruction of the disaster creates 
a ‘window of opportunity’ for 

change due to unstable regime

Stabilisation of regime (rural 
housing sector) 

Reconstruction period; introduction of 
risk-reducing technologies with resources 
from the (inter)national community, i.e. 

financial, knowledge & skills

Pre-disaster situation; 

technological selection in 

balance with local resources 

and capabilities

End of reconstruction efforts; long-term 

adoption of risk-reducing technologies 

or back to pre-disaster construction 

styles?

?

 
Figure 5-9. Possible transition paths in the case of post-disaster reconstruction  

(adapted from Geels and Schot, 2007, p.409-10. Text boxes and red dotted-lines are added) 
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Chapter 6 

From niche to regime: a process 

analysis 
 

6 From niche to regime: unraveling the reconstruction programme as a process 

approach 

Building upon the conceptual framework of Bond and Hulme (1999) to analyze a process approach in 

development programmes, this chapter analyzes how the implementation of seismic resistant techniques 

(SRTs) within rural housing reconstruction took place.
22

 By using the five elements of a process approach, this 

chapter will provide an understanding of how the new (niche) technologies for housing construction have been 

diffused among the homeowners (at regime level). This will serve the objective of this chapter, which is to 

answer the second research question of this thesis: “Within the owner-driven reconstruction programme, what 

are the key factors contributing to sustainable introduction of SRTs into the rural housing sector, and what has 

been the role of homeowners in these?”  

The analysis of the five elements will start with ‘Flexible and phased implementation’, subsequently 

followed by ‘Beneficiary participation’, ‘Learning from experience’, ‘Institutional support’ and finally 

‘Programme management’.  

 

6.1 Flexible and phased implementation 

The objective of this section is to provide an 

introduction of the actual ODR approach with respect to its 

strategy flexible and phased implementation. The idea is that 

setting such a strategy of programme flexibility beforehand, is 

essential for actual adaptive programmes (for example if 

learning-action cycles are embraced in the programme 

strategy, it is likely that this will lead to more flexibility in 

actions as compared to blueprint models of programmes). It is 

well-acknowledged among scholars and practitioners that a 

flexible and phased approach in (reconstruction) programmes 

is an important ingredient for overall success (e.g. ANLAP, 2008; Clark et al, 2004; World Bank, 2006). Such an 

approach makes it possible to redirect programmes if necessary.  

 Regarding these programme characteristics, a special distinction can be made for the case of 

reconstruction programmes where seismic resistant (niche) technologies are introduced. This distinction is a 

(conceptual) difference between the construction techniques themselves (i.e. the ‘hardware’) and the related 

‘software’ dimensions such as technical and social trainings, institutional development, and the like. Given the 

prevailing ‘product delivery’ approach in reconstruction programmes (see Chapter 2), in this section I briefly 

stress the necessity of a flexible approach in the hardware component of the reconstruction programme.  

 Product development is clearly an iterative process with multiple cyclical processes of prototyping, 

testing, evaluation, re-testing, and expansion. These processes are just as common in the construction sector 

as in other sectors (Lichtenberg, 2002). Likewise, socio-technical transition theories have indicated that 

realization of regime shift requires that niche technologies (e.g. SRTs) match well with the dominant (changing) 
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 This is done using the data obtained via field research and literature of reports of ERRA and UN-Habitat, an 

institutional partner of ERRA. See Chapters 3 and 4 for more details on methodological and research boundaries. 

 “A phased approach to reconstruction 

programs after natural disasters 

provides flexibility and avoids locking 

into inappropriate activities” (World 

Bank OED, 2004, p. 18, in ALNAP, 2008, 

p.15) 
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A good example of how challenges of technological 

development have been dealt with is the testing of 

remedial techniques at HRC Dhirkot:  

Based on observations of substandard newly 

constructed houses, different remedial techniques have 

been tested at the HRC before presenting them for 

approval. In this way, the techniques had been tested, 

with increased knowledge about the feasibility, required 

materials and- skills. Such testing grounds are good 

examples of iterative technological development 

processes. 

 

(HRC Dhirkot, U.C. Dhirkot, AJK Pakistan, Aug. ‘08) 

Box 6-1. Testing of remedial measures 

regime. Again, the processes through which niche technologies develop to match the regime are characterized 

by iterative- and evolving patterns of learning:  

• “There should be an initial setting within which the new technology can be used experimentally, 

without immediate pressure for adequate technical and market performance. (..)Possibility for 

continuous evaluation & incremental improvement [is key to continuous learning].” (Caniëls and 

Romijn, 2006, p.7) 

 In other words, successful introduction of new (construction) technologies is unlikely to be realized if 

there are insufficient opportunities for technological modifications. If this is not recognized a priori by 

programme actors and other stakeholders, chances are that an excessively rigid technological package is 

introduced, i.e. a set of construction standards which leave no opportunities for local modification. The lack of 

such modifications can lead to insufficient fine-tuning of the technology with local needs, preferences, skills 

and resources. In other words, if the niche technology is too quickly introduced to the mainstream, it might be 

unable to develop into a technology which fits within the (changing) regime. An ultimate consequence can 

hence be that the technology will (eventually) be rejected by regime actors. 

 

 The following paragraphs discuss how the reconstruction programme in Pakistan has anticipated (a 

priori) the need for such a flexible and phased approach. This will be done both for the hardware and the 

software components.  

  

Flexibility and phased approaches (a priori) in the hardware components 

The programme strategy for rural housing reconstruction in Pakistan has had clear phasing: disbursement of 

financial assistance in tranche wise systems, based on pre-determined stages of construction and adoption of 

seismic resistant principles. It is the belief of the programme staff that this stage wise financial support has 

been vital to realize construction qualities of high standard (staff meeting Muree, 2008). The type of desired 

construction standards have been described as “Locally known construction technology will be promoted with 

pragmatic improvements for seismic resistance” (ERRA, 2006, p.2). ERRA’s strategy paper for rural housing 

reconstruction provides some indications of how such technologies should be developed and implemented 

(p.2):  

• “Local uniqueness will be respected over monolithic implementation of standards.” 

• “Unrealistic technical excellence will be avoided in the interest of time and effectiveness of the 

reconstruction programme.” 

• “Opportunity to develop housing standards and earthquake-resistant techniques for non-engineered 

buildings will be seized.”  

• “Having in place a review and approval mechanism for construction guidelines, structural designs, and 

training curricula (…).” (p.5) 

Such strategic approach appears promising, with opportunities for local technological development. The 

nature of reconstruction programmes does however bring forth an important, potentially conflicting factor; 

time. As stated in the same strategy paper, “Reconstruction will be promoted based on (…) a time-bound 

manner, as any delays will increase the suffering and retrograde development” (ERRA, 2006, p.2). This is a 

complexity of reconstruction programmes 

which cannot be avoided.  

 The point is that technological 

development requires effort and time that 

is scarce in post-disaster settings. Preferred 

stage-wise approaches of technological 

development like ‘starting small, become 

effective, become efficient and expand’ 

(Korten, 1980) are still desirable but should 

be approached in a different way in 

reconstruction programmes. A good 

starting point would be to begin 

technological development from local 

indigenous technologies (i.e. technologies 

which were already in use in before the 

2005 earthquake). The advantages of using 

such technologies stem from the fact that 
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such they are likely to require less modification to match with local skills, resources, needs and preferences. 

Although the need for local construction techniques has been stressed in the strategy paper, the time-pressure 

in post-disaster reconstruction might overshadow certain needs for local technological development. The 

strategy principles have ‘set the stage’ but actual realization of flexible and feedback-based development of 

technologies is not guaranteed. Rather, the actual realization will probably depend on determination and 

persuasiveness of (groups of) individuals, such as programme actors. The extent to which ‘flexible and phased’ 

implementation has been realized in Pakistan will be discussed in the following sections.  An example is given 

in Box 6-1. 

 

Flexibility and phased approaches (a priori) in the software components 

The Owner Driven Reconstruction (ODR) programme has had a noticeably flexible approach in different 

components. Some of these (‘software’) components are briefly outlined below. Just like the preceding 

discussion, this discussion serves as an overview of some prominent elements within the ODR programme. 

Most of them will be elaborated in subsequent sections. 

 Training and awareness raising have been important pillars within the ODR programme. From the 

start of the programme is has been clear that such training activities are  in constant need of adjustment to 

move along with changing needs, for example of homeowners, artisans and inspection teams: 

• “Three Year Plan for training materials development. Adopting an incremental, experience-based, 

bottom-up approach to materials development. There is a need to immediately have simple guidelines 

in the field, but these guidelines will be expanded and improved over time, eventually being 

incorporated into more formal textbooks.” (ERRA, 2006, p.42) 

 In due course, the training programmes have indeed evolved and been modified to specific needs and 

target groups. Examples are technical trainings for artisans, orientations for self-builders and community 

members, technical trainings in North-Pakistani dialect because of the large number of migrant workers, 

changing trainings to cover the newest remedial techniques, and so forth. (Interview technical staff HRC 

Dhirkot, 2008).   

 

 ERRA has also approached the selection of beneficiaries in a rather flexible way. That is, those 

homeowners who had already started construction before the reconstruction programme began were not per 

se excluded from participation. Rather such homeowners could become eligible for financial assistance under 

the condition that they had already incorporated seismic resistant principles, or were willing to include them 

(either by partly dismantling their newly constructed house or using remedial measures). Such flexibility can be 

very influential for gaining social support from communities. 

• “Households that have already begun or completed reconstruction of their houses, without availing 

financial assistance from any other ongoing program or preexisting facility, will also be eligible to 

receive the government grant either in full, or in part, as determined by the AI team.“ (ERRA, 2006, 

p.32) 

 

6.2 Beneficiary participation 

The actual practice of homeowners’ participation is discussed in this section. This is done by first focusing on 

the role homeowners played in the actual construction process of their own house. This is followed by an 

analysis of the boundaries of homeowners’ participation: (i) homeowner’s participation was restricted by the 

policy framework or ERRA, in particular the restrictions following from the (strict) construction standards. 

Secondly, homeowners participation was influence by the (problems related to) inspection processes and 

disbursement of financial support.  

The label ‘Owner-Driven Reconstruction’ suggests high levels of participation by homeowners. The 

question is however what this really entails: what was the role of households: have they only driven the 

reconstruction of their own house, or have they driven the setting of reconstruction standards and policies as 

well? In terminology of the multi-level perspective, it is relevant to analyze what role the households had in 

the transition process by which niche technologies (i.e. SRTs) become regime technologies.  

 Within the reconstruction programme in Pakistan, households have received relatively high levels of 

autonomy and influence on the construction process. This is for a large part the result of ERRA’s reconstruction 

strategy to provide guidelines on seismic resistant construction principles, instead of (semi) standardized 

house designs and contractor-led construction. Consequently, (in theory) householders had the opportunity to 

select a construction style that fitted best with their preference, needs and resources. They had control over 
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the design, planning, choice of construction materials, level of self-help contribution in the construction 

process and hire (skilled) laborers. These choices were framed by contracts with ERRA according to which 

beneficiaries had agreed to a system of tranche-wise financial support
23

, based on adoption of seismic 

construction standards. Besides the financial support, the homeowners received technical assistance
24

 for the 

construction of their house.  

 The field study has indicated high 

levels of diversity in the reconstructed houses, 

in terms of adopted construction styles, 

construction materials and designs. The 

involved labor force for the construction of the 

houses has also been very diverse, with 

different contribution of local- and migrant 

artisans, households’ own contribution, 

involvement of contractors (see Chapter 5 for 

an elaborate discussion about varieties of 

reconstructed houses). Interviews with 

households have indeed indicated that a large 

majority of the homeowners felt they had 

decision power over their construction 

process; circa 60% indicated to have had 

control over (much) more than half of the decisions while 25% of homeowners felt they have had control over 

about half of the decisions regarding their reconstruction process (see Figure 6-1). It can hence be said that the 

households had a clear in influence in shaping their own construction process.  

 The above measure of participation is however rather crude and leaves important questions 

unanswered. Firstly, even though the households seem to have enjoyed certain freedoms in their decisions, 

the question remains how ERRA’s policies have restricted their freedom. In other words, were the boundaries 

in which the households were free to make their decisions up to satisfaction or were the policy frames in 

which the households had to operate in conflict with their actual preferences and needs? If the latter was the 

case, the policy-induced restrictions are likely to have hampered the transition process of moving towards a 

new socio-technical regime which incorporates the SRTs. Secondly, the diversity of reconstructed houses 

suggests a high degree of participation at micro level, but what about beneficiary participation at higher levels, 

like at districts, province or state level? Have homeowners been able to drive the reconstruction programme 

at these higher levels as well or did their participation stop at the local level?  

  

 Homeowners’ participation has been framed, or restricted, by ERRA’s policy in several ways. Based on 

interviews with homeowners, it has become clear that at least two features of ERRA’s policy have been very 

influential for the participation process; (1) the (initially) strict construction standards and limited construction 

options and (2) the inspection process and disbursement of financial support.  

 Considering the first, the approved construction styles by ERRA, it can be said that the start of the 

reconstruction programme was not flexible. The technical standards were (a) too strict and (b) the range of 

approved construction options were too narrow (UN-Habitat progress report 2006a & b). At the initial stages 

of the programme ERRA, supported by the World Bank, had only approved construction techniques which 

applied cement and steel. Since these were not locally common (or traditional) techniques, availability of 

construction materials was limited. Unit cost as well as transportation cost formed hence a large obstacle for 

the beneficiaries (see Chapter 5 for more detailed discussion). The consequences of these strict construction 

standards were well summarized by UN-Habitat, who indicated that beneficiaries started to reject the use of 

cement mortar and steel bars because of (i) high cost, (ii) unfamiliarity with techniques and know-how and (iii) 

preference to rely on traditional techniques which are better in line with local circumstances and needs (UN-

Habitat progress report 2006a, p.10). As a result, the provided trainings did not match the local needs and 

expectations, leading to degrees of disinterest from the beneficiaries. Moreover, it was noticed that 
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 Houses which have been totally destroyed or damaged beyond economic repair were eligible for a government’s 

assistance grant of 150,000 Rs (circa 2,500 USD - May 2006). These grants were distributed  in three installments: 75,000 Rs 

for mobilization, 25,000 Rs upon completion of plinth level, and 50,000 Rs upon completion of the walls (ERRA, 2006, p.8) 
24

 Technical assistance in the form of technical advice from trained (programme) engineers, social- and technical 

trainings which covered causes of earthquakes, the effects on the houses, and the available techniques to strengthen the 

houses against earthquakes. 

Figure 6-1. Homeowners' perception of control over their 

construction process 
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Adoption of Dhajji construction: 

A villager of Chanaat shared that about 15 houses 

within their village were construction of Dhajji, before the 

earthquake. While the impact of the earthquake was 

severe, also in terms of damaged and collapsed houses, 

the Dhajji houses withstood the earthquake. Since they 

had the skills, experience, tools and materials to construct 

such houses, villagers decided they wanted to rebuild with 

Dhajji construction – even before reconstruction efforts 

had started. 

 
(U.C. Malot, rev. village Chanaat, AJK Pakistan, Aug. ’08) 

 

Box 6-2. Introduction of Dhajji: an indigenous construction style 

beneficiaries started reconstruction work according to their own know-how, thus making themselves ineligible 

for government assistance. Given that trainings were focused upon construction techniques of cement mortar 

and steel, beneficiaries had little or no opportunities to incorporate seismic resistant principles when 

constructing with other techniques. The strict construction standards also led to low levels of compliance – 

according UN-Habitat, whose assessment of the level of compliance was in sharp contrast  to the (very 

positive) assessment reports from the Army (UN-Habitat progress report 2006a).  

 Based on the above observations, the initial phases of the owner driven reconstruction programme 

can be characterized as a fairly strict policy framework with limited (effective) participation of beneficiaries. 

The technical standards were (at best) only partially in accordance with the needs and preferences of 

beneficiaries. 

 After the start-up phase, the programme seemed to gradually grow more flexible and adaptive. A key 

factor has been ERRAs approval of an indigenous construction technology of timber frame construction: Dhajji. 

This construction style, approved around the end of October 2006, gave homeowners a better, wider range of 

choices concerning type of construction 

and the type of materials. When talking to 

homeowners in the affected area, the 

appreciation of Dhajji construction as an 

approved style within ERRA’s programme 

is very clear. In general, people seem to be 

knowledgeable and have the skill to apply 

these techniques (based on interviews, 

e.g. technical staff HRC Patika, 2008). In 

addition, homeowners could construct 

Dhajji houses for less cost compared to 

concrete block masonry (see Chapter 5). 

All together, it meant that a lot of 

homeowners were keen to adopt the 

Dhajji construction as an ERRA-approved 

SRT (see Box 6-2).  

 The widening of the construction options was favorable for the beneficiaries. However, the various 

changes in the reconstruction policies at times also created confusion for the homeowners. An often-cited 

confusion was ERRA’s rejection of the use of 6-inch concrete blocks. Given that the construction with concrete 

blocks was approved by ERRA, the homeowners were baffled when the 6-inch blocks – widely available on the 

market – were not approved. Rather, only 8-inch blocks were considered compliant. This decision was 

however only taken by ERRA in April 2007, more than a year into the programme and at the time when this 

problem became clear, just after massive growth of block production (UN-Habitat progress report, 2007a, p.7). 

Although ERRA had always advocated the use of 8-inch blocks, the (often-inexperienced) block manufactures 

used machines that produced 6-inch hollow concrete blocks. Such blocks are appropriate for infill wall with 

RCC-frame structure (this construction technique has not been approved by ERRA as it is more complex 

because of the need for substantial engineering inputs, such as structural calculations). The reconstructed 

block-masonry houses in rural areas were however predominantly structures with load-bearing walls. To reach 

the desired levels of seismic resistance, such load-bearing walls require 8-inch blocks. The massive, ongoing, 

production of 6-inch blocks however made it problematic to alter this course completely – despite extensive 

information and training campaigns. As a solution, remedial measures were introduced by ERRA (e.g. wall-

reinforcement via wire-mesh or reinforcement via external seismic bands and corner stitches). These remedial 

measures were however considered expensive by homeowners. In addition, these policy changes sometimes 

resulted in tensions between beneficiaries and the social and technical staff of the HRC (interview VRC Neem 

Kals, U.C. Dhirkot, Sep. 2008; VRC Nella Butt, U.C. Dhirkot, Sep. 2008). This example of 6- versus 8-inch block 

serves as an illustration of how policy changes – aimed at realizing safer construction for the homeowners – 

required both flexibility on part of ERRA and the beneficiaries.  

  

 The second way in which beneficiaries’ participation has been framed is by the inspection process and 

disbursement of financial support. The financial support for the reconstruction process has been very 

important, and a substantial resource, for the beneficiaries. The disbursement of these tranches followed from 

a stage-wise inspection. It however turned out that the technical assistance and training could not keep up 

with the rapid pace of construction (for example because mobile teams from the HRC would only reach certain 

households with (updated) information after they had already constructed certain parts of the house). 
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Reasons were (i) limited capacity and experience of  the assistance community (i.e. the PO, HRC, AI-teams) to 

deal with such technical assistance, combined by the (ii) scattered and often inaccessible locations of villages 

and (iii) indistinctness of the status of compliance of (especially) mixed construction styles. (UN-Habitat 

progress report, 2007a & c) Consequently, beneficiaries have often voiced that they had to wait too long for 

the next installment. Given the importance of this financial support, it has often been mentioned that their 

pace of construction was slowed down by delayed payments (interview VRC Behri, U.C. Behri; VRC Batat, U.C. 

Dhirkot).  

 Delayed, or accelerated, payment has also been influenced by the AI-teams. As noted in chapter 5, in 

virtually all visited communities, there have been reports of at least some corrupt practices of the army during 

inspection (e.g. interview VRC Dobrial, U.C. Bheri; VRC Bheri, U.C. Bheri; VRC Batat, U.C. Dhirkot; VRC Neela 

Butt, U.C. Dhirkot). This surely had influence on the level of (effective) participation of beneficiaries; some 

homeowners may have received their installment by bribing their way to compliance, while other beneficiaries 

have indicated that bribery practices of AI-teams slowed down their inspection process and hence their 

disbursement. Homeowners have explained that the latter happened when they refused to go along with such 

bribery practices, even though their house was fully compliant with ERRA’s standards (interview VRC Neela 

Butt, U.C. Dhirkot). Homeowners have also often voiced that the prices of construction materials increased 

over time. They hence felt that delayed installments have increased their overall cost of construction.
25

 With 

correct inspection, the tranche wise disbursement can be regarded as an effective incentive to ‘guide’ 

beneficiaries in their construction process. But, when inspection cannot keep up with the pace of construction, 

or is affected by corruption, the tranche wise disbursement can slow down the actual reconstruction process. 

 

 The above discussion indicates that the beneficiaries have had a clear influence in shaping their 

reconstruction process – albeit framed by policy guidelines. In addition, there have been policy adjustments, 

like the widening of construction options, which have been beneficial for the homeowners. An interesting 

question remains however how policy adjustments, based on field-feedback, have come about? In other 

words, how have the beneficiaries been able to influence the policies of the reconstruction programme at 

regional or national level?  

   

6.3 Learning from experience 

Learning from experience can be interpreted in different ways. Following the approach of Bond and 

Hulme (1999) this element of a process-approach will be discusses in two different ways: (i) systematized- and 

institutionalized learning to manage the ‘unknown’ and (ii) learning from indigenous knowledge and local 

environment which is especially relevant for the technological selection and technological learning.  

 

6.3.1 Managing the ‘unknown’ through systemized- and institutionalized learning 

Learning from experience, adapting the programme based on progressive understanding of the local 

context, as a key element in complex programmes (Olshansky, 2005). Such learning can take different shapes 

and described in various (overlapping) ways, like ‘embracing error’, ‘links between implementation and 

planning’, and iterative improvements’. These different elements of learning have in common that they can 

take place via informal and/or formal learning mechanisms. The following paragraphs will analyze important 

learning processes which have taken place within the owner driven reconstruction programme. The analysis 

considers informal and formal learning process, both for (higher) programme management and from the 

perspective of the homeowners. The latter is done because of the vital role of beneficiaries in this programme, 

and hence the necessity to understand their perspective. 
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 Although the issues of increase cost is a very real and serious obstacle for the homeowners, it is the author’s 

opinion that the construction costs would not per se been lower for households if they had received the instalments much 

earlier; e.g. via a lump sum, as several beneficiaries have suggested. Would this have been these case, the sudden boost in 

demand for construction materials would likely have led to an (at least) equally large increase in prices; The fact that 

homeowners have receive tranche wise disbursement, and therefore bought construction materials in a more gradual 

manner, might be a more advantageous strategy in terms of final construction costs. Namely, due to stage wise 

construction, the suppliers of construction materials have received the opportunity to reduce the gap between supply and 

sudden demand.   
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Learning by programme management 

 The unique character of the 2005 earthquake, in magnitude, frequency of occurrence and location, 

has exposed national- and international actors to new and unfamiliar set of challenges. With the absence of 

crystallized disaster response plans, guidance of how to approach the complexity of reconstruction activities 

has been very limited. From this perspective it is reasonable to say that all involved actors had to learn on the 

job and devise new innovative solutions for tackling obstacles, either small or large. No doubt, many such 

learning processes developed in informal ways, through interaction, observation and personal reasoning. 

Admittedly, such informal learning processes are difficult to map and re-trace. Acknowledging this limitation, it 

is still possible to get an impression of how learning has influenced programme adjustments and planning. In 

MLP terminology, what kind of learning has taken place to facilitate the process of niche development towards 

sustainable changes in the rural residential construction regime?     

 As mentioned in preceding sections, the rural housing programme started with very strict 

construction standards and a narrow set of construction options. Despite that Partner Organizations (POs) 

almost universally voiced the need to loosen the construction standards and options. Initially ERRA did not 

change its policy (UN-Habitat progress report, 2006a). That is, ERRA’s relaxation in construction policies came a 

few months late, with the approval of Dhajji construction (UN-Habitat progress report, 2006b, p.6). 

Interestingly, these policy changes seemed to have followed (at least for an important part) from direct 

exposure of the (higher) programme management to the field. A progress report of UN-Habitat (2006b) stated 

through a joint review exercise (with ERRA, UN-Habitat, GTZ and SDC): “Very detailed recommendations were 

developed by the Review Team and will guide the Institutional Partners in reorienting a number of rural 

housing reconstruction activities.” (p.4) In a similar fashion, a review mission in the first half of September 

2006 led to a recommendation of “ ... a widening of the present menu of design options available to the 

beneficiaries” (UN-Habitat progress report, 2006b, p.6). See Figure 6-2 for important milestones for adaptation 

in the reconstruction programme.  

 The importance of field exposure and contact with beneficiaries on the ground is clearly illustrated by 

progress reports of UN-Habitat (one of the three institutional partners of ERRA). The following statements 

clearly indicate the importance of feedback from the field and a thorough understanding of the local context. 

These understandings have been important for programme adjustments.  

•  “…exposure of HRC staff in the field gave an opportunity to perform a reality check among the 

beneficiaries.” (UN-Habitat progress report, 2006a, p.17) 

• “UN-HABITAT undertook [efforts] to systematically identify these bad practices and to report them to 

ERRA so that strategies could be adopted to reduce the prevalence of these mistakes.” (UN-Habitat 

progress report, 2006b, p.6) 

• “Field testing of the official poster (…) confirmed that the poster was too complex for information and 

training purposes. UN-HABITAT developed a simplified version that emphasizes the principles of good 

Dhajji construction.” (UN-Habitat progress report, 2006b, p.21) 

• “Field testing of all technical information materials is ongoing to inform our understanding of 

optimum communication styles and techniques and to ensure more effective targeting of various end 

users.” (UN-Habitat progress report, 2007a, p.15) 

• “Systematic monitoring of the reconstruction programme has proved able to identify trends and issues 

as they emerge so that appropriate action can be taken.” (UN-Habitat progress report, 2007b, p.5) 

 

 Besides field exposure to understand the local context, it is also possible to bring local actors into 

contact with higher programme management. The following is a nice example of bringing together higher 

programme management (i.e. global niche actors) with local artisans (i.e. local niche actors) to better align 

programme policies with user needs and preferences: 

•  “The field research was a decisive element to adopt guidelines based on the traditional Dhajji 

construction widely used in Kashmir. Skilled carpenters from Kashmir were brought by UN-HABITAT 

into an ERRA meeting at Prime Minister Secretariat. They helped to argue for the feasibility of Dhajji 

construction, based on current know-how, availability of material and good practices.” (UN-Habitat 

progress report, 2006b, p.21) 

 

 The necessity of ‘being on the ground’ and having contact with local actors can also be illustrated by 

reverse argumentation. When programme actors (i.e. global niche actors) are not in contact with local actors, 

the introduction of safer construction technologies can be very challenging. In the following example, technical 
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experts from the World Bank were involved as final reviewers for posters, which were to be disseminated in 

the affected area. 

• “Feedback provided by the Washington-based World Bank technical experts was generally difficult to 

integrate into a locally appropriate policy and further slowed and complicated efforts to finalize 

changes.” (UN-Habitat progress report, 2006b, p.21) 

 

 Altogether its seems that, within the owner driven reconstruction programme, important learning 

mechanisms consisted of (i) a good understanding of the local context as the basis for policy changes; and (ii) 

an apparent necessity for official field and/or technical reports, evaluations and reviews to convince (higher) 

programme management to alter policies. Figure 6-2 illustrates some major milestones in the reconstruction 

programme, including important evaluation activities which led to influential policy changes. 

 

 

 
Figure 6-2. Milestones in adaptations of the reconstruction programme 

 

 

Learning by beneficiaries and artisans 

 It is worthwhile to stress that effective learning mechanisms are very different for the local 

homeowners and artisans. Mapping their learning processes is elementary for understanding successful 

transformation of niche technologies into regime technologies. Field observations and interviews clearly 

indicated that the financial support is an effective motivation to adopt the seismic resistant construction 

principles. At the same time, it needs to be accompanied by other enabling mechanisms. Key facilitating 

mechanisms appear to be (1) advocacy of appropriate technologies and (2) increase sensitization and training 

among homeowners. As discussed in the preceding sections, overly strict construction standards will most 

probably lead to a rejection of the technologies. Sensitization and training will allow the beneficiaries to 

understand the importance of seismic resistant principles and provide opportunities for them to correctly 

supervise and guide the construction process. The need for extensive training and sensitization programmes 

have also been highlighted by programme actors who pointed out that homeowners tend to learn from 

observation. This learning from observation can however be incorrect if basic knowledge about construction 

principles is absent. For example, homeowners might see a RC frame construction in urban areas which 

withstood the earthquake. Such an observation can feed a perception among villagers that RC structures are 

inherently strong. This is however not per the case, as RC frame constructions require considerable structural 

calculations and are much more susceptible to bad craftsmanship, such as bad steel detailing. (Interview 

technical staff, HRC Patika, 2008)   
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Homeowners’ construction knowledge has clearly increased 

after the earthquake, as illustrated by a migrant artisan: ( 
 

“Everyone is giving construction advice. Sometimes 
homeowners do guide the construction work.” 

 

(Migrant artisans, U.C. Dhirkot, Sep. 2008) 

Box 6-4. Involvement of homeowners in reconstruction 

Trained homeowners can have an important influence 

on inspection processes. 

 

A beneficiary, a local mason, revealed what happened to 

him during an inspection of this house. Although he had 

properly followed the advocated construction principles, the 

AI-teams of the army were saying this house was non-

compliant (whether this was because of lack of technical 

training of the AI-team-members or intentional misinforming 

is unclear). The homeowner’s persistence and technical 

training from the HRC, led him to start  a technical 

discussion with the AI-team. This, eventually led the AI-team 

to correctly passed the house for inspection. 
 

(U.C. Dhirkot, rev. village Kalas, AJK Pakistan, Aug. ’08) 

 

 

Teaching safer construction techniques can be severely 

hampered by incorrect inspection. A catching example: 

 

Pand-construction (i.e. dry- or mud-stone construction with 

timber posts) has never been approved by ERRA. 

Nevertheless, within a village in district Patika, the AI-teams 

of the army have passed such houses for inspection. As a 

result, around thirty (30) of such houses have been 

constructed in Patika District – without adoption of proper 

SRTs. 

 

(Interview, social staff HRC Patika, August 2008) 

 

Box 6-3.  Challenges of correct inspections and the role of 

homeowners  

Besides training the 

homeowners and artisans, proper 

training of inspection teams is crucial as 

well. As mentioned in the preceding 

section, the training and technical 

assistance could not keep up with the 

high pace of construction. In addition, 

maintaining proper levels of training 

was challenging because of the pro-

active approach of ERRA in remedial 

work. This meant that new solutions, 

revisions and clarifications needed to 

be circulated and explained to those 

involved in technical assistance and 

inspection. This posed extra challenges 

for the Assistance and Inspection (AI) 

teams of the army as there was regular 

staff turnover in army divisions. 

(Interview technical staff HRC Dhirkot, 

2008) Box 6-3 provides an example of 

how a homeowner was able to convince 

members of the AI-teams that his house 

was compliant with ERRAs standards, 

thanks to the technical training he had 

received. However, this is not a typically 

the case, as most homeowners have 

strictly followed the advice of AI-teams. 

Box 6-3 also provides an example of 

what can go wrong in case of incorrect 

advice of AI-teams. 

Although the challenges for 

technical training and awareness raising 

were immense, overall speaking it is 

without doubt the homeowners have 

learned a lot about SRTs. According to programme staff you can even find teenagers who have some basic 

knowledge about SRTs, such as the use of ring beams (interview social staff HRC Patika, 2008). An example of 

the increased knowledge of homeowners in given in Box 6-4. 

 The skills of artisans are the 

foundations of correct adoption of 

seismic resistant construction principles 

in the owner driven reconstruction 

programme. Transforming the niche 

technologies into regime technologies 

hence requires a nurturing of their 

skills. There is however (not always) a 

direct motivation among artisans to 

follow new construction trainings. As a 

fundamental principle, one could say 

that the motivation to learn increases when the expected benefits are higher than the required efforts to 

learn. In the case of artisans this might not automatically be the case. When they following training they are 

unable to work, hence to earn money. This is indeed in line with the experiences of social- and technical staff 

of HRC Dhirkot (interview Sep. 2008). It appears to have been especially difficult to train migrant artisans 

because they tend to stay only for limited time at one place. Being a migrant worker, and the fact that they 

move rather regularly, makes it virtually impossible for homeowners to assess their construction skills before 

hiring them. This is different for local artisans, who are typically well-known in their respective localities. An 

additional motivation for local artisans to follow training can therefore stem from social control combined with 

a desire of homeowners to have skilled artisans, who are properly trained in SRTs. By issuing training 
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Among artisans, the motivation to follow technical trainings 

can be limited. 
 

“Our first objective is to earn money. We therefore don’t 
want to miss working days spent on trainings.”  

 

(Migrant artisan/contractor. U.C. Dhirkot, Sep. 2008) 

 

Box 6-5. Learning by artisans 

certificates, artisans were able to demonstrate to homeowners they had followed a training - and 

subsequently (sometimes) ask higher wages (interview technical staff HRC Dhirkot, Sep. 2008). See Box 6-5 for 

an example of artisan’s priorities for learning. 

 Generally, the most effective 

training (and subsequent learning) 

appears to be practical on-the-job 

training. In addition, the construction 

of model houses provides important 

avenues of learning by observing 

(interview artisans U.C. Bheri, Aug. 

2008; technical staff HRC Patika, Aug. 

2008). Moreover, clearly 

understandable communication tools 

are required. Examples are cartoon-like posters with step-wise instruction, possibly illustrated with pictures 

(interview artisans U.C. Dhirkot, Sep. 2008).   

 

6.3.2 Appropriate technologies: learning from indigenous knowledge and local 

environment 

 Technological modification by local actors (i.e. end-

users and artisans) is an important factor when introducing niche 

technologies into (changing) regimes. Niche technologies, in this 

case the SRTs, are much more likely to be internalized in local 

practices and routines when the adoption process allows for 

local adaptations. This is based on a process of technological 

tinkering by end-users within the range of their capabilities and 

available resources (for examples, see Gamser et al, 1990; 

Schilderman, 2004; Clark et al, 2003; El-Masri and Tipple). Such 

an adaptation process is an essential element in making the end-users and local artisans true ‘owners’ of the 

technologies and increasing the potential of long-term application and use of the techniques without the initial 

(governmental) support. Inappropriate local adaptations can however lead to a decrease of structural integrity 

of the structures, hence compromising the seismic resistance of the houses.  

 In a reconstruction programme where homeowners are in charge of the reconstruction of their 

house, local modification can be expected to happen. These adaptations can be very promising for long-term 

utilization in a self-supporting manner (because of factors noted above). At the same time, properly guiding 

this process is a herculean task. Remote and scattered areas as faced in the AJK have only added to the 

complexity.  

 Within ERRA’s rural housing programme, these technological adaptations were effectively dealt with. 

From circa January 2007 onwards, a compliance catalogue has been developed to address new construction 

work of insufficient standards. The related remedial techniques have gradually been tested and added to the 

compliance catalogue. Trainings have been developed and given to AI-teams, technical and social staff (i.e. 

social mobilizers). Once trained, those actors went on door-to-door visits, along with the AI-teams for 

inspection rounds. Through such door-to-door visits, households have been able to receive technical advice for 

remedial measures. The tranche-wise financial assistance has helped to realize such remedial measures, since 

it served as an incentive for homeowners to adjust their housing construction. (UN-Habitat progress report, 

2006a&b; -2007a,b, c, d; interviews with VRC Batat, U.C. Dhirkot, Sep. 2008; interview with social staff HRC 

Patika, Aug. 2008; social staff HRC Dhirkot, Sep. 2008; Stephenson, 2008) 

  Support from programme actors, in clarity of technical standards and options for remedial measures, 

to the homeowners and artisans has however also been confusing and somewhat sluggish. It has regularly 

been heard that homeowners felt left in the dark about the technical standards of their house (interview VRC 

Neela But, U.C. Dhirkot, Sep. 2008; VRC Bata, U.C. Dhirkot, Sep. 2008; VRC Bheri, U.C. Bheri, Aug. 2008). The 

lack of timely support in technical training and advice to beneficiaries is also voiced by UN-Habitat (UN-Habitat 

progress report, 2006b; 2007a, b). See Figure 6-2 (at page 68) for an illustration of major milestones in the 

reconstruction programme, including an indication of when local technical modifications started and when 

remedial measure were systematically documented and approached.  

“The adaptation of appropriate 

technology is a vital measure in 

sustaining construction activities for 

the mitigation of natural disasters.” 

(El-Masri and Tipple, 2002, p.169) 
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U.C. Dhirkot, rev. village Lower Nawel, AJK Pakistan, 

Aug. 2008 

 

With pride, a homeowner showed this newly 

constructed house; a typical (post-earthquake) 2-room 

residence. One of his rooms is constructed with two walls of 

concrete blocks and the remaining is constructed by (semi-

dressed) stone-masonry.  

His explanation is straight forward; his preference was to 

construct with concrete blocks – because of safety and the 

pace and ease of construction. However, once he ran out of 

money he finished the construction with stones, salvaged 

from his old house. 

Box 6-6. The emergence of mixed construction styles  Overall, the focus on 

improving the substandard 

construction work, via remedial 

techniques, has addressed important 

causes of these sub-optimal practices 

in construction. Examples are: (i) 

unforeseen activities in the supply 

chains with delivery of substandard 

construction materials and the massive 

production of 6-inch hollow blocks 

rather than the advocated 8-inch block; 

(ii) lack of proper craftsmanship and 

knowledge like incorrect steel 

detailing; (iii) historical traditions and 

cultural values, such as the 

construction of large rooms; (iv) mixing 

of construction material because of 

lack of resources, e.g. mixing stone and block masonry (see Box 6-6). All of these factors are important to 

address, since they are likely to influence the proper, long-term utilization of the SRTs. The following section 

discusses some of these modifications and underlying factors in more detail.  

 

 What can be considered to be local technological modifications? One way to understand this is to 

look at technological deviations from the general construction standards and guidelines as promoted by the 

ERRA. From an engineering perspective it is easy to classify such deviations as ‘mistakes’. Sometimes this is of 

course the case due to a lack of knowledge or understanding of underlying construction principles. Often 

however, such deviations are based on decisions related to financial constraints of the households, limited 

access to materials or socio-cultural perceptions. Local modifications are hence not simply ‘engineering 

mistakes’ but rather an expression of local capabilities and coping strategies to maximize the use of locally 

available resources. Such modifications can therefore sometimes comply with earthquake resistant 

construction standards. However, in other cases they might influence the structural integrity of the house. The 

following discussion about some important ‘local modifications’ are illustrated by pictures in Table 6-1.  

 Over dimensioned corner column within reinforced masonry: The construction principles of 

reinforced masonry only require a single vertical steel reinforcement bar at the corner. A common perception 

among homeowners was however that such a single steel bar would not be strong enough. This perception 

was mainly based on the belief (stemming from observing confined RC masonry and/or RC-frame structures 

which resisted the earthquake in towns) that strong houses require strong (RC) corner columns to bear vertical 

loads. ERRA and partner organizations did provide substantial local trainings and information dissemination 

addressing the structural integrity of walls without RC corner columns with reinforced masonry principles, i.e. 

informing communities about the redundancy of a RC-corner column in reinforced masonry. The belief, 

understanding and faith in construction technique advocated by ERRA was however limited among 

homeowners. As a result a large majority (circa 80%) of the homeowners have decided to use RC-corner 

columns reinforced masonry construction – despite increased cost and more materials (Stephenson, 2008, 

p.13). These modifications have been allowed by ERRA since they don’t compromise the integrity of seismic 

resistant construction. 

 Use of timber post instead of RC columns: With the widespread adoption of concrete block masonry 

as a seismic resistant construction style, a substantial number of households have used timber posts instead of 

RC columns. Reasons for this a (i) the long-standing tradition to use timber posts combined with (ii) the 

availability of timber posts salvaged from the rubble while (iii) construction materials for RC columns are 

expensive. This is fed by (iv) the perception that timber posts are just as strong as RC columns (in its turn 

stemming from a focus upon vertical load-bearing capacities). Finally, (v) a priority of many beneficiaries was 

to quickly erect a roof over their head (which is easily achieved with putting up timber posts), with a more 

gradual focus towards the construction of walls (Stephenson, 2008, p.12). 

 The consequences are however problems with the compatible construction materials (in stiffness, 

ductility and strength) and the need for good connections between vertical members and horizontal 

reinforcements to distribute stress evenly through the structure. Timber posts in reinforced masonry will lead 

to fragmentation of the walls. This will increase the risk of walls falling down during earthquakes and/or 

fractures in the timber posts due to incompatible stiffness of the materials. Within the rural housing 
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programme remedial measures have been put in place through which households can receive technical 

support to dismantle the timber post and replace it by a reinforced cement concrete column. Such a remedial 

activity, although expensive and time-consuming, provided the household opportunities to comply to the 

standards again and become eligible for their next financial grant from ERRA. 

 Mixed construction styles, katcha and the advocated SRTs: One of the main reasons why so many 

katcha houses collapsed during the 2005 earthquake was because of the high loads of the mud-timber roofs. 

The abundant use of lightweight roof systems (of timber frame and cgi-sheets) after the earthquake is clearly 

stemming from this fact. Locals typically consider such roof systems as modern, safe and hence desirable. 

However, the (labor and material) costs are still higher that the old mud-timber roof systems. The same 

argument applies to the advocated wall structures versus the old thick mud-stone construction; the ‘new’ 

walls require masonry craftsmanship with well-dressed stones hence increasing the cost of materials and 

labor. Consequently, cases can regularly be found (especially for construction which are not financially 

supported by ERRA) where a mixture of old katcha style techniques are combined with the advocated SRTs. 

Whether such mixed construction is compliant with seismic resistant construction standards is very case 

specific. In general however, the use of heavy mud-timber roofs is considered as non-compliant. Among 

houses or sheds which have not been supported by ERRA, important transformations in local perception and 

behavioral changes in safe housing construction can be distinguished. One of the most important and typical 

changes in this respect is the immense increase of homeowners’ focus on reinforced columns and horizontal 

bands or beams.  

 Different construction materials: As a direct result of the typically poor economic situation of 

households in rural AJK, a lot of families faced difficulties to purchase the construction materials they ideally 

would have liked to have (an effect accentuated by the increasing unit cost for construction materials over 

time). Often homeowners attempted to buy as much of the desired construction materials as they could, to 

complement it by other construction materials if needed. The latter consisted often of stones from the pre-

earthquake houses or sheds. Typically, the quality of house (in terms of resistance against earthquakes) is 

better when the used construction materials are homogeneous or at least very compatible with another. 

However, the use of different construction materials, like concrete blocks and stone, does not always result in 

unacceptable decreases in seismic resistance. The key point is that wall segments made of different 

construction materials need to be properly connected to other segments. A proper vertical separation of two 

different wall segments can be realized by using an RC column, which properly connects the two parts, 

working towards a monolithic structure by which the stresses can be well distributed in horizontal directions. 

Walls with different materials used for the bottom and upper part are typically much less strong. The only 

conditions under which ERRA has allowed such vertical wall segmentations is when the heavier construction 

materials are used for the lower parts of the wall and the transition of the two different wall materials are 

separated by a continuous horizontal seismic RC beam (ERRA, 2008, p.82-3). 

 Timber frame construction with RC frames: The seismic resistance of timber frame constructions (i.e. 

Dhajji) heavily stems from the ductile characteristics of timber. RC columns don’t have this ductility. 

Nevertheless, cases can be found were homeowners have used RC columns alongside timber frame 

construction. There are several reasons that seem to explain this observation. First, villagers typically have an 

overrated trust in the strength of RC structures. This can make them eager to construct with reinforced 

cement concrete, at the expense of proper timber frame construction. This (misplaced) trust in RC 

construction is often fed by villagers taking note of small shops constructed with RC in local towns, which 

survived the earthquake (even though a large number of RC buildings have also been damaged or collapsed 

during the earthquake more generally). Another reason why homeowners adopt RC construction as well seems 

to be related to a (perceived) disadvantage of Dhajji construction. The most common reported disadvantage is 

that the wood can decay relative quickly leading to low life-times of the house. The decay of the wood is 

especially the case for the base-plate and/or if the wood is of bad quality. This leads people to look for ways to 

overcome this problem. As a result, several households have indicated they are (thinking of) mixing 

construction styles like using a RC-band (or beam) instead of the wooden base-plate. In a similar manner, 

people are thinking of the using RC-columns instead of timber posts, with dhajji type of walls in between the 

columns. The problem of such modifications is however that weak connections are more likely to occur and 

the ductility of the (originally timber frame) structure will be compromised. The ductility is the strength, and 

essential characteristic, for seismic resistance of timber-frame structure. Such mixed construction is 

consequently considered non-compliant with SRTs.  
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Table 6-1. Local modifications of the introduced Seismic Resistant Techniques (SRTs) 

Over dimensioned corner column within reinforced 

masonry construction; based on local perceptions of structural 

strength. 

 

The picture on the right has sufficient vertical steel bars for 

reinforced masonry, the picture on the left shows selected 

vertical steel detailing among certain homeowners. The result is 

a mixed construction style between reinforced- and confined 

masonry. 

 

 Use of timber posts instead of RC-

columns; resulting from better/cheaper 

access to timber compared to steel and 

cement-concrete aggregates. 

 

The use of timber post, as in the 

adjacent pictures are not allowed by the 

ERRA since they seriously compromise the 

seismic resistance of the structure. 

Mixed construction styles; 

combining katcha type of 

construction and the advocated 

SRTs.  

 

Whether such mixed 

constructions are compliant is 

very case specific. Typically the 

use of the heavy mud-timber 

roof systems is considered non-

compliant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Different construction materials; 

resulting from limited financial 

resources and maximizing the use of 

local materials. 

 

Can be compliant when different 

materials are divided by properly 

constructed RC-columns and/or 

continuous horizontal beams. E.g. the 

left-handed house can be compliant 

while the two on the right are not 

compliant. 

Timber frame construction mixed with 

RC frames; stemming from lack of resources 

combined with the overrated faith in RC-

construction.  

 

Such mixed construction is non-compliant 

since timber-frame structures (including 

Dhajji) lose their ductility when mixed with RC-

frames. Cases like this should be converted to 

confined masonry or proper Dhajji 

construction. 
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6.4 Institutional support 

The aim of this section is to better understand dynamics related to institutional capacity building and 

the activities within the housing reconstruction programme which facilitate such processes. This analysis is 

conducted by focusing upon capacity building of permanent institutions, especially at the local levels (i.e. the 

VRCs). With this, I discuss some important differences between ‘policies-on-paper’ and realities on the ground. 

In addition, the ways in which authority and power to make decision are delegated to local levels are discussed 

in more detail. The focus is especially on local actors like homeowners, artisans, VRCs, HRC and local 

governments. 

 

6.4.1 Capacity building and permanent institutions 

Local capacity building has been an important objective within ERRAs reconstruction programme for rural 

housing. 

At the national level, ERRAs has obviously been very influential within the reconstruction efforts. The 

name of this new institution does however indicate the temporary nature of this institution; Earthquake 

Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Authority. The establishment of the National Disaster Management 

Authority (NDMA) in early 2007 can however be seen as a measure to complement the temporary nature of 

ERRA (UN-Habitat progress report, 2007a). The government-run NDMA has long-term objectives related to 

disaster prevention and mitigation (NDMA, 2008). Given its recent establishment, the future role and 

effectiveness of this institution still needs to be seen. Nevertheless, the intentions of building permanent 

disaster-preparedness capacities are evident.  

At state and district levels, many reconstruction efforts have been conducted by ERRA, its institutional 

partners and partner organizations (POs). Besides ERRA, also the international POs have joined reconstruction 

efforts for a temporary basis (e.g. 3 years). Capacity building among ‘permanent’ institutions should hence be 

sought among local (Pakistani) POs and progress in capacity development of local community based 

organizations (CBOs). 

Analyzing the achievements in capacity building among POs is difficult as they are very heterogeneous. 

That is, some (local) POs have extensive experience in running development projects in Pakistan or even within 

the affected area. Their social networks and understanding of local communities are hence also very diverse. It 

goes beyond the scope of this research to analyze and compare the differences in POs and their built-capacity. 

However, as a general observation, it seems that ERRA has made good use of these differences (in experience) 

of the local POs. For example, the Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund (PPAF) had actively been working in the 

earthquake-affected areas, long before this disaster occurred. Their established networks with CBOs have 

been embraced in the reconstruction programme; PPAF has become an important PO of ERRA. Within ‘their’ 

areas, the PPAF has delegated the roles of the VRCs to the (already existing) CBOs with whom PPAF had 

worked before the earthquake. In this way, ERRA rural housing programme has been able to build upon 

existing institutional structures. 

In earthquake affected areas were no CBOs were present, and so new VRCs have been established. The 

roles of these VRCs are described as follows:   

• “Village Reconstruction Committees have two purposes and functions: (a) a platform for housing 

reconstruction activities for the individual and insure safety/compliance messages throughout the 

village, and (b) a platform for long term development opportunities at village level.”  (UN-Habitat 

progress report, 2007b, p.21) 

 

Based on the above, it is clear that also at the most local level, the rural housing programme has aimed at 

building permanent institution capacities. These objectives were however not easy to realize.  

The field research has clearly indicated the wide diversity of the functioning of VRCs. I have already 

discussed important challenges related to the creation of well functioning VRCs in Chapter 5 (§5.2). The main 

points that followed from that discussion are that only about a third of the established VRCs can be considered 

as well functioning, almost 3 years after the earthquake. Important reasons why VRCs have not grown to an 

effective function institution are related to a) previous organizational experience, b) selection of appropriate 

community activists to stimulate other members, c) stability of political environment at village level, and d) 

regular meetings and external support from the HRCs/PO’s. Given that over 5,000 VRCs have been established 

(UN-Habitat, TMIS progress report, 2008), it is still very considerable if only a third of them are adequately 

functional. This high number of established VRCs touches upon an important difference between policy 
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strategies and ground realities: establishments of VRCs ‘on paper’ can be achieved relatively fast, while well-

functioning VRCs on the ground require much more time and efforts. A progress report UN-Habitat (2006b), 

stated that: “Some Partners Organizations managed to create VRCs in almost all villages that they are 

supporting. The Government of Pakistan Administered Kashmir tasked the army and civilian authorities to 

create VRCs in all villages. However, this positive initiative resulted in many instances to create VRCs “on 

paper” with little reality on the ground.” (p.12).  

Some of these differences between the strategy and achievements on paper and ‘on ground reality’ are 

illustrated below:  

 

• VRC establishment versus follow-up support from POs 

The village of Dobrial (U.C. Bheri, District Patika, AJK) is a very remote village, only accessible by foot - 

30 minutes away from a large and more easily accessible village called Bheri. According to the 

villagers of Dobrial, they have only been visited twice by a PO of ERRA. During these two visits, this PO 

has officially established a VRC. However, due to the lack of (any) follow-up visits, the VRC here has 

played practically no role in the reconstruction. A central reason for the lack of follow-up visits by the 

PO is clear to the villagers: their remote location. In fact, a villager told one of our interviewers that 

the army even did not bothered to actually visit the most remote parts of the village (which can be 

more than 60 minutes on foot from the village centre). Door-to-door assistance and inspection was 

hence not properly conducted in this village.  

The PO who had ‘established’ the VRC reported that they had organized several follow-up meeting 

in the neighboring village Bheri. The aim of these meetings was that VRC members of more remote 

villages would join the meetings. In theory this seems to be a good measure to deal with problems of 

remoteness and hence extend the reach of the reconstruction programme. However, in practice, the 

village of Dobrial has had very little support in the reconstruction process. Moreover, ERRA’s 

reconstruction progamme has not contributed to sustainable institutional development that can 

serve the villagers of Dobrial in the future. (Interview VRC Dobrial, 2008) 

 

• Functioning of newly established VRCs versus local power struggles 

The established VRC in Bheri village (U.C. Bheri, District Patika, AJK) can be considered fairly strong. 

That is to say, they held regular meetings, had regular activities to promote the SRTs within the 

village, and there was a clear understanding who the VRC chairman was and which people were 

members (the latter appeared not to be the case for some of the visited VRCs who could be 

considered as weak institutions). Even though the VRC had active members who were eager to 

organize activities, this VRC had its own problems related to effective activities; a local struggle for 

power.  

As it became clear during an interview with this VRC, the chairperson belonged to an ethnic group 

that was different from the most powerful ethnic group in the village. During the meeting, some 

discontent about the VRC was voiced by bystanders. An interview with those people indicated that 

they were not against the advocated SRTs, or against activities to promote such techniques. The exact 

reasons for their expressed discontents however remained unclear. Later, it appeared that the 

complainants belonged to the most powerful ethnic group of locality i.e., the clan who lost certain 

influences in communal activities after the earthquake (among others through establishment of a VRC 

headed by other people). (Interview VRC Bheri, 2008) 

 

• Building upon existing community institutions and the new role of women 

The VRC in Neem Kals (U.C. Dhirkot, District Dhirkot, AJK) can be considered as an example of how 

community based organization can be involved in reconstruction efforts. The VRC was ‘established’ 

upon a pre-existing community based organization (CBO) called ‘Tanzeem Islahi-e-Naojawanan’. The 

fact that this CBO was established 27 years ago indicates certain institution capacities. Indeed, this 

organization had extensive documents of financial reports and progress reports of communal 

projects, such as the construction of a school, water and sanitation projects. Additionally, in contrast 

to VRC in Bheri, this village had a very homogenous (circa 95% of the population belong to the ethnic 

group ‘Abbassie’). 

Given their extensive experience in community-based projects, the following lesson from the 

VRC/CBO in Neem Kals is both interesting and relevant to better understand practices on the ground: 

The VRC (or CBO) members openly acknowledged that they had not anticipated the role of women, 

and especially the way in which they participate in the reconstruction process. Given that many of the 
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men of the households are away from home during daytime, the women play an important role in the 

supervision and guidance of the reconstruction work. This means proper training, or technical 

orientations, to the women are of key importance for proper reconstruction efforts. In line with 

common practices, the VRC members initially held meeting only with men. Their assumption that 

information would reach the women through info sharing of their husbands/male relatives did 

however seem to be incorrect. Indeed, the VRC members had now realized that women needed to be 

approached and involved more actively to improve their awareness and knowledge concerning SRTs. 

Consequently, they organized special meetings for the women of the village, which was effective to 

increase the participation of women. (Interview VRC Neem Kals, 2008) 

 

• VRCs versus the need for clear-cut (personal) benefits 

A discussion with the members of VRC in Batat (U.C. Dhirkot, District Dhirkot, AJK), provided useful 

insights regarding challenges of starting new institutions. This VRC has been newly established after 

the earthquake, because no CBO was present at that time. According to the VRC members, this 

establishment provided good opportunities to avoid having to work via a politically-founded 

institution, which is often characterized by personal gain and biased support to villagers.  

Notwithstanding the above-mentioned advantage, an important challenge of getting and retaining 

committed VRC members has been the absence of any financial aspects in the activities. That is to 

say, most people who joined the VRC hoped to get some personal benefits as well. Since this has not 

been the case, at least not in monetary terms, one could say that a thorough natural selection has 

taken place, leaving only the most committed and dedicated persons as members. Admittedly, this 

‘selection’ has clear advantages. At the same time, the absence of personal (monetary) benefits can 

lead to challenges for long-term commitment of VRC members. This might especially be the case 

because the activities of the VRCs (i.e. mainly awareness raising and information sharing) may not 

lead to obvious communal benefits, as compared to projects like construction of a school or irrigation 

systems. These concerns are voiced by VRC members of Batat as well as by other VRC members like 

Bheri and Dobrial, and by social mobilizers of UN-Habitat (interview social staff, HRC Dhirkot, 2008). 

(Interview VRC Batat, 2008)  

 

Overall, the foregoing discussion implies that institutional capacity building (at local levels) is a time 

consuming task which requires considerable commitment and faces context specific challenges that cannot be 

predicted in advance. Nevertheless, it seems that within ERRA housing reconstruction programme, more 

attention could have been given to the socio-economic side of institutional establishment, priorities of 

villagers and their difficulties and realities faced on the ground. At the same time, it should be acknowledged 

that organizations (like ERRA and its POs) have limited capacities to build sustainable local institutions. A 

plausible solution might have been to incorporate market incentives (as discussed in Chapter 5, §5.2.3) in 

strategies of local capacity building. The latter would be in line with the observation that the absence of clear 

communal and/or personal benefits might be a serious obstacle for the existence of the newly established 

VRCs.   

Notwithstanding these concerns, serious efforts are undertaken to increase the future role of VRCs. 

This has been done through a ‘VRC-registration process’. This consisted of taking stock of effective versus 

ineffective VRCs during mid-2008. The underlying rationale has been to link the ‘strong’ VRCs to existing local 

or national NGOs. In this way, the institutional capacities built up through the newly formed VRCs can possibly 

be sustained by the NGOs for their development programmes. At the same time, the VRCs will be able to 

coordinate new activities, like water and sanitation programmes. The latter has more clear-cut communal 

benefits, which is likely to have a positive effect on the motivation of VRC members to remain active in this 

organization. 

 

6.4.2 Decentralized authority 

Long-lasting institutional capacity building is spurred by delegating responsibilities, ownership and by 

having the power to take decisions. I will briefly discuss to what extent these concepts have been applied to 

important actors, namely the homeowners, artisans, VRCs, HRCs and local authorities, with respect to long-

term utilization of the SRTs. 
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Homeowners 

By providing money directly to the beneficiaries, they are made responsible for the actual 

construction process including allocation of resources, hiring of labor, and relative freedom in planning. This 

aspect makes the ODR approach a ‘no-direct-implementation’ strategy. Here owner self-reliance is supported 

instead of creating dependence on programme actors and/or contractors. At the same time, homeowners’ 

freedom was framed by ERRAs policies, hence decreasing their effective power to take decisions. 

Nevertheless, homeowners have had high levels of participation and ownership (see §6.2 for an elaborate 

discussion).  

The army, as members of AI-teams, has had a large influence in the inspection processes. Given their 

power in passing or failing a house for inspection, homeowners tended to strictly follow the advice of AI-teams 

(UN-Habitat progress report, 2006b). However, the case-specific (technical) advice and guidance has typically 

not been the strength of the army. As mentioned by the members of VRC Batat (interview 2008), the door-to-

door inspection of the army could almost by characterized by a simple announcement of ‘pass’ or ‘fail’, rather 

than providing support in the form of proper information including explanations for failure and possibilities of 

remedial measures.  

Such inspection activities indicate the need for delegating authority to those actors or institutions that 

have prior experience with such activities. In this case, the army was very helpful as a means to cover the gap 

in capacities of POs to conduct inspection activities. At the same time, however its inexperience in these 

matters has shown to create new challenges in local capacity building.   

 

Artisans 

The artisans have clearly been very much involved in the actual reconstruction work. In terms of 

developed authority, the responsibilities and freedoms to take decision about the construction works has 

officially been in the hands of the homeowners. Even though the artisans typically have more knowledge 

about the construction work and applications of SRTs, households generally seemed to have the final decisions 

on what should (not) be done.
26

 With respect to capacity building of artisans, their (un)willingness to follow 

trainings is discussed in more detail in paragraph 6.5.3. 

 

Village Reconstruction Committees (VRCs) 

 Overall, the VRCs had limited autonomy to make decision. In fact, as a result of ERRA’s policy 

framework, the activities of VRCs were guided by advice and input from ERRA/POs/HRCs. That is, a general 

observation from the field visits is that the VRCs were rather dependent on input and support from HRC and or 

POs. Some VRCs (like VRC Batat) have highlighted the good understanding between them and the HRC and the 

(sometimes) two-way initiation of new activities like additional training for the villagers. However, I would say 

that a more typical picture is one of VRC being (or acting) dependent upon follow-up inputs from the POs or 

HRCs.  

 In addition, the VRC had no power with respect to the inspection processes. It has been argued by 

several VRC members (e.g. interview VRC Neem Kals, 2008; VRC Bata, 2008) as well as by social mobilizers 

(interviews social staff HRC Dhirkot, 2008) that the involvement of the VRCs in inspection would have resulted 

in a much smoother construction process for many households. Reported reasons for this are that VRC 

members are much more involved with the homeowners and hence would be much more willing to provide 

them with proper advice (and avoid corrupt practices as witnessed among the army). During the fieldwork, I 

have observed that this might actually be the case for areas where the ethnical homogeneity is high and where 

local power struggles are not intense and mutual trust is high. However, in areas where this is not the case, the 

involvement of VRC members in inspection might cause severe problems of representational politics and 

inequity.
27

  

 

                                                           
26

 Although households typically are in control over what should be constructed, they generally have less control over 

how this is done (e.g., whether steel detailing in properly executed).  
27

 Actually, the role of the Army versus the ‘community’ in bribery practices in inspection activities is a debate with 

different opinion of cause-effect. Some say army personnel started bribery practices by just not passing houses for 

inspection if they did not receive something (i.e. cash) in return. Others, like a homeowner in Neela Butt, U.C. Dhirkot, are 

of the opinion that community members have initiated such corruptive practices by acting as ‘brokers’ between the 

homeowners and the AI-teams. In return of their ‘services’ of obtaining an approval for inspection, they received cash from 

the homeowners, of which a part turn to the AI-teams. The same man expressed his satisfaction with the role of the army 

for inspection activities. According to him, if the inspection had been carried out by local governments officials, the 

corruptive activities would have been much worse.  
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With respect to local capacity building, it seems that involvement of VRC members in inspection 

activities would have contributed to their institutional strength (although in such a case more attention might 

have been required to prevent corruptive practices).  

 

Housing Reconstruction Committees (HRCs)  

The establishment of the (initially 12) HRCs, staffed by personnel of an institutional partner of ERRA 

(i.e. UN-Habitat), has made the institutional infrastructure of the rural housing reconstruction programme the 

most decentralized of all sectors in post-earthquake reconstruction (UN-Habitat progress report, 2006a, p.12). 

An important advantage has been more direct contact with the field, hence better possibilities for direct 

feedback. In terms of the developing construction standards and or remedial measures, their autonomy might 

(at best) have reached the level of experimentation (as in HRC Dhirkot) and advisory to higher management. 

Otherwise, their actions were restricted by general strategy guidelines of ERRA (which is of course necessary to 

realize a universal reconstruction programme across the affected area). 

 

Local government 

 The local government authorities, like the district government of Housing and Work, have only 

received minor input for institutional capacity building. An important reason why this has not been realized is 

simply that the local government has had a very limited involvement in the rural housing reconstruction 

programme. This is considered a missed opportunity by programme staff of UN-Habitat (staff meeting Muree, 

2008). An example of the involvement of local governments has been efforts to deal with the production of 

sub-standard construction materials and the production of 6-inch rather than the desired 8-inch concrete 

blocks. However, as mentioned, effective collaboration has been limited. (Arguably, better and more extensive 

collaboration between programme actors and local government has taken place with regard to policies for the 

landless. This subject is however out of the scope of the present research.)     

 

Institutional versus individual capacity building 

 At the foundations of institutional capability development, we obviously find capability building of 

individuals, operating within the institutions. Despite the massive number of information and awareness 

campaigns and the numerous technical trainings and social orientations, it is difficult to assess the actual 

capacity built among various individuals. From this perspective, it is hence impossible to say whether 

‘sufficient’ individual capacity has been built to substantially contribute to (permanent) increases in 

institutional capabilities. Nonetheless, it is worthwhile to take note of the fact that ERRA’s decentralized ODR 

policy has required a substantial amount of local offices and mobile teams. With this, a vast number of local 

and/or national individuals have been employed or otherwise engaged in the implementation process of the 

SRTs. From this perspective it can be said that the individual capability building has been quite substantial in 

ERRA’s reconstruction programme. Admittedly, this is a very crude indicator of capacity building. 

  

 

6.5 Programme management 

The success or failure of any programme depends for an important part on the professionalism and 

experience of the staff. The introduction of seismic resistant technologies (SRTs) via an owner driven 

reconstruction (ODR) programme requires special attention for technical assistance and social mobilization. 

This section therefore discusses some obstacles faced by programme management related to (i) obtaining 

appropriate staff members, (ii) the need for a balanced social and technical input from staff members, and (iii) 

obstacles for good coordination within the programme. 

6.5.1 Human resources for technical assistance 

Capacity building and technical support have been fundamental pillars of the owner driven reconstruction 

programme. In terms of programme management, a key element has been to develop an institutional system 

that can deliver such technical assistance and capacity building among beneficiaries and artisans.  

The experience from Pakistan has indicated that hiring appropriate staff, in the required amount, has been 

a substantial obstacle for the implementation strategy within the ODR approach. Already at fairly early stages, 

i.e. May-August 2006, it has been indicated that Partner Organizations (POs) faced difficulties in hiring 

appropriate staff to work at Union Council level (i.e. field based) (UN-H progress report, 2006a, p.8). By 
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The importance of social mobilization has been 

well conceived by programme staff, including 

technical experts: 
 

“Along the way we have learned the importance of 
social mobilization.”  

 
(Regional technical expert, HRC Abbaspur, May 2008) 

Box 6-7. Technical experts with wider socio-culture 

approach 

November 2006, it has even been voiced that not only the staff, but the lack of POs in the field could threaten 

the success of the reconstruction programme: 

• “The acute lack of Partner Organisations was identified as the main challenge that could lead to the 

failure of the housing reconstruction strategy.” (UN-H progress report, 2006b, p.14) 

 

In fact, it turned out that the assistance community was not able to deliver trainings and technical 

assistance in line with the pace of reconstruction. Several reasons have been mentioned as to way insufficient 

numbers of POs have been formed. Some of the most prominent mentioned reasons have been: (a) the world 

wide lack of I/NGOs with expertise in and experience in seismic resistant  housing construction and (b) 

inexperience of I/NGOs in supporting communities to build on their own, instead the I/NGOs might have 

experience in implementation of housing programmes via contractor driven reconstruction. (UN-H progress 

report, 2007a, p.4)  

Fund raising efforts to deal with this problem have indicated another (possibly more fundamental) 

problem:   

• “The lack of interest by major donors to provide funding for I/NGOs for training and technical 

assistance to support people constructing their homes (…)” (UN-H progress report, 2007ab, p.4) 

 

Altogether, this has put major strains on the quality of effective coverage for technical assistance. Being 

unable to provide technical advice in pace with the reconstruction, the consequence has been that 

homeowners had to wait longer for their inspection and subsequent payments. The pace of housing 

reconstruction has hence been hampered by lack of adequate technical assistance. Moreover, the ultimate 

consequence is that the rate of compliance, with principles of SRTs, is likely to be compromised (UN-H 

progress report, 2007ab, p.4).  

 

6.5.2 Role of technical experts and social mobilizers 

 Although the reconstruction programme has had a rough start in terms of introducing (overly strict) 

construction standards, this has been well adjusted in due course. Not only have the standards been loosened 

and the menu for construction extended, there have also been extensive efforts to facilitate remedial 

measures for construction. These remedial measures have been developed in response to observations of 

substandard construction work.   

These problems have been addressed within the ODR programme by given technical trainings, 

awareness raising among beneficiaries, providing technical support by advising and explaining the remedial 

techniques. Social mobilization has been very important is this respect, for example in (risk) awareness raising 

and  motivating households to adopt (remedial) SRTs by explaining the principles and added value. But also in 

reaching women more effectively, since engineers are predominantly men and the local culture restricts men-

women interaction. Typically, social mobilizers can express and understand social needs better. In addition, 

their role in disseminating and explaining technical standards and solutions should not be underestimated, 

especially considering the usual shortage (in post-disaster settings) of engineers.  

 The role of engineers has been an important one in the implementation process of the SRTs by also 

focusing on social factors. That is, previous reconstruction programmes have indicated that issuing technical 

orders as decrees is common among technical professionals (UNDRO, 1982, p.12). However, enforcing 

construction standards have shown to be ineffective in the long run, rather, users have to be convinced of the 

need for technical change (Schilderman, 2004, p.417). In the case of Pakistan, this insight has led to an 

approach in which both social as technical 

expertise has been combined in door-to-door 

visits by field teams consisting of engineers as 

well as social mobilizers (UN-Habitat progress 

report, 2006b). These activities have undoubted 

contributed to a better understanding among 

technical staff for the need for a broader, socio-

cultural approach in technical advice services 

(see Box 6-7 for an example).   

 This socio-technical approach has 

facilitated an environment in which engineers 

were encouraged to act as facilitators and 
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The lack of authority has been a challenge for VRC 

members in advising homeowners. 
 

“It was difficult to convince the homeowner about 
the advantages of adopting the techniques. Through 

persistence people started trusting us and 
understanding the technical and financial 
advantages of adopting the techniques.”  

 
(VRC member, village Bheri, U.C. Behri, August 2008) 

Box 6-8. Credibility of VRC members 

advisors to the beneficiaries and artisans. Some engineers seemed to have picked this up, others seemed to 

have hold on to the (traditional) approach which is more characterized by top-down knowledge transfer. 

Nevertheless, the (second half) of ERRA’s housing reconstruction programme in Pakistan seems to set a good 

example how engineers can (and should) act as facilitators and ‘partners’ of community members. With such a 

mindset, the transition towards a self-sustaining construction culture of prevention seems much more 

realistic. 

 

6.5.3 Coordination between programme actors 

The owner driven reconstruction approach has been almost universally adopted in the affected areas of 

Pakistan. An advantage is that potential for increased social inequalities after disaster, resulting from 

differential approaches of I/NGOs in reconstruction is reduced. Similarly, ERRA has stated in its strategy paper 

for rural reconstruction that possible donor preference (e.g. to support a particular village) can only be 

materialized through ERRAs efforts (ERRA, 2006, p.13).  

A challenge for such a large-scale universally adopted strategy is communication among and 

coordination between the involved programme actors. Without proper coordination, equity in reconstruction 

cannot be achieved.  

  

Within ERRAs institutional setup, an important coordinating role has been tasked to Regional and 

District Housing Coordinators, working for the State-/Provincial ERRA and District Reconstruction Unit 

respectively. However, effective functioning of these housing coordinators have initially faced difficulties 

because associate(s) (organizations) did not sufficiently recognize their role as coordinators, at least in not in 

practice (UN-H progress report1, p.12). Such difficulties in coordination threatened the optimal exchange of 

information on newest policy changes, and possibilities to learn from peer’s expertise and experience.   

 Effective coordination increased over time, among other after an evaluation of ERRA which expressed 

satisfaction of the role of the HRC in the reconstruction programme. This led to regular (up to weekly) 

meetings hosted by the HRCs while chaired by ERRA’s housing coordinators. By the end of 2006, ERRA had 

officially decided that coordination among all partners (including the army) had to be conducted via the HRCs. 

This was an important breakthrough for effective coordination. In addition, ERRA decided that a universal 

training and monitoring system had to be applied. This systemized and uniform monitoring across the affected 

area have been very beneficial for the quality of reporting, based on more consistent and coherent data. (UN-

Habitat progress report, 2006b) 

 

The need for credibility of an institution 

to coordinate and advice in an effective manner, 

has also been voiced at local levels. Several VRC 

members have expressed difficulties in advising 

homeowners for compliant construction because 

of a lack in authority and power to take 

decisions. Given the fact that the AI-teams of the 

army had control over the inspection, 

homeowners were very much inclined to follow 

whatever they were saying. Homeowners were 

therefore reluctant to act upon well-intended 

(technical) advice from VRC members. The 

villagers did not have a  guarantee that the VRCs 

advice would really lead to a  ‘pass’ in the inspection rounds (interview social- and technical staff HRC Dhirkot, 

September 2008; VRC Batat, U.C. Dhirkot, September 2008; VRC Bheri, U.C. Bheri, August 2008) See  Box 6-7 

for an example. 
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6.6 Conclusions: introducing SRTs in housing reconstruction  

By analyzing the implementation process of SRTs,  two overarching  factors have been identified as being 

of key importance: (1) Ownership and responsibilities by homeowners and (2) Flexible and adaptive 

programme management. 

 

Ownership and responsibilities by homeowners  

Introducing new (construction) techniques is not a blunt and clear-cut process of diffusing a package of 

techniques. Rather, technologies are shaped by the society, by producers and users alike. This is what has 

happened in Pakistan. Within the boundaries of the approved construction techniques by ERRA, the 

homeowners took responsibilities for the reconstruction of their own houses. Following the policy strategies of 

ERRA, they adopted seismic resistant techniques (SRTs). Financial support from the government was provided 

via tranche-wise disbursements based upon the stage of construction and correct adoption of SRTs. It turned 

out that households took up construction activities at such a high pace that information dissemination and 

technical support could not keep up with the demand.  

The limited resource of the assistance community to provide technical support, combined with delays of 

adoption of new standards and difficulties to disseminate such policy updates to the homeowners, had two 

major consequences. First, it slowed down the pace of reconstruction. Secondly, it contributed to local 

technological ‘modifications’ of homeowners. This has its benefits and costs. The latter are related to 

substantial sub-standard construction work, in terms of seismic resistance (e.g. mixed construction styles). 

  Such construction work, driven by homeowners, which deviated from ERRAs constructions standards and 

designs are however not simple ‘engineering mistakes’. Rather, these technological ‘modifications’ of 

homeowners and local artisans can be seen as reflections of local needs and opportunities. Indeed, 

reconstruction never starts from a tabula rasa: local skills, cultural values, technical perceptions, material- and 

economic resources and social aspirations are always present.  

The way in which (unforeseen) technical modifications led to a better understanding of local conditions 

and needs in Pakistan are illustrated by the following examples: While applying reinforced masonry 

construction, substantial households constructed over-dimensioned RC columns (i.e. with 4 vertical re-bars 

instead of 1), based on their perception and understanding of structural integrity. Mixing of construction 

materials was mainly based on limited resources and/or recycling of salvaged materials. Housing construction 

via concrete block masonry was often combined with timber posts (i.e. incompatible materials). Reasons 

appeared to be traditional practices and techniques of timber-stone construction, combined with limited 

understanding of the structural characteristics of this new construction style. The cultural desire to have large 

rooms for social gatherings was initially overlooked by ERRA, as principles of seismic resistant construction 

promote the construction of relatively small rooms. A final example is poor steel-detailing stemming from 

limited material resources and/or insufficient knowledge. 

 

Flexible and adaptive programme management 

When homeowners are in charge of the reconstruction process, it is important to understand and ideally 

foresee such context specific factors. In reality such context specific factors can never be fully predicted in 

advance. The more important question is hence how programme actors have reacted to such unforeseen 

needs. For the Pakistan case, it can be said that ERRA’s ODR programme has eventually adapted important 

technical standards to better match those unforeseen needs. Official reviews and extensive exposure to the 

field have shown to be vital to bring about policy changes. A striking example of (required) interaction 

between higher programme management and homeowners and/or local artisans, has been artisans who were 

brought to Islamabad to argue for the feasibility of Dhajji. 

The development of remedial measures was ERRA’s response to address theses cases of non-compliant 

construction. The remedial activities included both (new) technical advice as well as training and social 

awareness raising to explain the possibilities and added value of these techniques. This is a good example of 

the iterative and responsive character of the reconstruction progamme. A downside of ERRAs responsive 

strategy was that the changing construction standards led to high levels of confusion among homeowners of 

what was (not) compliant. 

The adoption of SRTs is a good illustration of how technology changed the practices and routines of 

homeowners. Examples are the post-earthquake construction practices which resulted in a totally changed 

built fabric in the affected area. The number of households who changed from joint-family (pre- EQ) to core-

family (post-EQ) systems is another example of how technology influenced social-cultural habits. In a similar 
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way, the development of technical solutions for remedial work is a good illustration how technology is shaped 

by socio-cultural factors. The same goes for the earlier widening of design options by ERRA and increased 

flexibility of technical standards. These iterative changes of policies and activities on the ground nicely 

illustrate the process of co-evolution between technical and non-technical factors. 

One can indeed say that the homeowners have substantially shaped the ODR programme in Pakistan. 

Because they were in charge of the reconstruction process, important discrepancies between the (initially) 

advocated construction standards by ERRA versus the local needs, perceptions and aspirations became clear 

during the programme. Moreover, reconstruction policies have changed to improve the appropriateness of the 

technologies. The latter are key factors, which have played a vital role for a transition towards seismic resistant 

construction in the rural housing sector. As discussed the previous section, there are still substantial obstacle 

for long-term utilization of SRTs in the future. The actual sustainability of this transition in the rural housing 

sector remains therefore to be seen.  
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions & Recommendations 
 

 

“Science and technology revolutionize our lives,  

but memory, tradition and myth frame our response.” 
Arthur M. Schlesinger (1888-1965) 

 

7 Conclusions and Recommendations 

In this concluding chapter, the main results of the research are summarized. Some policy 

recommendations are given to approach the obstacles for future utilization of the SRTs in Pakistan. Based on 

lessons from the Pakistan case some general challenges for ODR programmes are discussed. In reflecting upon 

the main research objective, more fundamental challenges for achieving socio-technical balance in housing 

reconstruction are discussed. Finally, some methodological and theoretical reflections are presented.  

 

7.1 Summary and conclusions 

The main findings concerning the opportunities and obstacles for homeowners to utilize the introduced 

SRTs in the long run are elaborately discussed in Chapter 5. As a summary, it can be said that ERRA (eventually) 

introduced a good diversity of construction styles. This, combined with the introduction of principles of seismic 

resistant techniques (SRTs) rather than clear-cut designs, gave homeowners the possibilities to use the SRTs 

according to personal preferences, needs and resources. A good illustration of this socio-technical alignment is 

homeowners’ efforts to ‘beautify’ houses, thereby expressing wealth and status. Overall, high levels of 

satisfaction among homeowners were reached. Important obstacles for the future use of the SRTs have shown 

to be the construction costs, availability of skilled artisans, unsatisfactory thermal performances of the new 

houses and, to lesser extent, small-sized rooms which do not match cultural practices. Dhajji construction is 

more promising for sustainable future use as compared to concrete block masonry (i.e. those are the two 

‘new’ predominant reconstruction styles). Homeowners have spent (statistically significant) less money on 

Dhajji construction, for similar sized houses and they feel more confident about working with this construction 

style.   

Overarching key factors of success within the implementation process of SRTs can be summarized as (i) the 

central and responsible role of homeowners and (ii) flexible and adaptive programme management (as 

discussed in Chapter 6). Initially, the ERRA-approved construction standards and design options were too 

strict, leading to sub-optimal adoption or extensive local modifications. Once this became apparent, ERRA’s 

programme grew more adaptive. Exposure to field and official reviews were important triggers for such policy 

changes. The owner-driven reconstruction moved in such a high pace that training and technical assistance 

could not keep up with it. Important reasons for the latter where insufficient human and financial resources of 

ERRA and Partner Organizations to deliver these services. This slowed down the construction process and led 

to confusion of the status of compliance. ERRA’s proactive approach to remedial work has been key for 

compliance to seismic principles of the houses. Overall, the central role of homeowners has shaped the 

reconstruction process, with local artisans arguing in Islamabad for the feasibility of Dhajji as an ultimate 

example, as well as the eventual techniques. The latter is a key element which has largely contributed to 

possibilities of long-term adoption of these SRTs.  
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7.1.1 Policy recommendations; long-term utilization of SRTs 

The ODR programme in Pakistan has laid important foundations for a sustainable transition towards a 

culture of prevention in which the advocated SRTs are utilized in the long run. In order to realize this 

transition, certain challenges need to be overcome. The following advices can therefore be valuable for the 

government of Pakistan, the National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA), I/NGOs and possibly ERRA 

(since the latter is a temporary institution). 

• Extensive field visits for this research in AJK have clearly indicated that continuation of (development 

of) training programmes in principles of seismic resistant construction would be very beneficial for 

homeowners and artisans. For an adequate, long-term, understanding and mastery of SRT, it is 

especially important that such trainings are provided a few years (2-3) from now. 

• Similarly, it was found that continuation of distribution of information materials, such as posters, 

explaining the latest ERRA approved construction techniques and remedial measures are important 

for sustainable adoption. 

• Analysis has indicated (see Chapter 5) that households face a multitude of hardships in life, of which 

threat from earthquakes may not always be the most predominant one. Some people link the 

devastations of the earthquake to an act of God. It seems therefore valuable to continue awareness 

campaigns, especially to devote extra attention to this a few years down the line.  

• A commonly expressed downside of the adopted (seismic resistant) construction styles is the 

unsatisfactory thermal performance. Homeowners will therefore be supported by the development of 

(seismically) safe and low-cost options for housing insulation. 

• Different initiatives seemed to have emerged to link current Village Reconstruction Committees 

(VRCs), or counterparts like Community Based Organizations (CBOs), to new development activities. A 

promising example is an activity of ‘VRC registration’ (i.e. by UN-Habitat, Pakistan Office) to connect 

VRCs with NGOs. In this way, new development programmes can benefit from the newly built 

institutional capacities and vice versa.  

 

7.2 Policy recommendations: challenges for future ODR approaches  

The owner driven reconstruction (ODR) approach in Pakistan has clearly provided good examples of 

beneficiary participation and the introduction, and modification, of local technologies. With that, it provides 

important lessons which can be considered in future ODR approaches. 

The policy recommendations can be useful for coordinating and implementing actors, such as government 

bodies, I/NGOs, international organizations, Red Cross societies and donors. 

A way to reach such actors is via international forums and communities like ReliefWeb, Overseas 

Development Institute (ODI), ProVention Consortium, Shelter Meeting conferences and the like. 

Based on the insights gained from this research, it is advisable to consider the following challenges and/or 

limitations: 

• As indicated by the Pakistan case, homeowners find it easier to understand and work with locally known 

technologies. Given their central role in the ODR approach, the need to identify and use indigenous 

technologies early in the programme is necessary. 

• In a similar way, it seems likely that in future programmes, the role of homeowners within ODR will lead to 

unforeseen technological modifications. The best way to prevent excessive modifications, which 

compromise structural integrity of houses, is to better understand the needs and perceptions of 

homeowners as soon as possible. This requires a more facilitating role of engineers, as ‘partners’ of 

homeowners rather than as experts who tell people (such as artisans and homeowners) what to do. To 

realize this, engineers and their organizations need to adapt their routines to allow genuine participation 

by homeowners, which entails two-way flows of knowledge between ‘lay persons’ and ‘experts’. Thus, 

engineers should share knowledge with the beneficiaries rather than just train the latter, driven and 

guided by questions and needs of homeowners and local artisans. 

• An owner-driven approach brings along a new set of challenges, compared to contractor-driven 

reconstruction approaches. Among these, the following have (in this research) shown to be of key 

importance: 

o Awareness raising, both in risk perception as well in possibilities for safer construction, is a key 

element for successful ODR. With proper and clear information, households can make informed 

decisions about their reconstruction process. 
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o Training of local artisans and homeowners form the basis for a transition towards a culture of 

prevention, and the realization of safer reconstruction. Given the homeowners are in charge of 

the construction process within an ODR approach, it is even more pivotal that local artisans have 

adequate construction skills. As shown in this research (Chapter 5 & 6), lack of construction skills 

and understanding of seismic resistant principles can lead to unsafe technical modifications. 

o Proper monitoring and guidance of the construction process is a big challenge since the 

participation of homeowners tends to lead to a wider range of houses built which differ in the 

type, design and utilized materials (i.e. much larger variety compared to contractor-driven 

reconstruction). As indicated in Chapter 5, this wide variety also makes the programme more 

likely to be successful in finding suitable technologies and proper socio-technical alignment. 

o Technical (door-to-door) assistance and inspection has shown to be a very important factor for 

success (or failure) of the ODR programme. A limiting factor was shown to be the availability of 

human and financial resources to provide these services. In addition, it was very challenging to 

properly dissemination technical updates (following from the adaptive nature of the ODR 

approach) and to provide corresponding new technical trainings. If new technical solutions, 

revisions or clarifications did not reach the homeowners swiftly, it either delayed the 

construction or led to local technical modifications based on the insights of artisans and 

households. 

o The capacities built for example, among homeowners and artisans during the ODR programme 

form a great basis for long-term transition. These capacities need however to be transformed 

into more permanent structures and nurtured through permanent institution building (such as 

sustainable VRCs). 

On a general note, although the ODR is a promising reconstruction approach, considerations should be 

given when applying it in other contexts. For example, ODR is probably less feasible in contexts where self-help 

construction isn’t the pre-disaster norm and if house rental is more common than homeownership. ODR is 

hence more likely to be successful in rural areas (of developing countries) compared to urban areas. 

 

 

7.3 Post-disaster reconstruction programmes: beyond the ODR approach 

Besides the case-specific lessons, the general literature-study on reconstruction and the case-study on the 

ODR programme in Pakistan has provided some useful insights which are of more fundamental nature in 

housing reconstruction programmes and thus applicable beyond the ODR approach discussed in the previous 

section. These more general understandings are related to the main research objective: 

 

7.3.1 Social factors as constraints for technical change  

The post-disaster window of opportunity for change is small. Expectations of what can be achieved in 

housing reconstruction programmes should hence be realistic. Given that each situation and context is 

immensely different in terms of socio-technical factors, it is practically impossible to determine reconstruction 

targets that are universally feasible and appropriate. Nevertheless, certain social-technical dynamics seem to 

apply for most post-disaster settings.  

First, with substantial financial and human resources, it seems easier to change the physical dimensions of 

the built environment compared to socio-cultural factors like norms, values, routines and aspirations. The 

social factors also include the training and mastery of construction knowledge and skills, as well as institutional 

capacity building in support of such activities (e.g. the realization of a problem-solving network around 

homeowners to support the utilization of safer construction techniques).  

Second, it has become clear that sustainable transitions (like in a housing sector) require a co-evolution in 

the technical and the social factors, such as awareness and technical training to adopt SRTs. In other words, 

without due consideration of the social dimensions of housing, it is practically impossible to realize sustainable 

housing programmes. This is even more the case when the aim of a reconstruction programme is to facilitate a 

Analyze obstacles for sustainable housing reconstruction programmes by observing 

important social and technical factors related to sustainable housing and the way 

programme actors typically deal with these factors.  
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self-sustaining (rural) housing sector in which safer construction techniques are replicated beyond the 

reconstruction period.  

Hence, the targets in support of changes in the built environment, and particularly the sustainability of 

safer construction in the long-run, are (arguably) constrained by opportunities for change in the social 

dimensions of housing. Key elements of the latter are the knowledge and skills to work with the safer 

construction techniques. In addition, the techniques need to match with the local culture, climate, and fall 

within the economic reach of homeowners.  

 

7.3.2 Overreliance on physical output and technical dimensions 

Although the importance of the social factors in housing reconstruction are well acknowledged in the 

literature, the ground reality seems to be that the physical output receives the bulk of attention. The most 

important reasons for this are (see Chapter 2 for more discussion):  

• The first priority of housing reconstruction is to provide a ‘new roof’ above the heads of the affected. 

In this sense, the social factors of how these new houses are realized and what construction styles are 

used might not automatically be the first priorities.  

• Aid projects, just like any other type of projects, require good indicators of progress, monitoring and 

evaluations. Housing, as a product, is a much more clear-cut output-indicator as compared to social 

factors like local appropriateness or increased knowledge and skills of homeowners and artisans. 

Moreover, commonly accepted indicators for the quality of participation are lacking as well as the 

accountability of programme actors for this type of quality measurement.   

• Internationally familiar construction styles (like reinforced cement concrete construction) typically 

have well-articulated specifications, standards and codes, which provide commonly accepted 

indicators of the structural quality of buildings. Hence, the realization of ‘safer construction’ is more 

easily measured, and accepted among the engineering community, for globally familiar construction 

styles. This acts as an obstacle for the inclusion of local construction techniques in housing 

programmes because they are less familiar and rarely analyzed with respect to their structural 

behavior.  

Participation of local stakeholders, especially homeowners, is generally considered as an important 

approach to incorporate social factors that will contribute to long-term success of the reconstruction 

programme. Important obstacles for the adoption of participatory programs do however seem to be:  

• A perception that participatory programmes take longer compared to government- or contractor 

driven reconstruction. However, the ODR case study of Pakistan has clearly shown that overall 

construction pace is can be very high within participatory programmes.  

• Programmes of (aided) self-built construction are typically considered more challenging than 

contractor-driven programmes. The ODR programme in Pakistan has indeed shown that programme 

management styles need to be adjusted. At a general level, required changes relates to a transition 

from blueprint project approaches to flexible, action-learning-based management approaches. The 

ODR programme in Pakistan has indicated this is possible, but it is challenging and requires a new 

mindset of the programme actors. 

• The fact that ODR approaches are quite different from more common contractor-driven programmes 

can lead to another (latent) obstacle: risk aversion. Unfamiliarity with construction styles and 

reconstruction approaches typically leads to greater uncertainty and hence higher levels of perceived 

risks. In an environment where I/NGOs have to compete among each other to indicate their added 

value, it seems likely that reconstruction approaches which are perceived to be risky are discarded by 

a substantial number of programme actors. This risk aversion is likely to increase in ‘high-pressure 

environments’ in which physical and social environments might be disrupted and speedy results are 

demanded.  

 

Given the above realities of (predominant) perceptions and practices, how can the application of 

participatory programmes like the ODR, with use of indigenous technologies, be stimulated?  
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7.3.3 Policy recommendations: up-scaling participatory approaches in housing 

reconstruction  

The insights in housing reconstruction programmes, gained through this research, may be of special 

interest to governments, I/NGOs, international organizations, Red Cross societies, donors and academia. 

The policy implications, relevant for overarching challenges for application of participatory programmes in 

housing reconstruction can be summarized with the following points: 

• It can be valuable to direct efforts to increase the familiarity of participatory approaches. With this, it 

seems likely that risk-perception of participatory reconstruction will decrease. Such activities can 

consists of producing and disseminating (comparative) studies of advantages and disadvantages of 

participatory approaches, like the ODR. Special emphasis can be given to how ODR programmes are 

successfully implemented, possibly via trainings. Other options are to organize debates and 

presentations or best-practices in housing reconstruction as well as lessons learned from mistakes. 

• Focusing upon the quality of participation within housing reconstruction programmes seems 

advisable as well. In Pakistan the homeowners had a central role in reconstruction and the 

programme achieved hence high levels of participation. However, there is a great variety of 

participatory activities. It seems therefore wise to develop indicators for the quality of participation 

and the important social factors. This might be complemented by advocacy for long-term evaluation 

which includes such factors. 

• Because the ODR programme was universally adopted in the affected areas in Pakistan, all rural 

housing reconstruction activities had to fall within the ERRA’s ODR strategy. As a result, it appeared 

that different Partner Organizations’ of ERRA had substantial diversity of activities within this large 

programme. As examples of such a diversity of activities, it was noted that some NGOs were more 

focused on providing extra reconstruction support, financially or in kind, to vulnerable families. 

Others were or involved with additional activities like bulk-procurement, quality control of 

construction materials, development of energy efficient stoves and development of innovative 

insulation techniques. It might therefore be valuable to further investigate the possible advantages of 

adopting a loose overall policy framework, across the affected area, in which local/individual 

differences in reconstruction can be effectively realized.  

 

 

7.4 Theoretical and methodological reflection 

For the analysis of challenges in housing reconstruction, I have applied the theoretical approaches of the 

Multi Level Perspective (MLP) and the Strategic Niche Management (SNM). Their conceptual approaches of 

analyzing socio-technical transitions and (challenges for) implementation of socially desirable innovations have 

shown to be very useful, albeit with critical modifications as discussed in Chapter 3. The following section will 

discuss the lessons learned and insights gained with respect to these theories.  

 

7.4.1 Fine tuning MLP for post-disaster housing reconstruction 

The multi level perspective has been modified in two ways to better match the dynamics of post-disaster 

housing reconstruction. These two modifications will be discussed along with the lessons and insights they 

bear.  

 

Inclusion of a process-approach in MLP 

The first conceptual modification within this research was the inclusion of a ‘process approach’ from Bond 

and Hulme (1999) instead of the three SNM factors (i.e. expectation formation, network formation and 

learning) to analyze the introduction of innovative technologies. Reason to opt for process approach have 

been based on an underrepresented focus upon end-users in SNM. Furthermore, Bond and Hulme’s approach 

with its five factors allows for a more in-depth process-analysis than SNM’s three factors  (see Chapter 3).   

The two analyses presented in this thesis have shown that the wide diversity of user needs, aspirations and 

resources has led to a great variety of technological ‘end-products’ (i.e. the houses). With this, a level of 

technological variety has been achieved which could not have been achieved by creativity of official 

programme actors alone. In line with the MLP, these technological varieties have contributed to a socio-

technical transition in two important ways. First, technological variety has largely contributed to a process of 
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socio-technical alignment; because individual preferences, needs and resources could better match with the 

technological options. Secondly, because the technological varieties were induced by homeowners and 

artisans, programme actors discovered they had overlooked important social-cultural factors related to the 

housing construction. This realization allowed them to adapt reconstruction policies and develop technological 

standards and solutions which formed a better match with the actual needs.  

The potential for a long-term transition towards a rural construction sector which incorporates seismic 

resistant techniques (SRTs) has therefore largely been increased by the central role of homeowners. If 

programme actors had not embraced local technological modifications by homeowners and artisans, the 

chances of a socio-technical transition would have dramatically reduced.  

A logic conclusion from this research is hence that the underrepresentation of end-users in processes of 

socio-technical transitions is a theoretical weakness. It is advisable to conduct more research to see whether 

this is the case for other technological fields as well.
28

   

 

Characteristics of a socio-technical balance at regime level 

The second modification is a conceptual fine-tuning of characteristics of the socio-technical balance at 

regime level. This modification stems from a weakness of the MLP as a practical tool. Based on insights of 

theoretical counterparts like the Systems of Innovation, I have developed a framework with more specific 

indicators of a socio-technical balance, which is well-suited to an analysis of (post-disaster) rural housing sector 

in developing countries (see Chapter 3). These indicators were both of qualitative and quantitative nature. 

This set of more specific indicators served well as a tool to assess the obstacles and opportunities for future 

utilization of the introduced SRTs. With that, the indicators can serve as sub-objectives within the overall aim 

to realize a socio-technical transition to a culture of prevention that includes use of risk-reducing techniques.  

In order to prevent that the MLP (and SNM) is only valuable as an ex-post analytical tool, efforts need to 

devise generic indicators. Inducing processes of socio-technical change require clear visions. Visions alone are 

however not sufficient. Projects often require clear indicators of mid-term progress and development. Visions 

hence need to have sub-goals. Progress towards these sub-goals will probably have to incorporate qualitative 

and quantitative indicators.  

 

7.4.2 More lessons from housing reconstruction programmes for the MLP 

With the application of the MLP, some conceptual issues have emerged which require additional attention. 

To start with, according to MLP and SNM, radical innovations emerge from the niches and incremental 

technical development occurs within the regime. These distinctions require careful attention. 

Within the reconstruction programme in Pakistan, some SRTs were clearly different from the pre-

earthquake housing technologies. Other SRTs (such as Dhajji) had much more in common with pre-earthquake 

construction practices and needed only minor adjustments to increase their seismic resistance. Should these 

techniques be regarded as regime technologies?
29

 If yes, will these modifications occur ‘automatically’ without 

intervention, just as the MLP theory suggests? After all, such adjustments would follow social needs. I belief 

the latter is not the case. The techniques will not automatically be modified and diffused at large scale. 

Because (i) a possible lack of understanding of principles of earthquake resistant techniques among the 

beneficiaries; (ii) lack of resources; and (iii) cultural-religious factors, for example, did a mosque withstand the 

earthquake because of superior construction techniques or because it was God’s will? 

A similar ambiguity of distinction between niche and regime level emerges when analyzing actor-activities. 

It is clear that at the start of the programme, niche actors are those who are involved in developing and 

promoting the SRTs. However, what happens to this classification if local projects grow in such a way that they 

comprise a majority of actors who are engaged in the programme (i.e. housing reconstruction)? Indeed, do the 

local niche projects than all a suddenly become regime-projects? After all, how can a project be considered a 

niche project when it does not differ from mainstream activities, with corresponding mainstream perceptions? 

These two observations point out an important weakness of MLP and SNM approaches. Namely, the 

contention of these theoretical approaches that (government) intervention and support is required at the 

                                                           
28

 There are good reasons to believe this is indeed the case. For example, the importance of end-users in technological 

innovations is also voiced within the field of sustainable energy technologies (Ornetzeder and Rohracher, 2006). 
29

 Within this research, this conceptual vagueness is dealt with by considering all different SRTs (and related 

construction styles) as niche technologies. The main argument is hence that all SRTs need special attention (from state and 

non-state actors) and efforts to diffuse on a large scale. With that, I have still maintained a distinction between radical and 

incremental innovation, based upon the socio-technical distance with pre-existing practices (see Chapter 4). 
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niche level while incremental technological development will ‘automatically’ occur at regime level. However, 

we have concluded that the introduction of SRTs in Pakistan required both substantial social and technical 

support from ERRA (indicating the niche-character of the technology), even though the projects have become 

to common practice (indicating the regime-character of the technology).   

The conclusion is hence that conceptual distinction between a niche and a regime does not hold in 

practice. For one thing, (governmental) intervention is still required at regime levels to diffuse socially 

desirable technologies.  

 

A second conceptual issue arose from the analysis of sustainable socio-technical transitions. As discussed in 

Chapter 3, the analysis towards post-disaster housing reconstruction has indicated that niche technologies can 

grow to become the new dominant regime. At the same time, it seems likely that a few years down the line, 

the newly formed regime technologies might ‘drop out’ of the regime because socio-cultural or economical 

factors have not been able to sufficiently readjust to reconfigure in a way that matches the new technology. In 

addition, the old (almost abundant) regime technologies (such as the Katcha- style construction) continue to 

match most socio-cultural and economical factors (with the possible exception of risk-reduction). In such a 

case, it seems probable that the old regime technology is adopted again, totally, or partially substituting the 

new technologies. 

These findings raise the question of sustainability of socio-technical transitions. When can we talk about a 

true regime change? How much time does a regime need to have incorporated a new dominant technology in 

order to qualify as a new regime? Or, which characteristics of a socio-technical balance prelude a sustainable 

regime transition? These are open questions which require further research on MLP theory and empirics.  
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Appendix A Background info: challenges in housing reconstruction  

 

9 Principles of sustainable Post-disaster family housing 

 

 

Principles for 

sustainable post-

disaster housing Explanation 

Context analysis Identify vulnerabilities of the local built environment and determine ways to reduce 

them 

Cost Economic acceptability at local level as well as economic feasibility at national level 

Appropriate 

objective 

The appropriateness of risk reducing technologies also need to be perceived by local 

communities; risk perception has to exist or enhanced 

Fitness for purpose The (risk reducing) effectiveness of the design need to be clear for the community; 

proving the effectiveness of the technologies are essential for adoption - "seeing is 

believing" 

Social acceptability Use of local materials and considerations for local taste and traditions; excellent 

knowledge of target community required 

Replication Replications of techniques will be easier (especially for poorer families) if local materials 

are used with cultural appropriate styles and traditional building techniques 

Communication General awareness for safer building techniques need to be disseminated quickly after 

the disaster (e.g. via model houses, posters, news papers), subsequently determine 

most effective way of info and knowledge dissemination 

Clarity of technical 

message 

Determine and explain the (three) most important technical modifications which can be 

made; the fundamental building principles need to become clear to local communities 

(too detailed and complicated messages will become  incommunicable) 

Cultural and 

educational issues 

Find out how people learn, how new practices enter the society; by TV, radio, meetings, 

theatre, physical demonstration? What are the roles of women and village elders?  

Effective leadership Identify and include existing leaders/organizations within the community to advocate 

the use to the new technologies  

Timing The window of educational opportunity is narrow; make use of the attention of local 

people to leave behind sustainable improvement and mitigation messages 

Responsibility Find a balance between responsibilities of individuals, communities, regional and 

national level; at the end, it is the homeowner who makes the critical decision during 

reconstruction 

Involve the 

beneficiaries at all 

stages 

To ensure the compliance with the above principles, beneficiaries should be involved at 

all stages 

Source: World Disaster Report, 2001, p.114 
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Appendix B Typologies of socio-technical transitions  

Within the theory of multi level perspective (MLP), it is the belief that socio-technical transitions can occur 

in different ways. Such different transitions are based upon a combination of landscape influences (gradual or 

sudden) and niche developments (i.e. strong niche or weak niches). The resulting transition typologies are 

discussed below. 

10 Socio-technical transition pathways  

Building upon insights of environmental change Geels and Schot (2007) have derived four different 

transition paths of socio-technical change. This variety of transitions is based upon the gradual or sudden 

landscape pressure combined with the (non)existence of sufficiently developed niches. figure 10-1 displays the 

four types of transition pathways based on this distinction, i.e. (1) reconfiguration, (2) transformation, (3) de-

alignment and re-alignment, and (4) technological substitution. These four types of transition pathways are 

illustrated with empirical examples in Geels and Schot (2007). These different pathways are valuable because 

they add to the understanding of different socio-technical co-evolutions and because they can be used in a 

predictive manner (i.e. understand which co-evolution processes are more likely to be encountered in within 

certain socio-technical settings).  

 

 

Reconfiguration pathways (1) are typified by changes induced by gradual (disruptive) landscape pressure 

and well-developed niche technologies. The technologies are already fairly well aligned with the rules and 

expectations at the regime level. Their adoption at the regimes are driven by economic consideration (e.g. 

improve performances and solve small local problems). The adoption hence does not require many 

adjustments at regime level. Rather, the technologies have ‘symbiotic’ characteristics, as they easily serve as 

add-ons or replacement of components. Although their initial impact on the regime configuration is low, the 

technologies trigger a sequence of technological development, adjustment of user preferences, needs and 

values which over time substantially changes the regime’s architecture.  

Transformation pathways (2) stem from moderate disruptive change at the landscape level, combined 

with insufficiently developed niches. The need to respond to these landscape pressures is felt among certain 

regime actors but the niche technologies cannot easily respond to this demand since they are not yet 

sufficiently developed (e.g. renewable energy technologies in the case of climate change). Transformation can 

be spurred  through actors which draw public attention towards the (upcoming) problems.  Such actors can be 

social pressure groups, professionals like scientists and engineers, activists, or firms who try to obtain a 

Gradual landscape influences 
(e.g. climate change, 

urbanisation etc.)

Sudden landscape influences 
(e.g. political revolutions, 

economic crisis, etc.)

Well-devolped 
technological 

niche

No stable 
technological 

niche 

Technological 
substitution

De-alignment 
and 

re-alignment

Transformation 
pathway

Reconfiguration 
pathway

Figure 10-1. Transition Pathways  

(based on Geels and Schot, 2007) 
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position in the markets. As examples we can think of action groups Greenpace or  individuals like Mr. Al Gore 

who ask for more attention and action geared towards environmentally friendly solutions in industrial 

activities or the energy sector. Transitions are typically slow and must fight against predominant rules, cultural 

values and public opinions. 

De-alignment and re-alignment (3) is a transformation path which can happen when the landscape 

pressure is diverse, large and sudden and no well-developed niches are present (see figure 10-2). These type of 

landscape pressures are called ‘avalanche change’ by Geels and Schot (2007, p.404) which indicate the 

(permanent) effect on multiple  dimensions in the environment. Examples are (political) revolutions. The 

multitude of changes results in increasing regime problems which causes loss of faith in the potential of the 

regime. The regime falls apart and lead to a ‘vacuum’. As a reaction, a search for solutions starts. Because of 

the absence of well-developed niches a set of parallel innovation trajectories emerge. The regime rules adds to 

the diversity of these emerging technologies. After a prolonged period of uncertainty, variety creation and 

selection, a new set of rule get’s established and leads to the emergence of one dominant niche technology. 

This dominant niche-innovation forms the basis for further re-alignment of the new regime. These 

technological changes hence occur together with alterations in a broad spectrum of socio, cultural and political 

factors. A true co-evolution process.  

Technological substitution (4) occurs when the landscape pressure is large and the a technology has 

sufficiently developed in a niche. In this case the niche technology has gained substantial momentum in the 

niche but is unable to penetrate into mainstream markets (see figure 10-3). Either through a specific shock or 

gradually, the landscape influences has grown to point that regime pressure are as such a magnitude that 

incremental changes within the regime cannot solve the problems any more. This opens the regime and 

creates a window of opportunity for the niche-innovations. The niche technology typically faces competition 

by existing firms. If however the niche technologies replaces the old technology and gains momentum more 

adoption actors will follow. In this case, wider regime co-evolution follows the technology – which gives it a 

‘technology-push’ characters.  

 

 
Figure 10-2. De-alignment and re-alignment pathway  

(Geels and Schot, 2007, p.409) 
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Figure 10-3. Technological substitution pathway  

(Geels and Schot, 2007, p.410) 
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Appendix C Questionnaire  
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HOUSEHOLD IDENTIFICATION        

           

UC:   �     UC-code:   ___ ___ 

Village:   �    Village-code: ___ ___ 

Sub-village:   �    Sub-Village-code: ___ ___ 

Name of 

respondent:  �    Household code: ___ ___ 

           

Sex of   

Respondent 
   

 

Male [    ] 1 

 

Female [   ] 2 
    

Age of 

Respondent 
  

Age: ……….. years 
  

Educational 

level of 

Respondent 

 

 

1=  Not completed primary school 

2=  Completed primary school 

3=  Completed middle school 

4=  Completed secondary school 

5=  Completed graduation (i.e. bachelors or masters) 

6=  Completed higher education 
 

[   

] 
 

           

           

     Date   Name   

Interviewer:  _ _ / _ _ / 2008 
 

� 
          

Supervisor:  _ _ / _ _ / 2008 
 

� 
          

Data enterer:  _ _ / _ _ / 2008 
 

� 
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1 Demographic (family) information 

 

1.1 | Did you sign a MoU (Memorandum of Understanding) with ERRA?  

1=  yes, for full grant (150,000 PKR) 

[    ] 2=  Yes, for grant for repair (50,000 PKR) 

3=  No 

 

1.2 | [IF YES] How many MoU’s (Memorandum of Understanding) has this  household 

signed?  

Number of MoU’s [    ] 

 

1.3 | Is anyone from the household skilled in housing construction work  

1=  Yes, already before the earthquake (2005) 

[    ] 2=  Yes, after the earthquake  

3=  No 

 

Now I would like to ask you more about your household. 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5 | How many members does your household have?   

 Number of 

persons 

A. younger than 16 years …………  

B. 16 to 65 years ………… 

C. older than 65 years ………… 

Total members:  ………… 

 

1.6 | What is the highest obtained educational level of the household? 

1=  Not completed primary school 

[    ]  

2=  Completed primary school 

3=  Completed middle school 

4=  Completed secondary school 

5=  Completed graduation (i.e. bachelors or masters) 

6=  Completed higher education 
 

1.7 | What was the average monthly household income during the last six months? 

1=  less than 2,000 

[    ]  

2=  2,000 – 5,000 

3=  5,000 – 7,000 

4=  7,000 – 10,000 

5=  10,000 and above 
 

 

1.4 | Is the household headed by a male or female?  

1=  Male 
[    ] 

2=  Female 
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1.8 | To which caste do you belong?  

1=  Raja/Kiani 

[    ]  

2=  Awan 

3=  Abbassi 

4=  Mir 

5=  Syed (Kazmi, Gilani, Naqvi) 

6= Chuadry (Gujars) 

7=  Khawaja 

8= Mughal 

9=  Other (specify)………………………………… 

 

1.9| What is the most important source of income of the households? 

1=  Agriculture 

[    ]  

2=  Livestock raising 

3=  Businesses 

4=  Wage labour or artisan 

5=  Serving in Armed or Paramilitary Forces  

6=  Employee (private or government) 

7=  Economic migrants/remittances 

8=  Religious teachers or clerics 

9=  Charity (no source of income) 

10=  Other (specify)………………………………… 

 

1.10| What time of the year is your house easily accessible by road?  

1=  All year long 

[    ] 2=  Only during certain seasons 

3=  Never easily accessible 
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2 Risk perception 

 

2.1 | What do you think will most severely affect your life?  

1=  Unemployment  

[   ] 

2=  Disease 

3=  Accident  

4=  Disaster 

5=  Violent encounters (riots, civil war, etc) 

6=  Other, specify ……………………………… 

 

2.2 | What kind of disaster do you think will most affect your life?  

1=  Flood/land-slides  

[   ] 

2=  Earthquake 

3=  Storm/cyclone  

4=  Famine 

5=  Other, specify ……………………………… 

 

2.3 | Do you think a big earthquake will occur in your living area in the future?  

1=  Yes 

[   ] 2=  No 

3=  Don’t know/ god’s will 

 

2.4 | Do you think your house is strong enough to withstand a big earthquake?  

1=  Yes  

[   ] 
2=  No 

3=  Somewhat 

4=  Don’t know/God’s will 

 

2.5 | If your house were severely damaged by an earthquake, what would be the causes 

for the weakness of the house? 

1=  Cost cutting/unable to invest more  

[   ] 

2=  Lack of knowledge/information 

3=  Poor construction work 

4=  Poor materials 

5=  Built without design/supervision of skilled persons 

6=  Improper/dangerous site (land slides etc.) 

7=  Sinking of the ground 

8=  Don’t know /it is god’s will   

9=  Other (specify)…………………………….. 

 

2.6 | Do you have any knowledge about the available techniques for strengthening your 

house against earthquakes?  

1=  Yes 

[   ] 2=  No 

3=  A little bit 
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3 Technology needs 
 

The following questions are to understand your opinion about your new and old house. 

 

 

3.2 | How many rooms did your old house have? 

Number of rooms ………  (#) rooms 

 

3.3 | What was the total surface area of your old house?   

Surface area, without veranda ……….  square 

feet 

 

 

 

3.5 |  How many people were living in the old house (at 2005)   

Number of households members ……..  (#) 

members 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 | What type of house did you/your household have before the earthquake? 

1=  Stone-cement masonry 

[   ]  

2=  Stone-mud construction (katcha) 

3=  Dry stone construction 

4=  Brick masonry 

5=  Block masonry (hollow or massive) 

6=  Dhajji construction 

7=  Concrete and steel construction 

8=  In-situ  

9= Mixed construction 

10=  Shelter type 

11=  Other (specify)………………… 

3.4 | Did your old house have a veranda, if so, what was the surface area? 

Surface area of veranda ……….  square 

feet 

3.6 | What kind of kitchen did your old house have? 

1=   Outside/mobile  

[   ] 
2=   Inside/living area 

3=   Katcha/shelter type 

4=   Pakka/permanent type  

3.7 | What kind of latrine did your old house have? 

1=  Flush latrine 

[   ] 2=  Dry  latrine (i.e. unhygienic) 

3=  No latrine 

3.8 | After the earthquake did you feel you needed another type of housing?  

1=  Yes, most definitely 

[   ] 

2=  Yes, quite a bit 

3=  Neutral 

4=  No, not so much  

5=  No, not at all  
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3.11 | What is the total surface area of your new house?   

Surface area, without veranda ……….  square 

feet 

 

3.12| Does your new house have a veranda, if so, what is the surface area? 

Surface area of veranda ……….  square 

feet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.9 | What type is your current/new house? 

1=  Stone-cement masonry 

[   ]  

2=  Stone-mud construction (katcha) 

3=  Dry stone construction 

4=  Brick masonry 

5=  Block masonry (hollow or massive) 

6=  Dhajji construction 

7=  Concrete and steel construction 

8=  In-situ  

9= Mixed construction 

10=  Shelter type 

11=  Other (specify)………………… 

3.10 | How many rooms does your new house have? 

Number of rooms ………  (#) rooms 

3.13 | What kind of kitchen do you currently have? 

1=   Outside/mobile  

[   ] 
2=   Inside/living area 

3=   Katcha/shelter type 

4=   Pakka/permanent type  

3.14 | What kind of latrine do you currently have? 

1=  Flush latrine 

[   ] 2=  Dry  latrine (i.e. unhygienic) 

3=  No latrine 

3.15 | How much money will you have paid in total after completion of your new house 

(in addition to the financial support from ERRA)?   

1=  less than 100,000 

[   ] 

2=  100,000 - 200,000 

3=  200,000 - 300,000 

4=  300,000 - 400,000 

5=  400,000 - 500,000 

6=   more than 500,000 
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3.16 | If you construct a house, 5 years from now, with the following characteristics, 

how much do you think it will cost you (without financial support from ERRA)   

Characteristics:  

a) same type of house as your new house (i.e. with earthquake resistant techniques) 

b) size of the house = 2 rooms of 15 x 15 feet (or 225 square meter) 

[THINK OF: expected changes in labour costs, need for skilled labour versus self builders, 

cost of materials] 

1=  less than 100,000 

[   ] 

2=  100,000 - 200,000 

3=  200,000 - 300,000 

4=  300,000 - 400,000 

5=  400,000 - 500,000 

6=   more than 500,000 

3.17 | In case you would built a new house in the future, would you choose the same or 

another type of construction compared to the one you choose this time?  

1=  I would choose the same type of construction 

[   ] 2=  I would choose another type of construction 

3=  I don’t know 

3.18 | [IF ANSWER = 2] In case you would choose another type of construction, what 

would you like to see different and why?   

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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4 The construction process 
 

Let us talk about the construction process of your NEW house (i.e. after the earthquake) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2 | Have you received free of cost labour support during the construction process?   

1=  Yes 
[   ] 

2=  No 
 

4.3 | Have you provided free of cost labour support during the construction process of 

other houses?   

1=  Yes 
[   ] 

2=  No 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1 | How many years of experience in construction work had the artisans who worked 

for you? 

 1= no previous experience  

2= 1 – 5 years 

3= 5 or more years 

4= I don’t know 

0= not applicable/no work 

A.1.  Local mason  (first) [   ] 

A.2.  Local mason (second) [   ] 

A.3.  Local mason (third) [   ] 

B.     Local steel fixer [   ] 

C.1.  Local carpenter [   ] 

C.2.  Local carpenter [   ] 

  

D.1.  Non-local mason (first)        (i.e. migrant workers) [   ] 

D.2.  Non-local mason (second)   (i.e. migrant workers) [   ] 

D.3.  Non-local mason (third)       (i.e. migrant workers) [   ] 

E.     Non-local steel fixer             (i.e. migrant workers) [   ] 

F.1.  Non-local carpenter              (i.e. migrant workers) [   ] 

F.2.  Non-local carpenter              (i.e. migrant workers) [   ] 

  

G.    Contractor [   ] 

4.4 | Are you satisfied with the performance of the following people?  

 1 = Yes 

2 = No 

3 = So-so 

0= I don’t 

know/not applicable 

A.   Masons [   ]  

B.   Steel fixers [   ] 

C.   Carpenters [   ] 

D.  Contractor [   ] 

E.   ERRA/UN-Habitat sub-engineers [   ] 

F.   Unskilled labourers [   ] 

G.  Other (specify)……………………………….. [   ] 
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4.5 | What was the performance which bothered you the most? [FROM ACTOR GROUP 

FROM PREVIOUS QUESTION]?   

 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4.6 | Please think of the knowledge and skills of artisans; For the future, do you think 

their knowledge and skill are good enough to apply these techniques without advice from 

non-local actors (e.g. the technical experts from ERRA)? Their knowledge and skills are….. 

1=  much higher than needed 

[   ] 

2=  a bit higher than needed 

3=  just good 

4=  a bit too low 

5=  much too low 

4.7 | How difficult or easy was it for you to work with the new techniques? 

1=  very easy 

[   ] 

2=  rather easy 

3=  neutral 

4=  a bit difficult  

5=  very difficult  

4.8 | How satisfied are you with the end-result of your new home?  

1=  very satisfied 

[   ] 

2=  somewhat satisfied 

3=  neither satisfied nor unsatisfied 

4=  somewhat unsatisfied 

5=  very unsatisfied 

4.9 | Do you feel confident about using these techniques in the future again?  

1=  very confident 

[   ] 

2=  a bit confident 

3=  neutral 

4=  a bit uncertain 

5=  very uncertain 
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4.10 | What do you consider the (three) biggest obstacle to use these techniques again 

in the future, without support from ERRA? 

1=  the skills of artisans for earthquake techniques 

[   ]     [   ]      [   ] 

2=  availability of (earthquake) skilled artisans 

3=   availability of specialized house designers  

4=   availability of labourers 

5=  the skill of homeowners/self-builders 

6=  awareness about different earthquake resistant techniques 

among homeowners 

7=  the quality of materials 

8=  the availability of the materials 

9=  the cost of the materials 

10=  no serious obstacles 

11=  lack of proper/safe land 

12=  other (specify)…………………….. 

4.11 | What do you think is needed to ensure earthquake resistant housing construction 

in the future?  

 1= needed 

2= a bit needed 

3= neutral/fifty-fifty 

4= not so much 

needed 

5= not needed 

A.  More awareness of availability of earthquake resistant 

techniques for households 
[   ] 

B.  More training about earthquake resistant techniques for 

households 
[   ] 

C.  More training for artisans [   ] 

D.  A permanent organization (CBO/NGO) which promotes 

the earthquake resistant techniques  
[   ] 

E.  A stronger involvement from the government to promote 

the use of earthquake resistant techniques 
[   ] 

F.  Modifications/improvements of the techniques  [   ] 

G.  Info-centre for registered artisans & material distribution [   ] 

H. Other (specify)………………….. [   ] 
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5 Empowerment and participation 
 

5.1 | After the earthquake, which of the following sources were the most important for 

the reconstruction of your (ERRA) house?  

1=  No support at all 

[   ] 

2=  Village committee for relief efforts 

3=  Local inspection committee member 

4=  A still existing CBO/CO/VRC 

5=  A temporary (no more existing) CBO/CO/VRC 

6=  Personal social network 

7=  ERRA/HRC 

8=  Other, specify ……………………………… 

 

5.2 | Are you a member of a VRC? 

1=  Yes 

[    ] 2=  No, but I do know about a VRC/CO/CBO   

3=  No, and I do not know about a VRC/CO/CBO 

 

[IF ANSWER = 3, GO TO QUESTION 5.6] 

 
5.3 | How was the chairman of this VRC/CO/CBO selected?  

1=  By an outside person or entity 

[   ] 

2=  By the official village leader 

3=  By the informal village leader (Lambordar)  

4=  By a small group of villagers  

5=  By decision/vote of all villagers 

6=  By members of the VRC/CO/CBO 

7=  Other, specify ……………………………… 

 

5.4 | When there is a decision to be made in the VRC, how does this usually come 
about?  

1=  Decision is imposed from outside 

[   ] 

2=  Decision is influenced by outside    

3=  The leader decides and informs the other group members 

4=  The leader asks group members what they think and then 

decides 

5=  The group members hold a discussion and decide together 

6=  Other, specify ……………………………… 
 

5.5 | Generally speaking, how important was the CBO/CO/VRC for you within ERRA’s 

reconstruction programme? 

1=  Very important  

[   ] 

2=  Quite important  

3=  Neutral/fifty-fifty 

4=  A little bit important  

5=  Not important 
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5.7 | What were the three most important sources of information about ERRA’s housing 

reconstruction programme?  

1=  Leaflets and posters 

[   ]       [   ]        [   ] 

2=  Banners 

3=  Local market 

4=  Community or local newspaper 

5=  National newspaper 

6=  Radio 

7=  Television 

8=  Community leaders 

9=  VRC leaders 

10=  Mobile teams from ERRA/UN-HABITAT/NGO’s/HRC 

11=  Relatives, friends and neighbors/social network 

12=  Army (AI teams) 

13=  Religious leaders 

14=  Model house 

15=  Other (specify)…………………..  

 

 

 

 

5.6 | How much control do you feel you have in making decisions with regard to the 

construction of your new house? Do you have…  

[THINK OF CHOICES IN: type of house, design, hiring labour versus self-building or 

contractors, selection and acquisition of materials, planning and time-schedule] 

1=  Freedom over all decisions 

[   ] 

2=  Freedom over most decisions 

3=  Freedom of some decisions/fifty-fifty 

4=  Freedom over very few decisions  

5=  No freedom in decisions at all 

5.8 | In case you have questions about the seismic techniques (or problems), which 

persons do you approach for advice? (name the three most important ones) 

1=  Artisans 

[   ]     [   ]     [   ] 

2=  Contractor 

3=  Friends/relatives 

4=  Village leader 

5=  VRC member 

6=   ERRA/UN-Habitat staff  

7=  Owner of a model house 

8=  Army (AI teams) 

9=  Other (specify)……………………………….. 
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6 Trust and Solidarity 

 

6.1 | Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? 

Most people who live in this village/neighborhood can be trusted. 

1=  Agree strongly 

[    ] 

2=  Agree somewhat 

3=  Neither agree nor disagree 

4=  Disagree somewhat 

5=  Disagree strongly 
 

6.2 | Now I want to ask you how much you trust different types of people. On a scale of 

1 to 5, where 1 means a very small extent and 5 means a very great extent, how much do 

you trust the people in that category? 

 1= Very high level of trust 

2= Quite a lot of trust (60-

70%) 

3= Neutral/fifty-fifty 

4= A little bit of trust (30-

40%) 

5= No trust  

6= I don’t know 

A.  People from your ethnic or linguistic     
group/race/caste/tribe 

[    ] 

B.  People from other ethnic or linguistic   
groups/race/caste/tribe 

[    ] 

C.  Central government officials [    ] 

D.  AJK government officials [    ] 

E.  The official community leader [    ] 

F.  The unofficial community leader (Lambordar) [    ] 

G.  Chairman of the CBO/CO/VRC [    ] 

H.  Local artisans [    ] 

I.   Non-local artisans (labour migrants) [    ] 

J.  HRC staff members [    ] 

K. Army Assistance and Inspection teams (AI-teams) [    ] 
 

6.3 | If an artisan would provide a bad job, what would you (be able) to do?  

 1=Yes 

2=No 

A.  Nothing [   ] 

B.  Criticize him  [   ] 

C.  Stop working with the artisan [   ] 

D.  Hire another artisan [   ] 

E.  Make him correct his mistake [   ] 

F.  Sanction the artisan [   ] 
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6.4 | If you suddenly needed to borrow a small amount of money [enough to pay for 

expenses for your household for one week], are there people beyond your immediate 

household and close relatives to whom you could turn and who would be willing and able to 

provide this money? 

1= Definitely 

[   ] 

2=  Probably 

3=  Unsure 

4=  Probably not 

5= Definitely not 
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Appendix D Earthquake resistant construction  

 

11 Earthquake resistant construction  

This report discusses the challenges and opportunities to realize a transition toward a building culture which 

reduces the risks of earthquake-induced hazards. In other words, the discussion is about the process of 

introduction and adoption of seismic resistant techniques (SRTs) for residential construction in rural areas. This 

chapter contributes to that discussion by focusing upon the technical basics; the principles of seismic resistant 

construction. This is done by a stage wise analysis; starting from the basic performances of building during 

earthquakes, moving to horizontal reinforcements, vertical reinforcement, symmetry in design, leading to a 

general set of principles for seismic resistant construction. This chapter will therefore provide an insight in the 

underlying technical requirements in construction principles and –details. This in turn will serve the reader in 

understanding (and/or identifying) which construction related practices on the ground are imperative for safer 

housing and which practices are less influential is this respect. 

 

11.1 Structural performances of buildings during earthquakes 

Buildings can be affected by earthquakes in different manners. Earthquakes typically cause ground shakings 

with accelerations, velocities, displacements and (possibly) ground failures such as ruptures around fault lines, 

landslides and soil liquefaction. Buildings which are affected by ground failures are obviously very likely to 

suffer major damage or total failure.  Even the most cleverly engineered structures are unlikely to withstand 

the severe landslides or ground ruptures. Our interest goes hence towards less extreme situations of ground 

shaking and understanding 

how buildings behave under 

such conditions.  

The most fundamental forces 

which a building has to cope 

with during an earthquake are 

displayed in Figure 11-1. 

Buildings are connected to the 

ground and will therefore 

move along with ground 

shakings. They will however 

not just move along; the mass 

of buildings causes a 

resistance to displacement. 

The direction of this resistance 

is opposite to the ground 

shaking and is called ‘inertia 

force’. (IAEE and NICEE, 2004) 

This means that when a building 

is subjected to earth shakings in 

a transverse direction (let’s say ground accelerations which go to the right) the building faces opposite inertia 

forces (in this example forces to the left). One could hence say that it seems as if the building is ‘pushed’ to the 

left, when the ground moves to the right (Figure 11-1(b)). Horizontal ground motions hence exert similar 

forces to be building as a horizontal force (F) would do. This horizontal forces is hence called ‘Seismic Load’, 

see Figure 11-1(e). In the case of vertical loads, the reversible nature of the forces leads to effective extra loads 

at some times and -decreases in vertical loads at other times. These (reversible) inertia forces are the cause 

that buildings moves and sustain damage or collapses. It is however almost impossible to precisely predict the 

resulting inertia forces in advance; during earthquakes, ground movements do occur simultaneous in all 

Figure 11-1. Seismic vibrations of a building and resultant earthquake force  

(source: IAEE and NICEE, 2004, p.3) 
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directions, i.e. in vertical-, transverse-, and longitudinal-directions. With or without exact calculations of forces, 

general concepts can be derived to increase seismic resistance of constructions. 

 

11.2 Box-structures to increase seismic resistance 

When structural elements in buildings are tied together as a box, it strongly increases the resistance against 

earthquakes. This means that walls need to be connected with another, for example by continuous horizontal 

beams and corner-stitches. At the same time the building needs to be well anchored to its foundation. Walls 

need to have adequate thickness and strength (or be ductile enough) and opening in the walls should typically 

be small and well-placed to prevent weakening of the walls. The (most important) underlying reasons for this 

are the following:  

The basis for understanding seismic resistant construction is understanding how ground motions affect walls 

and why strength in tensile and shear are important factors. These two concepts can be understood by 

considering a free standing unreinforced mason wall (see Figure 11-3).  

In the case that ground forces act perpendicularly 

upon a free standing wall it will easily collapse. This is 

so because the resistance against these transverse 

inertia forces has to come from the weight of the wall 

and the tensile strength of the mortar, both of which 

are relative small. Overturning will hence easily 

happen (see Figure 11-3(a)). This is different for the 

case where ground motions affect the wall in 

longitudinal direction, i.e. in its own plane. Such walls 

are called shear walls and are key elements in 

structures to resist earthquakes. They are so 

important because forces can much better be 

absorbed and diverted through the length of the wall 

– because of the large depth in the plane of bending. 

The strength of shear walls is however dependent on 

their length-to-width ratio. As illustrated by Figure 

11-3(b, c, d), small length-to-width ratio’s typically 

make a wall sturdy. The result is that such walls 

typically will undergo sliding forces (e.g. with respect 

to the position of the foundation) during the earthquake and hence lead to horizontal cracks. Shear walls with 

a moderate length-to-width ratio are likely to develop diagonal cracks because the tension exceeds the tensile 

strength of mortar and bricks. Walls with even larger length-to-width ratio might lead to both diagonal cracks 

at the sides and horizontal cracks in the middle. It is hence clearly illustrated by Figure 11-3 that walls who are 

subjected to transverse earthquake forces can withstand few forces and will hence easily collapse. Walls are 

much better resistant against forces which act in their own plane but the length-to-width ratio largely 

determines how strong these shear walls actually are. Besides the length and width, height will also affect the 

resistance of walls against ground shakings, i.e. 

increasing height will negatively affect the 

resistance.  

Taking the analysis one step further, a situation can 

be considered of four combined walls without roof 

(see Figure 11-2). With ground movements on the 

X-axis, the B walls become shear walls. These walls 

have to resist their own inertia forces but at the 

same time they provide support to wall A. The 

latter has now much more resistance against 

overturning. However, the transverse inertia forces 

acting upon wall A will now result in (reversible) 

bending moments along the vertical edges of wall 

A.  Given that a masonry wall has little strength 

against bending moments in the horizontal plane, 

vertical cracks and possibly separation might occur 

Figure 11-3. Failure mechanism of free standing walls  

(source: IAEE AND NICEE, 2004, p.19) 

Figure 11-2.  Failure mechanism of wall enclosure 

without roof  

(source: IAEE AND NICEE, 2004, p.8) 
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Figure 11-5. Cracking in bearing wall building due to 

bending and shear  

(source: IAEE and NICEE, 2004, p.37) 

1-1 Earthquake motion               3 – Diagonal cracks due to shear 
2 -  Horizontal crack in gables        4 – Cracks due to bending of wall 

s 

along the edges. The shear walls hence clearly provide more resistant against lateral forces. Cross walls (i.e. 

wall A) can however provide additional support to the shear walls – given that the corner connections 

between these two walls are good. With proper corner connection the four walls will provide support to 

another, i.e. act like a box-structure. Such buildings can resist much larger horizontal loads, compared to the 

shear walls separately. Corner connections in unreinforced masonry are however typically weak. Vertical joints 

between walls generally consist of right angles, with toothed joints and relative little mortar. Such connections 

are weak in the horizontal plane and will therefore easily fail during ground shakings and consequently lead to 

collapse of the walls. Walls will also easier collapse when they are longer. This is because they will receive less 

support form cross walls, hence have less resistance. The same goes for walls with a lot of openings and walls 

with a lot of height. Figure 11-5 illustrates as set of bending- and shear cracks induced by earth shakings on the 

X-axis. In reality earth shakings will occur in a complex and dynamic manner in different directions. Bending 

and shearing failures are hence often mixed and combined. This figure clearly indicates that walls will become 

more vulnerable with increasing (numbers and sizes) of openings; doors and window can severely affect the 

integrity of walls and therefore the seismic resistances of the building. A rule of thumb is that openings should 

remain small and located away from corners and passages, e.g. doors (for more info see IAEE and NICEE, 2004; 

Arya, 2005, p.18; Aydinoglu, 1997, p.68). 

 As a next step a building with four connected walls 

and roof enclosure can be considered. The effects 

of a roof on (the seismic resistance of) a structure is 

different for rigid and flexible roofs. A roof is 

considered rigid when it has strength to resist 

bending in the horizontal plane – it than acts as a 

horizontal diaphragm (IAEE and NICEE, 2004, p.8-

9). Such rigid roofs will transfer their earthquake 

induced inertia forces to all supporting walls, in 

proportion of their stiffness. In essence this means 

that almost all inertia forces from the roof are 

transferred to shear walls. These walls hence have 

to withstand their own inertia forces as well of 

those transferred from the roof.  Rigid roofs will 

increase the resistance of cross walls in the sense 

that bending actions (in the horizontal plane) at the 

top of these walls will restrained by the roof. In 

case of flexible roofs, the bending actions are the 

top of cross walls will not (or nearly) be restrained by the roof. Flexible roofs will not transfer their inertia 

forces to the walls in proportion of their stiffness. Rather, the forces will be transferred directly to the vertical 

elements by which they are supported. The transfer of inertia forces from the roofs to walls also depends on 

their connections with the walls; if well connected they can transfer the forces well but if the roof simply rests 

on the walls the inertia forces can only be transferred through resistance of friction. Roofs will hence best 

contribute to seismic resistance when they are rigid and well connected to the walls. If this is not the case (or 

not possible) a continuous horizontal roof beam can act as a good substitute in the sense that it ties the walls 

together at the top, providing extra 

resistance against bending for cross walls 

and increasing shear strengths; in other 

words, increasing the force-distribution 

through a ‘box effect’.       

This box effect can be increased by adding a 

continuous band at lintel level and a band at 

sill level (interrupted by openings in the 

wall). A continuous band at plinth level is, 

just like the roof band, a key element to 

achieve seismic resistance through box 

systems. In addition to bands, horizontal 

corner stitches will increase the strength of 

the connection between walls – T-shaped 

stitches can be used for strong connections 

between perpendicular placed exterior- and 

Roof band 

Lintel band 

 

Corner stitches 

 

Sill band 

Plinth band 

Figure 11-4. Horizontal bands and stitches to connect the walls 

like a box structure  

(sources: ERRA, 2008, p.41) 
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Figure 11-6. Influence of vertical reinforcement 

on wall behavior during earthquakes 

inner walls. These different horizontal connections are illustrated in Figure 11-4. Buildings with cement mortar 

RCC bands are preferred, but such bands can also be constructed from timber or bamboo. Irrespective of the 

materials used, special attention should be given to detailing to ensure (tensile) strength of these horizontal 

bands. Wooden bands for example require small distances between the wooden spacers to connect the two 

wooden runners – which are placed along the length of the wall. Well placed wooden spacers ensure that the 

two wooden runners act together and have better resistance against bending and pulling (along the shear 

walls) forcers. Reinforced Cement Concrete (RCC) bands require similar attention to detailing with focus upon 

proper steel links which link the steel bars together and correct corner detailing. RCC and wooden bands can 

both be very effective. They should however not be mixed. Wood for example is much more ductile than RCC. 

With well connected joints this becomes an important element in seismic resistance since seismic loads can be 

dissipated in the structure when the building moves along. RCC bands do not have such ductility 

characteristics. Combing the two types of horizontal bands would hence decrease the seismic resistance 

because these (incompatible) materials work against each other, rather than reinforce each other.  

The overall message is hence that horizontal bands and 

stitches increase the seismic resistance of buildings 

through increased resistance against out-of-plane 

bending and increased shear strength of walls. Effective 

functioning of horizontal bands does however require 

proper focus upon detailing and material use.  

 

11.3 The need for vertical reinforcement 

Horizontal bands clearly increase the seismic resistance of 

buildings by ‘tying the walls together’, but what about 

vertical reinforcement? Is vertical reinforcement 

required, if so, why and how? 

The above sections have indicated the importance of 

shear walls in resisting forces from earthquakes. The 

strength of these shear walls are influenced by their 

length-to-width ratio as well as their heights and the 

(placement of) openings in the wall. One of the most 

common failures which occur during earthquakes is 

diagonal cracks in walls, either in the centre of walls or at 

corners of doors/windows (Murty, June 2003). Vertical 

reinforcements at the edges of openings can mitigate or 

even prevent such failures. As illustrated by Figure 11-6, 

masonry walls tend to act as three separate sub-units 

during earthquakes; (1) the masonry between roof level 

and lintel level is called spandrel masonry, the masonry 

between lintel and sill level is called wall pier masonry, 

and the section between sill and plinth level bears the 

name sill masonry. High levels of earthquake-induced 

horizontal forces can disconnect small wall piers from the 

masonry above and below. In such a case the wall piers 

will start rocking back and forth, causing masonry 

crushing at the corners of the piers. Rocking can occur 

when the wall piers are slender and when the weight 

above the piers is small. If the walls piers are not 

disconnected from the adjunct masonry, there are likely 

to lead to diagonal shear cracking. The latter is the most 

common failure in masonry buildings (Murty, June, 2003). 

This diagonal cracking occurs when the connection 

between walls piers and sill masonry (or spandrel 

masonry) are subjected to seismic forces which exceeds 

the tensile strength of masonry. Larger openings will 

typically lead to more/faster diagonal shear cracking. This 
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can be understood by considering a wall without any openings versus a wall with a large opening in the 

middle. In the first case the opposing horizontal forces at roof and plinth level will be absorbed by the entire 

wall, with the entire masonry providing resistance against deformation. In the second case, i.e. a wall with a 

large window, opposing horizontal forces will have to be absorbed by a ‘frame’ of masonry work. The 

horizontal forces which act upon the ‘frame’ will induce a tendency of distortion of this frame, i.e. tilting of the 

‘frame’ in its own plane. With such a distortion, two diagonally opposing corners of the window will move 

away from each other while the other to corners will come closer. The two corners which move towards one 

another are subjected to tensile stresses, which lead to the diagonal cracks. Larger openings/windows typically 

increase the stresses acting upon the corners of these openings. Hence, larger openings decrease the shear 

strength of walls, which increase the likeliness of diagonal (shear) cracking.  

Vertical reinforcement around openings can increase the strength of the corners and hence decrease diagonal 

shear cracking. When vertical reinforcement bars are properly anchored in both foundation and roof band, 

they can increase the resistance of masonry piers against bending (or rocking for more tender masonry piers). 

The vertical bars can absorb some of the tensile stresses hence increasing the total strength of the corners. 

The total strength of (shear) walls are hence determined by a combination of factors like length-to-width ratio, 

horizontal seismic bands, size and placement of openings, vertical reinforcement, quality of construction 

materials.  

 

11.4 Symmetry in design to increase seismic resistance 

Buildings which act like box structure, with horizontal 

bands and vertical reinforcements increase the seismic 

resistance of buildings – as discussed in preceding 

sections. Sure enough high levels of seismic resistance 

will only be achieved when the building is located in a 

safe site, with solid foundations and craftsmanship in 

construction work and detailing. There is however yet 

another feature which has a large influence on the 

seismic resistance of the building, and applies for all 

construction styles: the plan and design of buildings.  

The dynamic, multidirectional earth motions can lead to 

dangerous torsions when the building is not symmetrical 

in its stiffness. Buildings can resist the highest loads of 

earthquake induced inertia forces when the center of 

gravity of these forces coincides with the center of 

stiffness of the structure. Whether or not these two 

centers coincides, is however dependent on the design of 

the building. As illustrated by Figure 11-7, buildings which 

have an L- or U-shaped plan will have a centre of stiffness 

which is off-centered compared to the centre of the 

inertia forces. Irregular shaped (plans of) buildings will 

hence be more vulnerable for torsion stresses which in 

turn decreases its seismic resistance. The placement of 

wall-openings can have a similar effect: asymmetric 

placement of walls and doors will offset the centre of stiffness, hence have an unequal distribution of stress 

throughout the building. A general guideline for seismic resistant construction is therefore to use simple 

(preferably) rectangular shapes for the plan of the building. Large buildings can be divided into separate, free-

standing blocks to maintain the symmetry of the plan. The seismic resistance of larger (rectangular) rooms can 

be increased by adding cross walls. In addition, it is preferred to use symmetry in the placement of doors and 

windows.  

 

11.5 General guidelines for seismic resistant construction 

From the above sections, some general guidelines for safer construction can be deducted (these are also the 

guidelines as advocated by ERRA in the housing reconstruction programme in Pakistan, see ERRA, 2008, p.7-

15). These general guidelines to increases seismic resistance of buildings include: 

Figure 11-7. Torsion of unsymmetrical plans  

(source: IAEE AND NICEE, 2004, p.27) 
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• Site selection: build as much as possible on secure sites. Avoid as much as possible hazardous or 

unstable sites which are prone to landslides, unstable slopes, loose or filled ground, uneven base, 

near edges (e.g. from retaining walls), etc.  

• Shape of the house: simple, symmetrical shapes are preferred since they will distribute the stresses 

better throughout the building. L- and U-shapes should be avoided while well-proportioned 

rectangular shapes are advised (i.e. rectangular shapes should not be too long and narrow). Cross wall 

can be provided to strengthen the building and the height of the walls should be limited. 

• Foundations: good foundations are essential to increase seismic resistance. Especially in soft-soil 

conditions the foundations become paramount, as they have to prevent weakening of the walls due 

to settlement. Vertical reinforcement should properly start from within the foundation. The 

foundation/plinth also has to protect the wall from moisture, preventing premature degradation of 

the wall.   

• Craftsmanship in construction work: proper masonry work, concrete mixing and (steel) reinforcement 

are critical to improve the integrity of the wall. Improper steel detailing (for example) can impede the 

realization of strong wall-to-wall connections, hence increase the likeliness of failure during 

earthquakes.  

• Openings: windows and doors reduce the strength of and stability of the wall. Their placement should 

hence be well distributed around the house, with relatively small size and proper distance from each 

other and corners.  

• Seismic bands: continuous horizontal bands are key to increase the total integrity of the building. 

Continuous roof, lintel and plinth bands are crucial to include in order to increase the resistance 

against out-of-plane bending. It is best to also include continuous sill bands. Vertical reinforcement 

around openings should be included to increase the over strength of walls.   

• Roofs: a proper connection between roof and walls is required to prevent damage/sliding of the roofs 

during earthquakes. Roofs should be stable and preferably light-weight, e.g. a timber frame structure 

with CGI sheeting. A ceiling with bracings will increase the stiffness of the roof, hence the support to 

(out of plane bending of) walls.  

 

11.6 The case of unreinforced stone masonry buildings  

Irrespective of construction style, the highlighted construction principles will increase the performance of 

buildings during earthquakes. Nevertheless, different construction styles (can) need special attention and/or 

have additional requirements for safer construction. The most predominant construction style in the 

earthquake affected (rural) areas of Pakistan was unreinforced stone masonry, with comparatively thick walls 

and often heavy roof of mud and wood (see Figure 11-8). 

These buildings turned out to be highly vulnerable for 

earthquakes and hence led to massive failures (Naeem et 

al, 2007). The most important reasons for these failures 

can be understood by examining this type of construction 

in more detail.  

A striking feature is the comparatively large thickness of 

the walls used in this construction style. Based on 

preceding technical discussions, it could be expected that 

wide walls provide good shear strengths and resistance 

against overturning, as small length-to-width ration 

typically increase the strength of the walls (IAEE and 

NICEE, 2004, p.19). Reality has however proven that 

buildings with these wide walls had low resistance against 

earthquakes. This apparent contradiction can be 

understood by analyzing the (required) characteristics for 

a strong wall in more detail. These types of walls are typically constructed with (semi) random placement of 

half-dressed stones. The smooth sides of these half-dressed stones are generally placed at the surface of the 

wall. As a result, the outside appearance of the wall suggest a well set of properly-laid well-dressed stones. The 

inside of the wall is however filled with randomly placed (smaller) stones. These small stones often have a 

smooth, round surface – which impedes strong interconnectedness with other stones.  The use of mud-mortar 

hardly improves the strength of these connections, since this binding agent can carry virtually no tensile 

Figure 11-8. Schematic cross-section through a 

traditional stone house  

(source: IAEE AND NICEE, 2004, p.52) 
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strength (IAEE and NICEE, 2004, p.53). It is however the absence of through-stones which really weakens the 

walls, i.e. stones which span the thickness of the wall. The absence of such stone effectively leads to a 

(structural) separation of the wall in two vertical parts, called wythes (Murty, July 2003), see Figure 11-9.  

Failure of such walls during earthquakes mainly results from: delamination and bulging of walls (i) because of a 

lack in wall integrity. The lack of wall integrity is for a large part the result of the lack of through-stones, as well 

as relative unstable position on the conical shape surface stones. Because of the conical shape of the stones, 

they can easily move and rotate during earth shakings. Bulged wythes can easily crumble or collapse (ii)under 

the heavy weight of the roof. Walls are also easily separated at corners and T-junctions (iii) because of the 

loose connection between stones and walls. The low tensile strength of mud-mortar add to the limited sliding 

shear strength of walls since it is totally dependent on frictional resistance. The heavy but (mostly) flexible 

roofs will increase the likeliness of outward overturning of walls (iv), since the roofs do not act as a horizontal 

diaphragm.  

  

Effective ways to increase the seismic resistance of 

such unreinforced ‘rubble’ masonry buildings is to 

properly use through-stones, i.e. every 600 mm in 

elevation with no more than 1200 mm horizontal 

distance (see Figure 11-10).  In case such through-

stones are not widely available, bond-stones can be 

used instead. Bond-stones are a pair of overlapping 

stones which each span about ¾ of the wall 

thickness. Other alternatives are hooked steel links, 

or S-shaped steel ties, or even wooden planks (for 

more info see Murty, July 2003; IAEE and NICEE, 

2004, p.53-4). Besides the through-stones (or 

alternatives) the use of horizontal reinforcement 

bands will increase the seismic resistance. As 

discussed earlier, such continues bands can both be 

made of RCC as well as of wooden runners and -

spacers. The traditional (Pakistani) timber 

reinforced masonry construction, locally known as 

Bhatar construction, is a very nice example of the 

local, cultural specific construction style which has a 

good resistance against seismic forces (see SDC et 

al, 2007 for more info).  

 

 

 

Figure 11-9. Wall delaminated with buckled wythes  

(source: figure from IAEE AND NICEE, 2004, p.53; picture by NSET, in the aftermath of the Pakistan 2005 earthquake) 

Figure 11-10. Use of 'through-stones' or 'bond-stones' 

in masonry walls  

(source: IITK, 2003, Earthquake Tip 16) 
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Appendix E Statistical analyses 

 

Between-Subjects Factors 

  N 

block_dhajji 1 61 

2 31 

Table  I. Between subjects 

 

Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances
a
 

Dependent Variable:Construction expenses (6 point scale, 6=most expenses) 

F df1 df2 Sig. 

0.064 1 90 0.802 

Tests the null hypothesis that the error variance of the dependent variable is equal across groups. 

a. Design: Intercept + size_house_ft2 + rooms + block_dhajji 

Table  II. Levene’s test 

 

 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable:Construction expenses (6 point scale, 6=most expenses)  

Source 

Type III Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Partial Eta 

Squared 

Corrected Model 20.185
a
 3 6.728 5.220 0.002 0.151 

Intercept 77.480 1 77.480 60.113 0.000 0.406 

size_house_ft2 0.003 1 0.003 0.002 0.961 0.000 

rooms 1.594 1 1.594 1.237 0.269 0.014 

block_dhajji 19.841 1 19.841 15.394 0.000 0.149 

Error 113.423 88 1.289    

Total 1654.000 92     

Corrected Total 133.609 91     

a. R Squared = .151 (Adjusted R Squared = 0.122)    

Table  III. ANCOVA; mean of construction costs for block masonry vs dhajji construction, Test of between-subjects 

 

 

Parameter Estimates 

Dependent Variable:Construction expenses (6 point scale, 6=most expenses)   

Parameter B Std. Error t Sig. 

95% Confidence Interval 
Partial Eta 

Squared Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Intercept 2.830 0.492 5.757 .000 1.853 3.808 .274 

size_house_ft2 3.349E-5 0.001 0.049 .961 -0.001 0.001 0.000 

rooms 0.200 0.180 1.112 .269 -0.157 0.558 0.014 

[block_dhajji=1] 1.021 0.260 3.923 .000 0.504 10.538 0.149 

[block_dhajji=2] 0
a
 . . . . . . 

a. This parameter is set to zero because it is redundant.    
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Table  IV. ANCOVA; mean of construction cost for block masonry vs dhajji construction, Parameter estimates 

 

Group Statistics 

 dhajji_b

lock_0_

1 N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Size of the house (square 

feet) 

0 31 619.65 298.378 53.590 

1 61 513.31 163.965 20.994 

 

 

 

 

Independent Samples Test 

  Levene's Test 

for Equality of 

Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

  

F Sig. t df 

Sig. 

(2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Std. 

Error 

Differe

nce 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

  Lower Upper 

Size of the 

house 

(square feet) 

Equal variances 

assumed 
11.978 .001 2.210 90 0.030 106.334 48.123 10.730 201.938 

Equal variances 

not assumed 

  
1.847 39.450 0.072 106.334 57.556 -10.041 222.709 

 

 

 

 

Descriptive Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

Size of the house (square 

feet) 
549.14 222.779 92 

dhajji_block_0_1 0.66 .475 92 

d1.5_total 7.02 2.390 92 

 

 

 

Correlations 

Control Variables 

Size of the 

house (square 

feet) 

dhajji_block_0_

1 d1.5_total 

-none-
a
 Size of the house (square 

feet) 

Correlation 
1.000 -0.227

*
 -0.023 

dhajji_block_0_1 Correlation -0.227
*
 1.000 0.132 

d1.5_total Correlation -0.023 0.132 1.000 

d1.5_total Size of the house (square 

feet) 

Correlation 
1.000 -0.226

*
 

 

dhajji_block_0_1 Correlation -0.226
*
 1.000  
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Correlations 

Control Variables 

Size of the 

house (square 

feet) 

dhajji_block_0_

1 d1.5_total 

-none-
a
 Size of the house (square 

feet) 

Correlation 
1.000 -0.227

*
 -0.023 

dhajji_block_0_1 Correlation -0.227
*
 1.000 0.132 

d1.5_total Correlation -0.023 0.132 1.000 

d1.5_total Size of the house (square 

feet) 

Correlation 
1.000 -0.226

*
 

 

dhajji_block_0_1 Correlation -0.226
*
 1.000  

a. Cells contain zero-order (Pearson) correlations.   

*. Correlation is significant at 0.05 level    

 

 

 

Group Statistics 

 dhajji_b

lock_0_

1 N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

ft2_head 0 31 100.4591 50.89944 9.14181 

1 61 85.2617 54.53028 6.98189 

 

 

 

Independent Samples Test 

  Levene's Test 

for Equality of 

Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

  

F Sig. t df 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Std. Error 

Difference 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

  Lower Upper 

ft2_head Equal variances 

assumed 
0.043 0.836 1.292 90 0.200 15.19734 11.76690 -8.17965 38.57434 

Equal variances 

not assumed 

  
1.321 64.271 0.191 15.19734 11.50302 -7.78071 38.17540 
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Those who want to change to other 

construction style (36 households 

out of a sample of 141. i.e. 26%) 

Current type of 

construction 

Expressed preference for construction style of future 

house 

15 households (42%) are 

homeowners of block masonry 

Block masonry Dhajji construction 

Block masonry Dhajji construction 

Block masonry Dhajji Construction  

Block masonry 

Dhajji: cheaper. faster. easier construction. Already 

started with construction before ERRA approved Dhajji  

Block masonry Even better housing. if affordable  

Block masonry Even better housing. if available 

Block masonry Even better housing. if available 

Block masonry 

If safer & cheaper technology is introduced i will adopt 

that 

Block masonry 

I will use a new updated version which will be cost 

effective and much safer 

Block masonry Stone in future as stone is stronger than block 

Block masonry 

I will choose RCC house as CGI roof can’t resist wind 

and wood used decay soon 

Block masonry I will make good quality of shed. cheap and safer 

Block masonry 

I will make RCC house because wood decay soon and 

inflicts losses 

Block masonry In -Situ  

Block masonry 

Stone masonry. since the availability is better than 

blocks. hence less expensive 

Brick masonry Dhajji House. because light and safe 

6 households (17%) are homeowners 

of mixed construction 

Mixed construction Block masonry proper 

Mixed construction Block masonry  

Mixed construction Block masonry with cgi-sheets 

Mixed construction Block masonry 

Mixed construction Dhajji Construction  

Mixed construction Dhajji 

5 households (14%) are homeowners 

of in-situ construction 

In-situ Block masonry  

In-situ Block masonry or Dhajji 

In-situ Block masonry. since lighter than in situ 

In-situ Block masonry. since safer than current in-situ 

In-situ 

Safe shelter. no not possible due to financial 

constraints (only 50.000 PKR received) 

4 households (14%) are homeowners 

of Dhajji construction Dhajji 

Depends on the need and importance of the future 

and I am not sure  

Dhajji 

Mix construction i.e. pillars of RCC as wooden decay 

soon 

Dhajji RCC is the best and I will like to choose this 

Dhajji Block masonry  

4 households (11%) are homeowners 

of stone-cement masonry 

Stone-cement masonry Block Masonry 

Stone-cement masonry Block Masonry  

Stone-cement masonry block masonry 

Stone-cement masonry 

Block masonry as stone in this area is not available and 

making stone is costly 

1 households (3%) are homeowners 

of shelter-type of construction Shelter-type Block Masonry  

1 households (3%) are homeowners 

of brick masonry Brick masonry Dhajji House. because light and safe 

Source: data from household interviews (N=141). AJK. summer 2008. 

Table  V. Preferences and motivations of homeowners to choose for another type of construction in the future 
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